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Abstract
In the past decade, many advances were made towards the production of alternative fuels. Biodiesel is one
such alternative fuel which has received much attention and research. However, its production also creates an
abundance of crude glycerol, which is a waste product that has little value and is costly to purify. Therefore, a
process which can utilize crude glycerol deserves analysis. In our project, a process was designed for the
manufacture of various high value products from glycerol. This process used catalyst technology and reaction
data from Virent Energy Systems, Inc. to convert crude glycerol feed into the products of hexane, butane,
ethane, propane, and hydrogen.
Our proposed process design yields a NPV of $238,317,900.00 and an IRR of 8.18%.
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Abstract 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
In the past decade, many advances were made towards the production of 
alternative fuels. Biodiesel is one such alternative fuel which has received much attention 
and research. However, its production also creates an abundance of crude glycerol, which 
is a waste product that has little value and is costly to purify. Therefore, a process which 
can utilize crude glycerol deserves analysis. In our project, a process was designed for the 
manufacture of various high value products from glycerol. This process used catalyst 
technology and reaction data from Virent Energy Systems, Inc. to convert crude glycerol 
feed into the products of hexane, butane, ethane, propane, and hydrogen.  
Our proposed process design yields a NPV of $238,317,900.00 and an IRR of 8.18%. 
 
Project Charter
 Project Name: Biomass or Glycerol to Gasoline, Jet Fuel, and Diesel Liquid BioFuels 
 
Project Champions: Stephen M. Tieri (DuPont), Leonard A. Fabiano 
 
Project Leaders: Jeanne Ho, Joseph Luchtan, Andrew Perlman, Andrew Salute 
 
Specific Goals:  
· Determine if the conversion of biomass-derived material into conventional 
hydrocarbon fuels is commercially viable 
· Identify the optimal raw material and product or product combinations 
· Produce 100MM gallon per year of fuel products  
· Fuel products meet the minimum industry purity and quality standards for direct 
use or blending 
· Energy consumption is comparable to a benchmark of 35,000 Btu/gallon product 
produced 
· Use the minimum water necessary for the technology, no more than 3 gal/gal of 
product  
· Satisfy state and federal emissions legislation 
 
Project Scope: 
· Decide on whether biomass materials or crude glycerol is a better feed material 
for a conversion process 
· Develop a process to convert biomass or glycerol to hydrocarbon fuels 
· Evaluate the economic feasibility of the design 
 
Deliverables: 
· Material Balance and Computer-Drawn Block Flow Diagram 
· Detailed Equipment Design for Key Process Unit 
· Major Equipment Design 
· Completed Finances 
· Written Report 
· Revised Written Report 
· Design Presentation 
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During the 21st century, there has been a major concern about the future of fossil fuels 
which comprise of coal, natural gas, and oil for energy use (Damassa, 2006).  This worry has 
come about because of the fact that these energies have been determined as non-renewable 
resources, yet nations like the United States heavily depend on these scarce sources for energy.  
The United States breakdown of energy consumption recently has valued over 95% of energy 
sources as non-renewable sources, which composed of nuclear, oil, natural gas, and coal.  Of 
these, oil was by far the most used source (Association, 2005).  The current oil-to-reserve ratio 
has shown that oil will only last for approximately forty-nine years.  Though this number does 
not take into account the potential unfounded reserves that may exist, the United States Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) only guarantees at least twenty-five more years of oil before it 
is completely used up (Administration, 2009).  In addition, there has been a growing concern 
about CO2 emissions and the accumulation of greenhouse gases.  
With the knowledge that fossil fuels will not last forever and worries about CO2 
emissions, the United States and other national governments have turned to renewable sources 
for energy.  These sources include wind energy, solar energy, geothermal energy, hydroelectric 
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plants, and biomass processes.  Of these, biomass is the largest renewable energy source, 
consisting of over fifty percent of the alternative energy sources (Guey-Lee, 2009).  With 
exploration in biomass as a source of energy, biodiesel has become a popular fuel source 
product.  In the biodiesel process, the major byproduct formed is glycerol, also known as 
glycerine (Leray, 2010).  To this date, there is no real use for glycerol, so it has been incurring at 
these biodiesel sights and accumulating as storage or waste costs for biodiesel corporations.  But 
because of the abundance of glycerol from biodiesel production and the desire to continue with 
renewable energies, there has been major exploration as to uses for glycerol (Leray, 2010).  
Though many different technologies have been created, no viable processes have become widely 
used to make glycerol a renowned useful raw material in large-scale processes. 
One process that looks promising for either biomass or glycerol use is a process created 
by Virent Energy Systems, Inc. known as the BioForming System.  It is shown below in Figure 
Into.1: 
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Figure Into.1: Diagram of Virent’s Bioforming Platform 
 As can be seen from the figure above, this method allows biomass feedstocks, including 
non-food varieties, to be converted into gasoline, diesel, or jet fuel for energy use.  It functions 
correctly with various raw materials that have sugar-like properties, such as corn stover, 
sugarcane bagasse, and glycerol. Essentially, this BioForming® platform functions by using the 
aqueous phase reforming (APR) process with catalysts and reactor systems that are similar to 
those typically used in the petroleum industry.  According to Virent, preliminary research has 
shown that fuel production using this method is economically competitive when compared to jet 
fuel, diesel, and gasoline production using crude oil.  In addition, the process is cited as being 
likely more beneficial than current ethanol processes because Virent’s BioForming® platform 
has greater energy production and less need for energy intensive dewatering steps.   
To go into greater depth of the process, it utilizes APR methods that use heterogeneous 
catalysts at moderate temperatures and pressures in series and parallels to lessen the oxygen 
content of the carbohydrate (Cortright R. D., 2008).  APR is the key step in this process, and it 
produces hydrogen, lower alkanes, and condensable chemical intermediates.  Any type of plant 
sugar once soluble in water can be used as a raw material.  Hydrogen created from APR should 
be recycled, as demonstrated in Figure Into.1, and the intermediates are used to produce the 
fuels.  One should note that biomass pretreatment to extract sugars or starches from matter or 
hydrotreating to convert sugars and organic acids into polyhydric alcohols can be necessary 
before the aqueous phase reforming reaction can take place.  Typical reactions during APR 
include the following: reforming to generate hydrogen, dehydrogenation of alcohols or 
hydrogenation of carbonyls, dexoygenation reactions, hydrogenolysis, and cylcization.  In 
general, the goal of the aqueous phase reforming reaction is to go from carbohydrates to mono-
16 
 
oxygenated species, such as alcohols, ketones, or aldehydes.  These mono-oxygenated species 
can then be converted into hydrocarbons useful for energy use by utilizing conventional catalytic 
condensation and hydrotreating techniques.  As shown in Figure Into.1, there are three main 
techniques: acid condensation, which typically uses a ZSM-5 catalyst, base condensation, and 
dehydration/olgimerization (Blommel, 2008).  Further development and discussion about the 
reactions involved with this technology will be discussed in greater detail later in this paper. 
 As discussed previously, there are three methods for converting mono-oxygenated 
species into alkanes that can be used for gasoline, diesel, or jet fuel.  After meeting with 
industrial consultants, the group was notified by these experts that exploring all three options 
would be impossible, given the time until the deadline for the ultimate decisions of this project.  
As all three reaction routes were equally viable for this process, the advisor for this particular 
senior design, Dr. Vohs, advised in the selection of technique for converting mono-oxygenates in 
this portion of the process.  It was told to the team that ZSM-5 was more of a Fisher-Tropsch 
“brute-force” method and the dehydration/oligimerization method was traditional, but likely not 
as effective or innovative as the other possible methods.  With all the options given, Dr. Vohs 
believed that the base condensation route would likely be both the most interesting method and 
one of the more efficient methods, since it is a newer process when compared with the other two 
options.  Based off this information, only the method of base catalyzed condensation followed by 
hydrodeoxygenation was considered within the scope of this project. 
 Noting the possibilities for the BioForming® platform created by Virent Energy Systems, 
Inc. and the desire to continue with renewable resources for fuel sources, the goal of this senior 
design project is to determine the economic viability of this platform for a full scale plant 
devoted to the manufacture of gasoline, diesel, or jet fuel.  For the raw materials, there are two 
17 
 
given options: crude glycerol (a byproduct of biodiesel manufacture) or biomass (woody 
biomass, sugarcane bagasse, or sugar beet pulp).  The aim is to produce 100MM gallons per year 
of any single fuel.   
In this case, glycerol was used as a raw material, and the products chosen were blends for 
gasoline.  The reasoning behind these choices will be explored in future sections.  
18 
 
 
Market Analysis 
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Hexane, butane, propane, and ethane are produced in significant quantities from the APR 
process. These will be sold either as pure or blending products in the oil and gas industries, 
where demand is strong and expected to grow. In general, world energy consumption is projected 
to grow by 44% from 2006 to 2030; demand in non-OECD countries will grow by 77%.  As seen 
in Fig. 1, strong growth can be expected from liquid fuels and natural gas, with demand on the 
order of 100 quadrillion BTUs (Energy, 2009). In addition, U.S. demand will continue to outstrip 
U.S. supply.  
 
 
Figure Market.1 World Energy Use by Fuel Type 
 
Liquid fuels will remain the dominant energy source due to use in transportation and 
industry. By 2030, prices for liquid fuels will increase 80%. Natural gas prices are expected to 
rebound from a low-point in 2009 due to the economic slow-down. Prices will then increase as 
consumers look to taken advantage of natural gasses relatively low price.  Most of this increase 
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Pre-treatment 
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First, a number of raw materials are discussed. Two materials—sugarcane bagasse and 
glycerol—are compared. For each of these inputs, there is a description of pretreatment steps. 
Finally, these two materials are compared and glycerol is selected as the more economical feed 
material. 
Introduction 
The APR process is designed to work with a variety of inputs, with glycerol and biomass 
being most economically and environmentally advantageous. The biomass considered in this 
report is either the waste from food products or woody biomass. Both material sources are thus 
renewable and have no negative effect on food availability or prices. There also exists a global 
surplus of crude glycerol, a result of transesterification during biodiesel production. In a final 
economic evaluation, crude glycerol was selected as the best alternative for the APR input. In 
reaching this determination, the best pretreatment option for glycerol was compared with the best 
pretreatment option for biomass.  
Process Inputs 
Biomass 
Biomass is a renewable energy source derived from biological organisms such as plant 
matter. In order to avoid the problems associated with using food for fuel (food shortage, 
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increased food prices), lignocellulosic biomass was considered instead. This is the polymeric, 
fibrous, non-starch component of the plant composed primarily of cellulose, hemicellulose, and 
lignin. (Cellulose is a glucose polymer linked by b-1,4 glycosidic bonds; hemicellulose is a 
highly branched polymer of C5 and C6 sugars; lignin is polyphenolic structural component.) The 
goal of biomass pretreatment is to reduce this type of plant matter to a water-soluble form—
sugars and starches are extracted from cellulose and hemicellulose. The remaining lignan is 
discarded or combusted for energy.  
Four possible biomass sources were considered: sugarcane bagasse, corn stover, switch 
grass, and woody biomass. Sugarcane bagasse is the leftover material from sugarcane after it is 
crushed and the juices are extracted. Corn stover consists of the leaves, stalks, husks, and cob 
remaining after the harvest of maize. Switchgrass is a perennial, warm season grass native to 
North America. Woody biomass includes logging residues and wood processing residues. Table 
Pretreat.1 shows the composition and prices of these resources. 
Table Pretreat.1 Composition and Prices of Lignocellulosic Biomass 
Biomass %Cellulose %Hemicellulose %Lignin Price($/ton) Ref. 
Sugarcane 
Bagasse 
43 37 20 14 (Lobo, Jaguaribe, Rodrigues, & 
Da Rocha, 2007) 
(Han, 1998) 
Corn Stover 38 26 15 30 (Kadam & McMillan, 2003) 
(Lee, 2007) 
(USAgriculturalResearchService) 
Switch Grass 37 29 19 60  (Lee, 2007) 
(USAgriculturalResearchService) 
Woody 
Biomass 
(Coniferous) 
40-45 7-13 26-34 40 (McNeel) 
(Han, 1998) 
Woody 
Biomass 
(Deciduous) 
38-49 19-26 23-30 40 (McNeel) 
(Han, 1998) 
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 Pretreatment processes for these resources are identical, so inputs can be compared based 
on composition and price. Sugarcane bagasse not only has the highest cellulose/hemicellulose 
composition, but also is also the cheapest and therefore was selected over alternative 
lignocellulosic materials.  As of 1994, bagasse was produced at a rate of 4.5 million dry tons per 
year, more than enough to meet our demands.  Further, worldwide production, especially in 
Brazil, is significantly higher. 
Glycerol 
Glycerol (propane-1,2,3-triol) is a water-soluble organic liquid commonly produced in 
biodiesel plants. For every 9 kilograms of biodiesel, 1 kilogram of crude glycerol is produced as 
a by-product (Pachauri, 2006). This low quality crude resource is of low value because of the 
many impurities as seen in Table Pretreat.2. Some biodiesel plants, however, produce a medium 
quality glycerol waste stream that is less alkaline and suited for direct introduction into the APR 
process.  This represents a huge advantage of the APR process: energy intensive pretreatment 
steps (e.g. separation of water) are unnecessary.   
Buying impure glycerol is also advantageous from an economic perspective. Industrial-
grade glycerol, used in the food, drug, cosmetic, and tobacco industries, is priced in the rage 
$1.28-$1.65. Crude glycerol currently has very little alternative uses and is significantly cheaper. 
Table Pretreat.2 Composition (w/w) and Price ($/kg) of Crude Glycerol 
Biomass Glycerol Water CH3OH FAME Heavies Ref. 
Low quality crude 
glycerol 
.87 .1 .12 .0025 .0005 (Aiken, 2006) 
 
High quality glycerol  .996 .0042 .00002 0 .00006 (Aiken, 2006) 
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Not only is crude glycerol cheap, it is plentiful and in growing supply. In the United 
States, biodiesel production skyrocketed from 2 million gallons in 2000 to 250 million gallons in 
2006 (see Figure Pretreat.1). These production rates represent less than half of production 
capacity. Therefore, as glycerol use increases, we expect U.S. glycerol capacity to expand, 
lowering glycerol prices even more. 
Figure Pretreat.1 Biodiesel Production and Capacity in the United States (Carriquiry, 2007). 
 
Pretreatment 
Biomass 
An Aspen model of the pretreatment process is presented in the Appendix and summarized here. 
There are five primary steps: transportation and solid handling, prehydrolysis, acid hydrolysis, 
and enzymatic hydrolysis. 
Transportation and Solid Handling 
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No single source of bagasse is likely to meet the needs of a biorefinery. Transportation 
costs to the plant, as well as solid handling costs at the plant, are therefore significant. According 
to a U.S. Department of Energy report, shipping costs are more expensive than the biomass 
itself.  Between production, harvest and collection, storage, and delivery, biomass costs increase 
to $50-$53 per dry ton delivered (DepartmentofEnergyWashingtonDC, 2003).  
Prehydrolysis 
Lignocellulosic biomass is unable to enter the APR reactor because its sugars are bound 
up in polymeric structures. The biomass must therefore be broken down so that the hemicellulose 
is hydrolyzed, the lignin is transformed, and the cellulose is susceptible to enzymatic hydrolysis. 
Mechanical, chemical, and biological processes are all available, as well as combinations thereof. 
In addition to the actual pretreatment process, transportation and solid handling costs must be 
taken into account.  
 The goals of pretreatment are to (1) form sugars or prepare the biomass for such 
purposes, (2) avoid the degradation and loss of carbohydrates, (3) avoid the formation of 
byproducts that are harmful to APR or the reaction vessels, and (4) be economically 
advantageous (Parveen, Barrett, Delwiche, & Stroeve, 2009).   It was found that the most 
economical process was dilute acid pretreatment followed by enzymatic hydrolysis.  
Acid Hydrolysis 
 Concentrated acids result in the highest recovery of usable sugars.  Unfortunately, they 
are toxic, corrosive to equipment, hazardous, and poisonous to the catalyst in the APR process 
downstream.  They are thus too expensive and infeasible to use. The use of dilute acids however, 
is a practical alternative.  It can hydrolyze hemicellulose at high reaction rates and lead to higher 
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cellulose hydrolysis. Hemicellulose is removed and the cellulose in the residual solid is more 
easily digested.  Optimal conditions for corn stover pretreatment were 2% H2SO4 at 120C for 43 
min. Under these conditions, a 77% xylose yield was obtained and the solids demonstrated good 
susceptibility to enzymatic hydrolysis (Parveen, Barrett, Delwiche, & Stroeve, 2009). After this 
process, the biomass is separated, solids are washed and the liquid portion is overlimed. This is 
necessary to remove compounds toxic to enzymes used downstream. 
Enzymatic hydrolysis  
Enzymes were chosen as the main hydrolyzing agent. In addition to any hydrolysis that 
may occur in pretreatment, enzymes effectively convert biomass to the sugars necessary for our 
process. Compared to full-on acid hydrolysis, a combination of acid/heat pretreatment and 
enzymatic hydrolysis requires less expensive, corrosion-resistant materials and produces fewer 
amounts of byproducts. Making use of enzymes will provide us with high sugar yields and will 
further ensure the integrity of catalysts used downstream due to the lack of acids and salts that 
could potentially poison them.  
Glycerol 
As stated above, there are no pretreatment separations necessary to prepare crude 
glycerol. The only other component in significant quantity besides glycerol and water is 
methanol, which is not harmful to the APR reactor. Mixing glycerol with water is the only step 
necessary before it enters the APR reactor. 
Comparison 
After investigation into the benefits of glycerol versus biomass, we selected glycerol as 
an input to the APR process. Biomass is not only expensive to harvest and transport, but it also 
29 
 
requires a huge upfront capital investment. Biomass needs to be shredded, washed, mixed with 
sulfuric acid, separated, overlimed, and then saccharified with expensive enzymes before it can 
enter the APR process. These cons outweigh the benefit of longer-chained alkanes. Glycerol on 
the other hand is cheap, available, and requires no pretreatment.
30 
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Reactions 
Aqueous Phase Reforming 
As previously mentioned, the aqueous phase reforming process patented by Virent 
Technologies is capable of transforming sugar alcohols (e.g. xylitol, sorbitol) or glycerol into a 
range of products including paraffins, cyclic mono-oxygenates, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and 
oxygenated hydrocarbons such as ketones, aldehydes, carboxylic acids, alcohols, and polyols. 
The reaction pathways include reforming to generate hydrogen, dehydrogenation of 
alcohols/hydrogenation of carbonyls, deoxygenation, hydrogenolysis, and cyclizations 
(Blommel, 2008). Possible reaction pathways are illustrated in Figure Background.1 and Figure 
Background.2.  
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Figure Background.1: Reaction pathways to form 
hydrogen under aqueous phase reforming (Cortright 
R. D., 2002) 
Figure Background.2: Reaction pathways for other 
products such as ketones, aldehydes, carboxylic 
acids, cyclic mono-oxygenates, and alcohols 
(Cortright R. D., 2008).  
 
In the product distribution data as published with Virent’s Patent (Cortright R. D., 2008) 
the most prevalent mono-oxygenates from the APR reactions include alkanes, alcohols, ketones, 
and cyclic mono-oxygenates. Carboxylic acids were not mentioned in the product distribution; 
they may have undergone a quick decarboxylation to form gaseous carbon dioxide and hydrogen. 
Similarly, aldehydes were also omitted from the product distribution. They may have also been 
converted to carbon dioxide and hydrogen.  
Base Condensation 
The products from the APR reactor were then heated up and transferred to the base condensation 
reactor, which performs the reactions in the vapor phase. In this reactor, mono-oxygenates are 
joined by an Aldol Condensation reaction due to the basic properties of the catalyst. The reaction 
statement for an Aldol Condensation reaction is: 
33 
 
 
 
Figure Background.3: Aldol Condensation reaction 
 
Though the Aldol Condensation reaction generally occurs with molecules containing alpha 
hydrogens (i.e. molecules contained carbonyl functional groups connected to alkyl group), the 
base condensation catalyst is able to condense alcohols also. Thus, it is assumed that the reaction 
pathway towards condensation of alcohols involves formation of aldehydes, which are also able 
to undergo Aldol Condensation. The products from the base condensation reactor would 
resemble that of the above reaction statement – molecules with conjugated carbonyl and alkene 
functional groups. 
In our process, various assumptions to the product distribution have been made, which result in 
two prevalent products from the base condensation reactor. These products are butane and 2-
methylpentane and their respective alcohols, 2-butanol and 4-methyl-2-pentanol. In this senior 
design report, the term “hexanes” is used as a shorthand notation for 2-methylpentane. This is 
because 2-methylpentane is a common isomer of hexane and its properties closely match those of 
hexane.  
Hydrodeoxygenation 
The final reactor in the reactor train involves hydrodeoxygenation. This catalyst is able to 
perform two main functions: hydrogenations of double bonds and of carbonyl functional groups 
(i.e. to convert carbonyl groups to alcohol groups) and deoxygenation to remove the alcohol 
34 
 
functional group. These two reactions require hydrogen; therefore, the hydrogen formed from the 
APR reactor is consumed in this reactor. In addition, there is a net formation of water, which 
necessitates downstream separations to remove water from the process. All of these reactions 
involve the activity of the catalyst, however, information regarding reaction mechanisms and 
kinetics is unavailable. Only conversions of feed product are given in Virent’s patent (Cortright 
R. D., 2008).   
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Separations 
In this design project, a number of difficulties arose in the separation of the products from 
the reactor sequence. Again, the products involved alkanes, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, water, 
unused alcohols, unused ketones, and unused glycerol. Because the chosen starting material was 
glycerol, the product distribution was narrow and consisted of a range of 2- to 6- carbon 
molecules. Thus, the resulting mixture of products did not phase separate into two liquid phases. 
This was due to the fact that the hydrocarbon alkane chains were short and there were alcohols 
present in the mixture. Alcohols bridge the polar and non-polar domains of the liquids and alter 
the surface tension between the two; this causes the alkanes to become miscible in water. 
Decanting to separate water from the alkanes was not a viable option. Thus, the separations 
performed used a combination of flash, distillation, and separation technologies such as amine 
absorption and membrane separation to obtain pure products.  
The thought process for the separations is as follows: 
 
Flash: 
Remove 
water and 
alcohols 
 
Amine 
Absorption: 
Using MEA for 
CO2 removal 
 
Membrane 
separations: 
H2 removal 
 
Distillation: 
Purification 
of Products 
 
Flash: 
Remove 
unreacted 
Glycerol 
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Since the products of the reactor train were present at a high temperature and pressure, it 
was reasonable to allow glycerol, the highest boiling point component of the product mixture, 
condense in the first flash vessel. This stream, the liquid product of the first flash vessel, was 
then recycled back to the reactor train. Following the first flash, a second flash vessel was 
maintained at a high pressure to remove most of the water and alcohols in the liquid phase. Other 
stream components, such as CO2, H2, light alkanes, butane, and hexane, were kept in the vapor 
phase.  This vapor stream is then cooled down to room temperature for the following processes 
of amine absorption and membrane separations.  
Amine absorption and membrane separations were performed to selectively remove CO2 
and H2 from the process. Previous attempts to performing models in ASPEN which carried the 
CO2 and H2 into the downstream distillation towers resulted in very cold (below zero) 
temperatures in the overhead condensers, even though both CO2 and H2 were set as non-
condensable components (i.e. Henry’s components) in the simulation. Since refrigeration is 
costly and maintaining cold temperatures in condensers increase the risk of hydrogen 
embrittlement of the process equipment, other alternative separation technologies were needed to 
remove both CO2 and H2. Thus, the two processes of amine absorption and membrane separation 
were suggested by consultants Gary Sawyer and Wayne Robbins  and the senior design 
coordinator, Professor Leonard Fabiano.  
Amine absorption is a common process to scrub CO2 from gaseous stream; this 
technology was recommended by Professor Leonard Fabiano, who had extensive experience in 
the design of an amine absorption process which removed CO2 from a flue gas stream. The 
amine used in this process is monoethanolamine (MEA). This amine will react with water and 
CO2 to form a water-soluble ion according to this reaction: 
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H2O + CO2 + MEA à H3O+ + MEACOO- 
This reaction is performed in an absorption column (see figure Background.4), where the 
gaseous CO2-rich stream enters and is met with a solution of water and MEA. After the reaction 
occurs and the ion is formed, the ion is carried away by the water and leaves the absorber as a 
liquid stream. The vapor of the absorber contains the other stream components of the gaseous 
feed. The liquid stream of the absorber then enters the regenerator, where it is heated. Addition 
of heat reduces the solubility of CO2 gas in water, and effectively dissociates the ion that had 
formed in the absorber. Thus, a vapor stream that is high purity in CO2 leaves the regenerator 
(Rubin, 2002). The liquid product of the regenerator contains the MEA solution, which is 
recycled back to the absorber for further reaction.  
 
Figure Background.4: General process diagram for the absorption of CO2 into a solution 
of MEA and water. 
  
Absorber Regen-
erator 
Heat 
Exchanger 
Gaseous Stream: 
CO2, H2, water, 
light alkanes, 
alcohols 
Vapor Product: 
H2, water, light 
alkanes, alcohols 
Liquid Product: 
Water, MEACOO- 
Liquid Product: 
Water, MEA 
Vapor Product: 
CO2 (high purity) 
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The vapor product from the absorber is then taken to a membrane unit, which would 
selectively remove H2. A membrane system which is currently used is PRISM membrane which 
is fabricated by Air Products.  This membrane, which is made of polysulfonate polymer, operates 
on the principles of size exclusion and acts like a filtration unit; therefore, molecules whose size 
is similar to that of H2 will pass through the membrane. For our process, this means that the 
permeate components, which will pass through the membrane, include H2, H2O, CO2, methane, 
methanol, ethane, ethanol, propane, isopropanol, butane, and butanol. The amount of these 
components which pass through the membranes were taken from a past senior design report 
(Abuschinow, 2009) which also used the PRISM membrane to separate hydrogen from a 
hydrocarbon stream, as well as estimates from the consultant, Wayne Robbins. The retentate will 
then be carried forth for more downstream purification. 
The first step within the downstream purification involves a distillation tower that will 
condense hexane into a liquid and keep the light hydrocarbons, methane, ethane, propane, 
butane, in the vapor phase. This distillation tower is capable of isolating the hexane into a liquid 
stream of 98wt% purity. The vapor product is carried forth into a second distillation tower. In 
this second tower, the butane is condensed into a liquid in a purity of 89wt%. The other major 
components of this liquid stream include hexanes (4wt%), isopropanol (3wt%) and ethanol 
(2wt%). Because this liquid stream is intended to be sold to a refinery which will blend the 
stream into their gasoline mix, it is assumed that the impurities of the liquid stream are 
acceptable. In gasoline, hexane is already present and alcohols are normally added to the final 
gasoline product.  
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Process Flow Diagram and 
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Our process is split into 5 different sections: reactor train, separations of CO2 and H2, separations 
to purify hexanes, separations to purify butanes and light hydrocarbons, and a recycle loop. A 
description of each section followed by material balance diagrams are below. 
Section 100, page1 
 In this section, the first part of the reactor train is included. This section begins with the 
mixing of room temperature raw glycerol feed and the recycle stream. The mixed stream enters a 
pump, where its pressure is raised to 715 psia. After that, the stream is heated up to 500°F by a 
series of heat exchangers, and experiences approximately 25 psia pressure drop through each of 
the heat exchangers. The pressure drops through these three heat exchangers are estimated 
because control valves are placed on the stream to ensure proper flowrates. Then, the stream 
enters the first reactor, which performs the aqueous phase reforming reactions.   
Section100, page2 
 This section includes the second half of the reactor train. After the stream exits the APR 
reactor, it enters a heat exchanger which raises its temperature to 572°F, which is the operating 
temperature of the base condensation reactor. After the stream undergoes condensation reactions, 
it gets heated up further and enters the hydrodeoxygenation reactor. Finally, the product of this 
third reactor is split into two streams and exchanges its heat in two shell and tube heat 
exchangers. After that, the two streams are mixed together and cooled to the appropriate 
temperature so that the separations of the products can occur. 
Section200, page1 
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 This section shows the first two flash vessels involved in the product separations. As 
previously mentioned, the first flash vessel removes the glycerol as a liquid stream and retains 
the light alkanes, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and water, in the vapor phase. This vapor stream is 
then cooled down in two heat exchangers. This stream enters a second flash vessel, which 
removes a majority of the water and alcohols as a liquid. The vapor stream is carried onwards for 
further purification.  
Section200, page2 
 In this section, the two separation technologies, CO2 scrubbing by absorption using MEA 
and H2 removal using a PRISM membrane, are modeled. The product stream from these two 
processes is then sent to the first distillation tower, which purifies the first liquid product. 
Section 300 
 This section contains the first distillation tower which separates the stream into a liquid 
stream of hexane (98wt% purity) and a vapor stream of butane, propane, ethane, and methane. 
This vapor stream is carried forth to a second distillation tower, which will perform another 
separation to isolate the butanes product. 
 Section400 
 This section contains the second distillation tower which separates the vapor stream from 
the first distillation tower into two products. The liquid product from this second distillation 
tower contains butane (89wt%) and acceptable impurities of hexane, ethanol, and isopropanol. 
The vapor product is a mixture of ethane and propane, which can be sold as a fuel.  
Section500 
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 This section illustrates the recycle loop of the process. In this recycle loop, the alcohols 
and water of the second flash vessel (Section200, page1) enter a distillation tower. In this 
distillation tower, water is removed as a liquid in very high purity (98wt% pure). Since this 
liquid bottoms stream is at a high temperature, it is able to exchange its heat and fulfill the 
heating load of the reboiler of the distillation tower of Section400.  
The alcohols are removed in both the vapor distillate and a side stream. The vapor 
distillate is combined with the unused glycerol from the first flash vessel (Section200, page1) 
and enters a flash vessel. This flash vessel removes carbon dioxide as a vapor product and sends 
it to the CO2 scrubbing process (Section200, page1). The liquid product, a stream of glycerol and 
alcohols, is mixed with the distillation tower’s side stream and a portion of the distillation 
tower’s liquid water bottoms stream. This mixed stream represents the recycle stream that joins 
the raw material glycerol feed stream of Section100, page1. The other portion of the distillation 
tower’s liquid water bottoms is considered a waste stream and sent to a waste treatment facility. 
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Component Mass Flow S101 S102 S103 S104 S105 S106 S107 S108 S113B1 S113B2 S114 S203 S205 S504 S505
    GLYCEROL LB/HR 717027.7 142704.4 859732 859732 859732 859732 859732 142302.8 66882.34 66882.34 142302.8 2873.67 2873.67 139429.2 139429.2
    CO2 LB/HR 0 13362.67 13362.67 13362.67 13362.67 13362.67 13362.67 399536.2 187782 187782 399536.2 386182.3 386182.3 99123.69 99123.69
    H2 LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21183.44 6984.52 6984.52 14860.67 14860.65 14860.65 0.03 0.03
    WATER LB/HR 14633.22 173339.5 187972.7 187972.7 187972.7 187972.7 187972.7 198885.8 135063.7 135063.7 287369.6 234402.2 234402.2 96692.4 96692.4
    PROPANE LB/HR 0 80.49 80.49 80.49 80.49 80.49 80.49 18193.28 13355.99 13355.99 28417.01 28211.95 28211.95 1733 1733
    ETHANE LB/HR 0 35.35 35.35 35.35 35.35 35.35 35.35 9029.27 7865.44 7865.44 16734.97 16559.05 16559.05 1137.53 1137.53
    METHANE LB/HR 0 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 300.02 141.01 141.01 300.02 299.41 299.41 16.58 16.58
    ACETONE LB/HR 0 658.83 658.83 658.83 658.83 658.83 658.83 28880.06 406.91 406.91 865.77 817.55 817.55 731.66 731.66
    ISOPROP LB/HR 0 27850.77 27850.77 27850.77 27850.77 27850.77 27850.77 144277.9 14312.77 14312.77 30452.7 28435.61 28435.61 28561.19 28561.19
    ETHANOL LB/HR 0 24848.05 24848.05 24848.05 24848.05 24848.05 24848.05 147568.1 12484.12 12484.12 26561.96 24344.95 24344.95 25045.7 25045.7
    METHANOL LB/HR 0 16256.59 16256.59 16256.59 16256.59 16256.59 16256.59 20136.22 9464.02 9464.02 20136.22 17358.6 17358.6 18610.66 18610.66
    THF LB/HR 0 973.42 973.42 973.42 973.42 973.42 973.42 1478.27 694.79 694.79 1478.27 1389.4 1389.4 1275.83 1275.83
    HEXANE LB/HR 0 1426.02 1426.02 1426.02 1426.02 1426.02 1426.02 1426.02 42341.92 42341.92 90089.18 89806.29 89806.29 8310.64 8310.64
    HEXANOL LB/HR 0 14673.62 14673.62 14673.62 14673.62 14673.62 14673.62 14673.62 8982.1 8982.1 19110.85 17946.52 17946.52 18396.42 18396.42
    BUTANE LB/HR 0 382.35 382.35 382.35 382.35 382.35 382.35 382.35 31245.24 31245.24 66479.23 66115.47 66115.47 4790.18 4790.18
    BUTANOL LB/HR 0 11785.8 11785.8 11785.8 11785.8 11785.8 11785.8 11785.8 7211.53 7211.53 15343.68 14281.15 14281.15 14605 14605
    MEK LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
    MIK LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mole Flow LBMOL/HR 8598.03 13338.74 21936.77 21936.77 21936.77 21936.77 21936.77 39979.11 18563.48 18563.48 39496.77 34522.97 34522.97 11397.67 11397.67
Mass Flow LB/HR 731660.9 428378.3 1160039 1160039 1160039 1160039 1160039 1160039 545218.4 545218.4 1160039 943884.7 943884.7 458459.7 458459.7
Volume Flow CUFT/HR 9170.11 31865 15626.3 15637.11 16472.47 18127.24 19468.43 607997.1 440818.7 309488.4 742196 651568.1 489850.7 376241.8 165116.4
Temperature F 68 115 93.26 94.87 210 390 500 500 662 405.5 455.92 400 320.12 336.1 247.95
Pressure PSIA 20 20 20 715 690 665 640 615 490 465 465 460 435 150 125
Vapor Fraction 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0.95 1 0.88 0.94 1 0.78 0.6 0.24  
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Component Mass Flow S108 S109 S110 S111 S112 S113 S113A1 S113A2 S113B1 S113B2 S114 S201
    GLYCEROL LB/HR 142302.8 142302.8 142302.8 142302.8 142302.8 142302.8 75420.51 75420.51 66882.34 66882.34 142302.8 142302.8
    CO2 LB/HR 399536.2 399536.2 399536.2 399536.2 399536.2 399536.2 211754.2 211754.2 187782 187782 399536.2 399536.2
    H2 LB/HR 21183.44 21183.44 21183.44 24992.43 24992.43 14860.67 7876.15 7876.15 6984.52 6984.52 14860.67 14860.67
    WATER LB/HR 198885.8 198885.8 198885.8 239554.5 239554.5 287369.6 152305.9 152305.9 135063.7 135063.7 287369.6 287369.6
    PROPANE LB/HR 18193.28 18193.28 18193.28 18193.28 18193.28 28417.01 15061.01 15061.01 13355.99 13355.99 28417.01 28417.01
    ETHANE LB/HR 9029.27 9029.27 9029.27 9029.27 9029.27 16734.97 8869.53 8869.53 7865.44 7865.44 16734.97 16734.97
    METHANE LB/HR 300.02 300.02 300.02 300.02 300.02 300.02 159.01 159.01 141.01 141.01 300.02 300.02
    ACETONE LB/HR 28880.06 28880.06 28880.06 7508.82 7508.82 865.77 458.86 458.86 406.91 406.91 865.77 865.77
    ISOPROP LB/HR 144277.9 144277.9 144277.9 37512.26 37512.26 30452.7 16139.93 16139.93 14312.77 14312.77 30452.7 30452.7
    ETHANOL LB/HR 147568.1 147568.1 147568.1 38367.7 38367.7 26561.96 14077.84 14077.84 12484.12 12484.12 26561.96 26561.96
    METHANOL LB/HR 20136.22 20136.22 20136.22 20136.22 20136.22 20136.22 10672.2 10672.2 9464.02 9464.02 20136.22 20136.22
    THF LB/HR 1478.27 1478.27 1478.27 1478.27 1478.27 1478.27 783.48 783.48 694.79 694.79 1478.27 1478.27
    HEXANE LB/HR 1426.02 1426.02 1426.02 1426.02 1426.02 90089.18 47747.27 47747.27 42341.92 42341.92 90089.18 90089.18
    HEXANOL LB/HR 14673.62 14673.62 14673.62 14673.62 14673.62 19110.85 10128.75 10128.75 8982.1 8982.1 19110.85 19110.85
    BUTANE LB/HR 382.35 382.35 382.35 382.35 382.35 66479.23 35233.99 35233.99 31245.24 31245.24 66479.23 66479.23
    BUTANOL LB/HR 11785.8 11785.8 11785.8 11785.8 11785.8 15343.68 8132.15 8132.15 7211.53 7211.53 15343.68 15343.68
    MEK LB/HR 0 0 0 85459.81 85459.81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
    MIK LB/HR 0 0 0 107399.8 107399.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mole Flow LBMOL/HR 39979.11 39979.11 39979.11 41868.6 41868.6 39496.77 20933.29 20933.29 18563.48 18563.48 39496.77 39496.77
Mass Flow LB/HR 1160039 1160039 1160039 1160039 1160039 1160039 614820.8 614820.8 545218.4 545218.4 1160039 1160039
Volume Flow CUFT/HR 607997.1 699926.7 748068.1 827381.2 954002.5 937912.1 497093.4 410027.9 440818.7 309488.4 742196 691676.9
Temperature F 500 560 572 572 662 662 662 512.77 662 405.5 455.92 400
Pressure PSIA 615 590 565 540 515 490 490 490 490 465 465 440
Vapor Fraction 0.95 0.99 1 1 1 1 1 0.96 1 0.88 0.94 0.88  
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Component Mass Flow S201 S203 S204 S205 S206 S207 S208 S209 S210 S507
    GLYCEROL LB/HR 142302.8 2873.67 139429.2 2873.67 2873.68 0 0 2873.67 0 0
    CO2 LB/HR 399536.2 386182.3 13353.88 386182.3 386182.2 300132.3 300132.3 86049.88 386050.5 85918.12
    H2 LB/HR 14860.67 14860.65 0.02 14860.65 14860.65 14860.64 14860.64 0.01 14860.67 0.03
    WATER LB/HR 287369.6 234402.2 52967.44 234402.2 234402 2992.76 2992.76 231409.2 3530.48 537.72
    PROPANE LB/HR 28417.01 28211.95 205.06 28211.95 28211.95 26683.57 26683.57 1528.38 28327.87 1644.3
    ETHANE LB/HR 16734.97 16559.05 175.93 16559.05 16559.04 15596.92 15596.92 962.12 16697.26 1100.34
    METHANE LB/HR 300.02 299.41 0.61 299.41 299.41 283.44 283.44 15.97 299.51 16.07
    ACETONE LB/HR 865.77 817.55 48.22 817.55 817.55 128.14 128.14 689.4 208.86 80.71
    ISOPROP LB/HR 30452.7 28435.61 2017.1 28435.61 28435.6 1683.91 1683.91 26751.69 2167.72 483.82
    ETHANOL LB/HR 26561.96 24344.95 2217.01 24344.95 24344.94 1128.61 1128.61 23216.32 1545.9 417.28
    METHANOL LB/HR 20136.22 17358.6 2777.62 17358.6 17358.58 808.8 808.8 16549.78 1039.55 230.74
    THF LB/HR 1478.27 1389.4 88.87 1389.4 1389.4 197.44 197.44 1191.96 261.54 64.1
    HEXANE LB/HR 90089.18 89806.29 282.9 89806.29 89806.29 81778.13 81778.13 8028.15 88334.46 6556.33
    HEXANOL LB/HR 19110.85 17946.52 1164.34 17946.52 17946.51 667.93 667.93 17278.58 785.04 117.11
    BUTANE LB/HR 66479.23 66115.47 363.76 66115.47 66115.47 61688.35 61688.35 4427.12 66036.64 4348.29
    BUTANOL LB/HR 15343.68 14281.15 1062.53 14281.15 14281.14 658.69 658.69 13622.45 800.22 141.52
    MEK LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
    MIK LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mole Flow LBMOL/HR 39496.77 34522.97 4973.8 34522.97 34522.95 17607.48 17607.48 16915.48 19845.01 2237.53
Mass Flow LB/HR 1160039 943884.7 216154.4 943884.7 943884.4 509289.7 509289.7 434594.7 610946.2 101656.5
Volume Flow CUFT/HR 691676.9 651568.1 3476.97 489850.7 258863.4 234970.5 174571.3 7723.9 180810.9 629994.5
Temperature F 400 400 400 320.12 150 150 75 150 83.75 70
Pressure PSIA 440 460 460 435 435 460 460 460 500 20
Vapor Fraction 0.88 1 0 0.78 0.51 1 0.8 0 0.8 1  
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Section 200 – Separations of CO2 and H2, page 2
S210
From Section200
Page1
MEA MEMBRANE
S210 S212 S301
S211 S213
S301 
To Section300
S211
CO2
Purge
S213
Hydrogen
Product
Component Mass Flow S210 S211 S212 S213 S301
    GLYCEROL LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0
    CO2 LB/HR 386050.5 386050.5 0 0 0
    H2 LB/HR 14860.67 743.03 14117.64 13976.46 141.18
    WATER LB/HR 3530.48 176.52 3353.96 3320.42 33.54
    PROPANE LB/HR 28327.87 1416.39 26911.48 3363.93 23547.54
    ETHANE LB/HR 16697.26 834.86 15862.4 3172.48 12689.92
    METHANE LB/HR 299.51 14.98 284.53 56.91 227.62
    ACETONE LB/HR 208.86 10.44 198.41 0 198.41
    ISOPROP LB/HR 2167.72 108.39 2059.34 257.42 1801.92
    ETHANOL LB/HR 1545.9 77.29 1468.6 293.72 1174.88
    METHANOL LB/HR 1039.55 51.98 987.57 197.51 790.06
    THF LB/HR 261.54 13.08 248.46 31.06 217.4
    HEXANE LB/HR 88334.46 4416.72 83917.74 0 83917.74
    HEXANOL LB/HR 785.04 39.25 745.79 0 745.79
    BUTANE LB/HR 66036.64 3301.83 62734.81 7841.85 54892.96
    BUTANOL LB/HR 800.22 40.01 760.2 95.03 665.18
    MEK LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0
    MIK LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0
Mole Flow LBMOL/HR 19845.01 9325.58 10519.43 7456.28 3063.15
Mass Flow LB/HR 610946.2 397295.3 213650.9 32606.78 181044.1
Volume Flow CUFT/HR 180810.9 88900.43 99499.82 86422.74 6010.95
Temperature F 83.75 83.75 83.75 83.75 83.75
Pressure PSIA 500 500 500 500 500
Vapor Fraction 0.8 0.99 0.77 0.97 0.03  
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Component Mass Flow S301 S302 S303 R1T_01 R1T_02 R1T_03 R1T_04 R1B_01 R1B_02 R1B_03 R1B_04
    GLYCEROL LB/HR 0 0 0
    CO2 LB/HR 0 0 0
    H2 LB/HR 141.18 141.18 0
    WATER LB/HR 33.54 33.54 0
    PROPANE LB/HR 23547.54 23547.53 0.01
    ETHANE LB/HR 12689.92 12689.92 0
    METHANE LB/HR 227.62 227.62 0
    ACETONE LB/HR 198.41 198.41 0.01
    ISOPROP LB/HR 1801.92 1801.9 0.02
    ETHANOL LB/HR 1174.88 1174.88 0
    METHANOL LB/HR 790.06 790.06 0
    THF LB/HR 217.4 4.01 213.4
    HEXANE LB/HR 83917.74 2414.78 81502.96
    HEXANOL LB/HR 745.79 0.01 745.77
    BUTANE LB/HR 54892.96 54888.83 4.13
    BUTANOL LB/HR 665.18 75.67 589.51
    MEK LB/HR 0 0 0
    MIK LB/HR 0 0 0
Mole Flow LBMOL/HR 3063.15 2099.11 964.04 4827.945 4827.945 2728.839 2728.839 7483.811 6519.767 6519.767 6519.767
Mass Flow LB/HR 181044.1 97988.33 83055.82 250478.6 250478.6 152490.3 152490.3 643307 560251.2 560251.2 560251.2
Volume Flow CUFT/HR 6010.95 67314.8 2745.58
Temperature F 83.75 156.19 330.37 156.1928 156.1928 156.1928 156.1928 330.3657 330.3657 330.3657 330.3657
Pressure PSIA 500 175 179.7 175 175 175 175 179.7 179.7 179.7 179.7
Vapor Fraction 0.03 1 0  
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Component Mass Flow S302 S401 S402 R2T_01 R2T_02 R2T_03 R2T_04 R2B_01 R2B_02 R2B_03 R2B_04
    GLYCEROL LB/HR 0 0 0
    CO2 LB/HR 0 0 0
    H2 LB/HR 141.18 141.18 0
    WATER LB/HR 33.54 33.54 0
    PROPANE LB/HR 23547.53 23475.03 72.5
    ETHANE LB/HR 12689.92 12689.23 0.69
    METHANE LB/HR 227.62 227.62 0
    ACETONE LB/HR 198.41 1.76 196.65
    ISOPROP LB/HR 1801.9 0.16 1801.73
    ETHANOL LB/HR 1174.88 2.96 1171.92
    METHANOL LB/HR 790.06 528.67 261.38
    THF LB/HR 4.01 0 4.01
    HEXANE LB/HR 2414.78 0 2414.78
    HEXANOL LB/HR 0.01 0 0.01
    BUTANE LB/HR 54888.83 6229.13 48659.7
    BUTANOL LB/HR 75.67 0 75.67
    MEK LB/HR 0 0 0
    MIK LB/HR 0 0 0
Mole Flow LBMOL/HR 2099.11 1164.2 934.91 5821.001 5821.001 4656.801 4656.801 4552.143 3617.237 3617.237 3617.237
Mass Flow LB/HR 97988.33 43329.29 54659.04 255441.2 255441.2 212111.9 212111.9 262997 208337.9 208337.9 208337.9
Volume Flow CUFT/HR 67314.8 34640.71 1734.95
Temperature F 156.19 84.73 190.31 84.72656 84.72656 84.72656 84.72656 190.3111 190.3111 190.3111 190.3111
Pressure PSIA 175 170 173.95 170 170 170 170 173.95 173.95 173.95 173.95
Vapor Fraction 1 1 0  
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Component Mass Flow S204 S209 S501 S502 S503 S503A S503B S503C S504 S505 S506 S507 S508 S509 R3T_01 R3T_02 R3T_03
    GLYCEROL LB/HR 139429.2 2873.67 0 0 2873.67 2873.67 865.63 2008.04 139429.2 139429.2 139429.2 0 139429.2 140294.8
    CO2 LB/HR 13353.88 86049.88 85769.81 277.68 2.38 2.38 0.72 1.67 99123.69 99123.69 99123.69 85918.12 13205.56 13483.97
    H2 LB/HR 0.02 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0 0
    WATER LB/HR 52967.44 231409.2 43724.96 26410.3 161274 161274 48580.18 112693.8 96692.4 96692.4 96692.4 537.72 96154.68 171145.2
    PROPANE LB/HR 205.06 1528.38 1527.94 0.43 0 0 0 0 1733 1733 1733 1644.3 88.7 89.14
    ETHANE LB/HR 175.93 962.12 961.61 0.52 0 0 0 0 1137.53 1137.53 1137.53 1100.34 37.19 37.71
    METHANE LB/HR 0.61 15.97 15.97 0 0 0 0 0 16.58 16.58 16.58 16.07 0.51 0.51
    ACETONE LB/HR 48.22 689.4 683.44 5.69 0.27 0.27 0.08 0.19 731.66 731.66 731.66 80.71 650.95 656.72
    ISOPROP LB/HR 2017.1 26751.69 26544.1 200.68 6.91 6.91 2.08 4.83 28561.19 28561.19 28561.19 483.82 28077.38 28280.14
    ETHANOL LB/HR 2217.01 23216.32 22828.69 344.06 43.58 43.58 13.13 30.45 25045.7 25045.7 25045.7 417.28 24628.41 24985.6
    METHANOL LB/HR 2777.62 16549.78 15833.04 485.93 230.82 230.82 69.53 161.29 18610.66 18610.66 18610.66 230.74 18379.92 18935.37
    THF LB/HR 88.87 1191.96 1186.95 4.95 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.04 1275.83 1275.83 1275.83 64.1 1211.73 1216.69
    HEXANE LB/HR 282.9 8028.15 8027.75 0.41 0 0 0 0 8310.64 8310.64 8310.64 6556.33 1754.31 1754.72
    HEXANOL LB/HR 1164.34 17278.58 17232.08 46.33 0.16 0.16 0.05 0.11 18396.42 18396.42 18396.42 117.11 18279.31 18325.69
    BUTANE LB/HR 363.76 4427.12 4426.42 0.7 0 0 0 0 4790.18 4790.18 4790.18 4348.29 441.89 442.59
    BUTANOL LB/HR 1062.53 13622.45 13542.47 78.5 1.49 1.49 0.45 1.04 14605 14605 14605 141.52 14463.47 14542.42
    MEK LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
    MIK LB/HR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mole Flow LBMOL/HR 4973.8 16915.48 6423.86 1500 8991.61 8991.61 2708.52 6283.09 11397.67 11397.67 11397.67 2237.53 9160.14 13368.66 14774.88 14774.88 8351.021
Mass Flow LB/HR 216154.4 434594.7 242305.2 27856.18 164433.3 164433.3 49531.86 114901.5 458459.7 458459.7 458459.7 101656.5 356803.2 434191.2 424640.7 424640.7 182335.4
Volume Flow CUFT/HR 3476.97 7723.9 325364.4 538.28 3180.5 2835.31 854.07 1981.24 376241.8 165116.4 635452 629994.5 5457.51 29647.36
Temperature F 400 150 292.45 335.51 360.3 200 200 200 336.1 247.95 70 70 70 111.51 292.455 292.455 292.455
Pressure PSIA 460 460 150 152.92 153.5 153.5 153.5 153.5 150 125 20 20 20 20 150 150 150
Vapor Fraction 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0.24 0.2 1 0 0.01
R3T_04 R3B_01 R3B_02 R3B_03 R3B_04
8351.021 26675.63 17684.02 17684.02 17684.02
182335.4 484962.9 320529.6 320529.6 320529.6
292.455 360.2991 360.2991 360.2991 360.2991
150 153.495 153.495 153.495 153.495
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Section 100: Reaction Train 
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The first three reactors perform the reaction of aqueous phase reforming, base 
condensation, and hydrodeoxygenation. The feed stream into the first reactor is a mixture of 
glycerol and water. This feed is a mixed stream of raw material (glycerol) and recycled products. 
The raw material glycerol is assumed to come from storage tanks (held at ambient temperatures 
of 68°F and 20psia). This raw material glycerol feed is mixed with a stream of recycled 
water/alcohols/unreacted glycerol.  After the mixture, the stream is raised in pressure to 715psia. 
Following that, the stream is heated to 500°F through 3 heat exchangers. This stream then enters 
the first reactor. Within the first reactor, the aqueous phase reforming reactions occur, and the 
stream is converted to a product stream of alkanes, alcohols, ketones, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, 
water, and tetrahydrofuran. After the first reactor, the stream is heated from 500°F to 572°F, 
which is the operating temperature of the second reactor. Within the second reactor, the base 
condensation reactions take place that condense the feed stream of 2- and 3- carbon alcohols and 
ketones into 4- and 6- carbon alcohols and ketones. The product from the second reactor is 
heated further, from 572°F to 662°F, and enters the final reactor. This third reactor performs the 
hydrodeoxygenation reactors, which removes oxygen and converts ketones to alcohols and 
alkanes, and alcohols to alkanes.  
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Detailed Unit Descriptions 
P1: Centrifugal Pump 
 This cast iron centrifugal pump is designed to increase the reactant stream’s 
pressure from 20 psia to the required 715 psia to meet reactor conditions. It requires 796 
kW of electricity and pumps 15,700 ft3/hr (1,160,000 lb/hr). 
 
HX1: Fixed Head Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger 
 A first fixed head shell and tube heat exchanger is used to transfer heat from 
downstream processes to the reactant stream entering the reaction train. The reactant 
stream’s temperature is increased from 94.9°F to 210°F, requiring a duty of 84,800,000 
Btu/hr. The transfer lowers the temperature of the shell-side stream (S504) flowing at 
458,000 lb/hr from 336°F to 248°F.  
 
HX2: Fixed Head Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger 
 A second fixed head shell and tube heat exchanger is used to transfer heat from 
downstream processes to the reactant stream entering the reaction train. The reactant 
stream’s temperature is increased from 210°F to 390°F, requiring a duty of 152,000,000 
Btu/hr. The transfer lowers the temperature of the shell-side stream (S203) flowing at 
944,000 lb/hr from 400°F to 320°F. 
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HX3: Fixed Head Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger 
 A third fixed head shell and tube heat exchanger is used to transfer heat from 
downstream processes to the reactant stream entering the reaction train. The reactant 
stream’s temperature is increased from 390°F to 500°F, requiring a duty of 109,000,000 
Btu/hr. The transfer lowers the temperature of the shell-side stream (S113B1) flowing at 
545,000 lb/hr from 662°F to 406°F. 
 
APR: Pressure Vessel 
 The pressure vessel APR is the reactor in which the aqueous phase reforming 
reactions take place. This vessel is of low alloy steel construction and with a wall 
thickness of 0.90in. This reactor has a diameter of 18ft and a length of 27.5ft, with a total 
volume of 4970 ft3. The stream is assumed to experience a pressure drop from 640psia to 
615psia, while the temperature of the reactor is maintained at 500°F. Into this reactor 
flows a feed stream with a mass of 1,160,000 lb/hr. For a known weight hourly space 
velocity of 1.5 lb/hr feed /lb catalyst, the required amount of catalyst is 739857.33lb, 
which is composed of 1.9% Platinum and 1.8% Rhenium over a monoclinic zirconia 
catalyst support. This reactor converts an inlet stream which is mainly composed of 
glycerol (77 wt%) and water (15 wt%) into a product stream composed of alkanes, 
alcohols, ketones, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, water, and tetrahydrofuran. The reaction in 
APR is endothermic and heat is provided by furnace H3. 
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HX4: Fixed Head Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger 
 A fixed head shell and tube heat exchanger is required to transfer heat from 
downstream processes to the product stream of the APR reactor before entering the base 
condensation reactor. This intermediate stream’s temperature is increased from 500°F to 
560°F, requiring a duty of 73,600,000 Btu/hr. The transfer lowers the temperature of the 
shell-side stream (S113A1) flowing at 615,000 lb/hr from 662°F to 513°F. 
 
H2: Fired Heater 
 A fired heater is needed to make the final temperature increase in the intermediate 
stream before it enters the base condensation reactor. It will be made of a chromium-
molybdenum alloy steel and have a heat duty of 16,400,000 Btu/hr. The heat will be 
provided by a furnace, and will require 3,220 SCF/hr of natural gas to produce. This will 
increase the temperature of the 1,160,000 lb/hr stream from 560°F to 572°F. 
 
BASECOND: Pressure Vessel 
 The pressure vessel BC is the reactor in which the base condensation reactions 
take place. This vessel is of low alloy steel construction and with a wall thickness of 
0.90in. This reactor has a diameter of 16ft and a length of 26.68ft, with a total volume of 
3754.92ft3. It is assumed that the pressure of the stream drops from 565psia to 540psia 
while the temperature of the reactor is maintained at 572°F. Into this reactor flows a feed 
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stream with a mass of 1,160,000 lb/hr. For a known weight hourly space velocity of 1.9 
lb/hr feed /lb catalyst, the required amount of catalyst is 584097.90lb, which contains 
Palladium at 0.5wt% on a support made of zinc aluminate at a ratio of 1 mole ZnO to 1 
mole Al2O3. This reactor converts an inlet stream containing mostly 2- and 3- carbon 
alcohols and ketones, which products of the APR reactor, into a product stream 
composed of 4- and 6- carbon alkanes, alcohols, and ketones. The reaction in APR is 
endothermic and heat is provided by furnace H3. 
 
H3: Heater 
 A fired heater is will the increase the temperature of the intermediate stream 
between the base condensation reactor and the deoxygenation reactor from 572°F to 
662°F. The stream flows through the heater at 1,160,000 lb/hr. It will be made of a 
chromium-molybdenum alloy steel and have a heat duty of 151,000,000 Btu/hr. The heat 
will be provided by a furnace, and will require 64,100 SCF/hr of natural gas. This fired 
heater also provides heat to reactors APR and BASECOND, which are both endothermic 
and operate isothermally. 
 
DEOX: Pressure Vessel 
 The pressure vessel DEOX is the reactor in which the hydrodeoxygenation 
reactions take place. This vessel is of low alloy steel construction and with a wall 
thickness of 1.50in. This reactor has a diameter of 24ft and a length of 45.60ft, with a 
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total volume of 17009.26ft3. The stream flowing through the reactor is assumed to 
experience a pressure drop from 515psia to 490psia, while the temperature of the reactor 
is maintained at 662°F. Into this reactor flows a feed stream with a mass of 1,160,000 
lb/hr. For a known weight hourly space velocity of 1.9 lb/hr feed /lb catalyst, the required 
amount of catalyst is 584097.90lb, which contains Platinum at 1wt% and is also 
supported by zinc aluminate, but with a ratio of 0.85 moles ZnO to 1 mole Al2O3. This 
reactor converts an inlet stream containing mostly 4- and 6- carbon alcohols and ketones, 
which products of the BC reactor, into a product stream composed of 4- and 6- carbon 
alkanes. In addition, ketones are reduced to alcohols and alcohols are deoxygenated into 
alkanes.  
 
H4: Fixed Head Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger 
 A fixed head shell and tube heat exchanger is needed to cool the stream exiting 
the reactor train before it undergoes separations. It is made from carbon steel, and lowers 
the stream’s temperature from 456°F to 400°F. The 64,600,000 Btu/hr of heat is 
transferred to cooling water flowing through the shell side at 259,000 gal/hr.  
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Section 200: Separations of 
CO2 and H2 
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After the three reactors, a stream comprising hydrogen, carbon dioxide, alcohols, ethane, 
propane, butane, hexane, un-reacted glycerol, and water must be separated into marketable 
product streams. First, the stream will enter a flash vessel at 400°F and 460 psia, removing the 
un-reacted glycerol which will be recycled back into the system (see Section 500). The vapor 
leaving this vessel enters a second flash vessel at 150°F and 460 psia, which removes a liquid 
stream of water, alcohols, carbon dioxide dissolved in the water, and a small amount of product 
hydrocarbons. This liquid is also sent to be processed for recycling. From this point on carbon 
dioxide is an inert species that complicates separations, and so it will be removed from the vapor 
stream with a monoethanol amine (MEA) gas treatment system1. We wish to also remove the 
hydrogen from this steam at a relatively high purity to sell as product, and so after MEA 
treatment it will pass through a PRISM membrane system, removing up to 99% of the hydrogen 
at 93 mol% purity (PRISM). 
                                               
1 As suggested by senior design project coordinator, Professor Leonard Fabiano 
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Detailed Unit Descriptions 
 FLASH1: Vertical Flash Vessel 
  The first flash vessel is designed to remove water and un-used glycerol from the 
reactor product stream. 1,160,000 lb/hr is fed into the vessel, and 216,000 lb/hr of water 
and glycerol, and some alcohols are removed in the liquid stream. This stream also 
contains a significant amount of carbon dioxide due to its readily dissolving in water at 
high temperature and pressures. The remaining carbon dioxide, along with the desired 
product species leave in a vapor stream flowing at 944,000 lb/hr. The vessel is 
maintained at 400°F and 500 psia, and is 8.98 ft in diameter and has a length of 26.9 ft. 
 
H5: Fixed Head Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger 
 A fixed head shell and tube heat exchanger is needed to cool the stream exiting 
the first flash vessel before it enters the second one. It is made from carbon steel, and 
lowers the stream’s temperature from 320°F to 150°F. The 215,000,000 Btu/hr of heat is 
transferred to cooling water flowing through the shell side at 860,000 gal/hr. 
 
FLASH2: Horizontal Flash Vessel 
 This vessel is designed to remove any remaining water and alcohols from the 
product stream. The vessel is held at 150°F and 500 psia, and has a 12.2 ft diameter and a 
38 ft length. A 435,000 lb/hr liquid stream of water and alcohol is removed from the 
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vessel and sent to be recycled. The vapor stream exiting at 509,000 lb/hr will be fed to 
the MEA treatment system. 
 
H6: Fixed Head Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger 
 A fixed head shell and tube heat exchanger is used to cool the stream exiting the 
second flash vessel before it enters MEA treatment. It is made from carbon steel, and 
lowers the stream’s temperature from 150°F to 75°F. The 41,100,000 Btu/hr of heat is 
transferred to chilled water flowing through the shell side at 164,000 gal/hr. 
 MEA: Monoethanol Amine Treatment 
A monoethanol amine treatment system will remove the remaining carbon dioxide 
from the vapor stream of the second flash vessel. This system was designed by Leonard 
Fabiano, and will be licensed for an estimated $445,000. We expect the system to remove 
100% of the carbon dioxide with 5% of our lighter hydrocarbons and alcohols getting lost 
to the amine solution as well. The exiting stream will have a flow rate of 214,000 lb/hr. 
 
MEMBRANE: PRISM Membrane Filtration System 
 Hydrogen will be removed from the vapor stream exiting the MEA system and 
sold as product. A PRISM membrane system will be designed and leased/bought for 
around $97,500. It will remove 99% of the hydrogen from the vapor, in addition to an 
expected 99% of the water, 20% of the ethane, methane, ethanol, and methanol, and 
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12.5% of the propane, isopropyl alcohol, butane, and butanol. The resulting stream will 
be a 93 mol% pure hydrogen product stream flowing at 32,600 lb/hr. 
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Sections 300 and 400: 
Tower Separations and 
Purification of Products 
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After passing through the membrane, the remaining vapor consisting mostly of product 
hydrocarbons is fed into the first separation tower. This tower separates a 98 wt% liquid hexane 
product from the lighter hydrocarbon vapors. These vapors enter a second tower , which 
produces a 90 wt% liquid butane stream (with 4 wt% hexane) and a 55 wt% propane-30 wt% 
ethane vapor stream (with 14 wt% butane). 
Detailed Unit Descriptions 
R1 and R2: Separation Towers 
 The 181,000 lb/hr multi-phase stream is fed into a distillation column that will 
begin to separate the hydrocarbon products. The low alloy steel column has an inner 
diameter of 18 ft and a height of 48 ft, with 20 trays. Its condenser has a heat duty of 
24,600,000 Btu/hr, and its reboiler has a heat duty of 54,800,000 Btu/hr. This tower is 
designed to remove a 98 wt% pure liquid hexane stream. This stream will be sold as 
product and flows at a rate of 83,000 lb/hr. The vapor product exiting at 97,600 lb/hr will 
continue to a second tower for further separations.  
  The second tower is also a low alloy steel column and has an inner diameter of 
10.5 ft. It is 36 ft high and contains 12 trays. The condenser has a heat duty of 36,800,000 
Btu/hr and the reboiler a duty of 27,200,000 Btu/hr. It has been designed to produce a 90 
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wt% pure butane liquid stream and an 85 wt% pure ethane-propane vapor stream. The 
butane stream has a flow rate of 54,600 lb/hr and also contains 4 wt% hexane. The vapor 
stream flows at 43,000 lb/hr and specifically contains 55 wt% propane, 30 wt% ethane, 
and 14 wt% butane. 
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Section 500: Recycle 
Process 
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Unused glycerol, water, and alcohols are removed throughout the process and are sent to 
a recycling process. The first part of this process consists of a tower that receives the liquid 
stream from FLASH2. This tower recovers the unused glycerol as well as a large amount of 
water that will be fed back into the system and will dilute the process’ high concentration 
glycerol feed. Additionally, any alcohols and removed hydrocarbons and separated as a vapor 
stream from the top of the tower and enter a flash vessel at 70°F and 20 psia in order to remove 
any carbon dioxide present in the stream and send it (along with some product) to the MEA 
treatment and following seperations processes. The liquid stream of this flash is added to the feed 
so that the hydrocarbons may be recovered and the alcohols can be converted in the base-
condensing and deoxygenating reactions. A mostly liquid water side-stream on the tower will 
remove a majority of the water from the tower and will be recycled into the system as well. The 
bottoms product of the tower, consisting mostly of water, will be either recycled or sent to a 
waste treatment facility.  
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Detailed Unit Descriptions 
R3: Recycle Separation Tower 
 The liquid stream from FLASH2 is fed to this tower which has been designed to 
recover product, alcohols, unused glycerol, and water that will be fed back into the 
reactors. The low alloy steel column has a diameter of 14 ft and a height of 36 ft, with 12 
trays. Its condenser has a heat duty of 120,000,000  Btu/hr and its reboiler has a heat duty 
of 244,000,000 Btu/hr. This tower also will remove 27,900 lb/hr of recyclable water from 
the system out a side-stream in order to reduce tray sizes and eliminate water build-up 
within the process. The top vapor product of the tower, flowing at 242,000 lb/hr and 
consisting of 18 wt% water and 45 wt% alcohols and other organic materials, is sent to 
FLASH3. The bottoms product of this tower is a 98 wt% water stream flowing at 164,000 
lb/hr and will be either sent to waste treatment or recycled back into the system as 
needed. 
 
H7: Fixed Head Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger 
A fixed head shell and tube heat exchanger is used to cool the mixed stream entering the 
recycle flash vessel (FLASH3). It is made from carbon steel, and lowers the stream’s 
temperature from 248°F to 70°F. The 62,100,000 Btu/hr of heat is transferred to chilled 
water flowing through the shell side at 248,000 gal/hr. 
FLASH3: Horizontal Flash Vessel 
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 This vessel is designed to remove carbon dioxide and product hydrocarbons from 
the top vapor stream of R3 and the liquid stream from FLASH1. It is run at 70°F and 20 
psia, and has a diameter of 12 ft and a length of 35.9 ft. It removes 86.7% of the carbon 
dioxide in an 85 wt% carbon dioxide stream flowing at 102,000 lb/hr, which will be sent 
to the MEA treatment system. The liquid stream, which contains glycerol, water, and 
alcohols, leaves at 357,000 lb/hr and is recycled back to the reactors. 
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Considerations for ASPEN 
Design
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Aqueous Phase Reforming 
As previously mentioned, the aqueous phase reforming process patented by Virent 
Technologies is capable of transforming sugar alcohols (e.g. xylitol, sorbitol) or glycerol into a 
range of products including paraffins, cyclic mono-oxygenates, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and 
oxygenated hydrocarbons such as ketones, aldehydes, carboxylic acids, alcohols, and polyols. 
The reaction pathways include reforming to generate hydrogen, dehydrogenation of 
alcohols/hydrogenation of carbonyls, deoxygenation, hydrogenolysis, and cyclizations 
(Blommel, 2008). Possible reaction pathways are illustrated in Figure Design.1 and Figure 
Design.2.  
 
 
Figure Design.1: Reaction pathways to form 
hydrogen under aqueous phase reforming (Cortright 
R. D., 2002) 
Figure Design.2: Reaction pathways for other 
products such as ketones, aldehydes, carboxylic 
acids, cyclic mono-oxygenates, and alcohols 
(Blommel, 2008) 
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With regards to simulating these reactions in ASPEN Plus v7.1, assumptions were made 
regarding the product distribution. That is, since the APR reactions can lead to a variety of 
ketones, alkanes, and alcohols, assumptions would be made regarding how many 3-carbon, 2-
carbon, etc. entities resulted from the reactions. These assumptions were combined with known 
conversions available in PatentUS2008/0300435 resulted in a reasonable and narrow product 
slate. Figures Design.3 and Design.4 show the product distribution from experiments of the APR 
reactor with glycerol and their respective conversions. 
 
Figure Design.3: Distribution of products by carbon number from experiments of 
glycerol under aqueous phase reforming (Cortright R. D., 2008). 
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Figure Design.4: Conversions of glycerol from experiments of aqueous phase 
reforming. The product results chosen for the ASPEN simulation come from 
experiment D (Cortright R. D., 2008). 
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For the ASPEN simulation, the results of experiment D were chosen because the product 
distribution (from Design.3) was narrow. There would also be fewer assumptions regarding the 
reaction pathways. For instance, if the results of experiment E were chosen, the products may 
consist of 7-carbon entities. The reactions to create this species may involve consumption of 1 
C3H8O3 + 4CO2 or 2C3H8O3 + 1CO2. In addition, 7-carbon entities of the ketone type may 
consist of 2-heptanone, 3-heptanone, or 4-heptanone. The same result persists for alcohols. 
Therefore, each variation of a mono-oxygenate product would require its own reaction in 
ASPEN, and the ratio of 2-heptanone, 3-heptanone, and 4-heptanone would have to be guessed 
since no product distribution exists for 7-carbon entities. Therefore, with the limited amount of 
information available regarding the product distributions, we designed a goal to minimize the 
amount of assumptions towards reaction statements and conversions. This goal was achieved by 
the choice of experiment D.  
The reactions simulated in ASPEN from the results of Experiment D are as follows: 
Alkanes 
Product: Reaction: 
Propane C3H8O3 + 3H2 à C3H8 + 3H2O 
Ethane C3H8O3 à C2H6 + H2O + CO2 
Methane C3H8O3 + H2O à CH4 + 3H2 + 2CO2 
Ketones 
Acetone C3H8O3 + H2 à C3H6O + 2H2O 
Alcohols 
Product: Reaction: 
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2-Propanol C3H8O3 + 2H2 à C3H8O + 2H2O 
Ethanol C3H8O3 à C2H6O + H2 + CO2 
Methanol C3H8O3 + 2H2O à CH4O + 4H2 + 2CO2 
Tetrahydrofurans 
Product: Reaction: 
Tetrahydrofuran C3H8O3 + CO2 + 4H2 à C4H8O + 4H2O 
 
To balance these reactions, a spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel was prepared. Firstly, all 
reaction equations were entered. From the table of reactions shown above, we observed that there 
were mainly 3-carbon, 2-carbon, and 1-carbon products. Thus, a ratio obtained from 
figureDesign.3 was applied to these products. Namely a molar ratio of roughly  4 : 5.5 : 0.25 
existed between the 3-carbon : 2-carbon : 1-carbon products. A sample calculation to balance the 
“alkanes” product of the APR reactions goes: 
Step 1: Carbon Ratio – Product: 
4 – Propane 
5.5 – Ethane  
0.25 – Methane 
Step 2: Alkane, or paraffin, products make up 6.6% of the feed carbon (figure  Design.4) 
Step 3: The number of carbons in each product were identified and scaled (with the molar 
ratios intact) using the GoalSeek function in Excel: 
 
Propane  3 carbon à1.1354 moles Product à3.4064 carbon in Product 
Ethane   2 carbon à1.5612 moles Product à3.1225 carbon in Product 
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Methane  1 carbon à0.0709 moles Product à0.0709 carbon in Product 
Step 4: The sum of the last column, “#carbon in Product” equals 6.6, which matches 
experimental results 
Step 5: The fractional conversions of glycerol were then obtained. For this spreadsheet, a 
basis of 33.3 moles of glycerol was used to give a starting amount of 99.9 
(approximately 100) carbon. Thus, for propane, 1.1354 moles Propane/33.33 moles 
glycerol = 0.0340 (fractional conversion). The following conversions were obtained 
as: 
 Propane  à 0.0340 
 Ethane   à 0.0468 
 Methane  à 0.0021 
 
These steps were followed to balance out the reactions and obtained conversions for the 
alcohols, ketones, and other products that were created. The entire spreadsheet is included in 
Appendix B. For this simulation with ASPEN, it was assumed that neither carboxylic acids nor 
aldehydes formed because these products were not reported in figure Design.4. Also, the 
“unknown aqueous product” mentioned in figure Design.4 was assumed to be unreacted 
glycerol. 
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Base-Catalyzed Condensation and Hydrodeoxygenation 
 
After reaction of glycerol in the APR reactor, an array of alcohol, ketones, paraffin, and 
tetrahydrofuran products were formed. This product slate was carried through the base 
condensation and hydrodeoxygenation reactor. To simulate these reactions in ASPEN, we turned 
to the patent (Cortright R. D., 2008), published by Virent Technologies, for conversion 
information. This patent described the two reactors – base condensation and hydrodeoxygenation 
– as connected in series, therefore the product conversion were given for both reactors. Figure 
Design.5 illustrates these conversions on the basis of % of feed carbon. 
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Figure Design.5: Conversions for reactions of vapor phase condensation 
and hydrodeoxygenation of various mono-oxygenates. From patent filed by 
Virent Technologies (Cortright R. D., 2008). 
 
For preliminary modeling of the reactions with ASPEN, i.e. in order to establish a basic 
process flow diagram, the two units of the reactors were combined into one reactor. Then, the 
conversions of Figure Design.5, from experiment AA were applied. This experiment was chosen 
to model the reactions that might take place in our project because the product slate that emerged 
from the APR reactor consisted of mostly 3- and 2-carbon alcohols, and only 3-carbon ketones. 
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In addition, the ratio of alcohols and ketones produced from the APR reactor is at a ratio of 
40.6:5.2 (as previously mentioned in the APR reactor description section), therefore the product 
conversion attributed to experiments BB, CC, DD, and EE, which have a 1:1 ratio of alcohols 
and ketones, cannot be applied.  
It is also important to note that no product distribution was given for any results of the 
base condensation and hydrodeoxygenation reactions. This creates difficulties in modeling the 
reactions in ASPEN because the conversion to give each possible reactant would need to be 
estimated. For instance, in experiment BB, the feed consists of 3-carbon isopropyl alcohol and 5-
carbon 2-pentanone. Therefore, condensation from mixed products from the condensation 
between isopropyl alcohol + isopropyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol + 2-pentanone, or 2-pentanone 
+ 2-pentanone, to give 6-carbon, 8-carbon, and 10-carbon products, respectively. To simplify our 
reactions for input into ASPEN, we assumed that no mixed products were created. Namely, for 
our feed into the base condensation reactor, 2-carbon molecules condensed with other 2-carbon 
molecules, and 3-carbon molecules condensed with 3-carbon molecules to form 4-carbon and 6-
carbon alkane products.  
It is mentioned in Virent’s paper (Blommel, 2008) that the main reaction pathway for the 
base condensation reaction is through aldol condensation, which requires the reactions between 
carbonyls of ketones or aldehydes. Since the feed into the reactor can be composed of alcohols, 
we assumed that alcohols were transformed into either ketones or aldehydes. Specifically, 
isopropyl alcohol would be converted into acetone and ethanol would be converted into 
acetaldehyde by the activity of the base catalyst. These compounds would then undergo aldol 
condensation. The reaction statement for aldol condensation is as follows: 
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Figure Design.6: Aldol Condensation reaction 
 
For the reaction between 3 molecules of acetone, R = CH3, R’ = H, and R’’ = R’’’= CH3. 
For the reaction between 2 molecules of acetaldehyde, R = CH3, R’ = H, R’’ = CH3, and R’’’=H. 
We also assumed that the products of the base condensation reactor would be hydrogenated. That 
is, the products would only have a carbonyl functional group and no alkene groups.  
The reaction statements entered into the ASPEN simulation for the base condensation reactor 
were: 
Product: Reaction: 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 2C2H6O à C4H8O + H2O + H2 
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 2C3H8O à C6H12O + H2O + H2 
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 2C3H6O + H2 à C6H12O + H2O 
 
The hydrodeoxygenation reactor would then perform two reactions. It would either 
hydrogenate the carbonyls or reduce the carbonyls down to alcohols. The reaction statements 
were: 
Product: Reaction: 
Butane C4H8O + 2H2 à C4H10 + H2O 
2-Butanol C4H8O + H2 à C4H10O  
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2-Methyl-Pentane 
(Hexane Isomer) 
C6H12O + 2H2 à C6H14 + H2O 
4-Methyl-2-Petanol C6H12O + 1H2 à C6H14O  
Propane C3H6O + 2H2 à C3H8 + H2O 
Propane C3H8O + 1H2 à C3H8 + H2O 
Ethane C2H6O + 1H2 à C2H6 + H2O 
Isopropanol C3H6O + 1H2 à C3H8O  
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CO2 Scrubbing with MEA 
As mentioned before, the senior design coordinator, Professor Leonard Fabiano, was 
extremely helpful in providing an ASPEN simulation for the CO2 scrubbing process. 
Unfortunately, due to time constraints, an in-depth analysis of the CO2 scrubbing process could 
not be performed. Thus, for the ASPEN model, it was estimated that all of the CO2 was removed, 
but that there were 5mol% losses for all other components. 
H2 Removal by PRISM Membrane 
For simulation of the PRISM membrane in ASPEN, the consultant, Wayne Robbins, was 
instrumental in providing the split fractions for the membrane separation. Mr. Wayne Robbins 
had advised a senior design project in 2009 which also utilized a PRISM membrane to separate a 
hydrocarbon stream. In that project, the split fractions of the permeate were: H2 (0.99), H2O 
(0.99), THF (0.125), methane (0.2), butane (0.125) and propane (0.125). For our process, we 
used the aforementioned splits, but also included: methanol (0.2), isopropanol (0.125), ethane 
(0.2), ethanol (0.2), butanol (0.125). These splits were estimated with the help of Mr. Wayne 
Robbins.  
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Difficulties Encountered in 
Separation Processes 
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A variety of difficulties were faced when determining a method to separate the reaction 
products of the process. First, a significant amount of water and carbon dioxide are generated by 
the reactions, and these must be removed to reduce stream flows, equipment utility costs, and 
make easier the other separations that must occur. However, carbon dioxide dissolves readily in 
water, especially at high pressures, and in most scenarios it was found to remain in the liquid 
streams of separations. In order not to waste the energy of the high pressure and temperature 
streams exiting our reactions, the first flash is designed to remove a large percentage of the water 
and a significant amount of carbon dioxide (dissolved in the water) at both a high temperature 
and pressure. This carbon dioxide is later vented off in the recycle system’s flash vessel. 
However, the first flash cannot remove all of the carbon dioxide, and so a MEA system must be 
leased/purchased to deal with the remainder. 
 The second problem that arose was the affinity between the alcohols and water within the 
streams. Decantation is a well-used and less-expensive method for separation of water from 
hydrocarbons, unfortunately these alcohols created complications that made decantation 
unreliable or ineffective. Water then had to be removed in two flash vessels, the first removing 
most of the alcohols along with the water, and the second able to phase separate water from the 
hydrocarbons due to the lower amount of alcohols within the stream. Though the fact that a 
successful phase separation occurred points towards decantation as a possible means for 
Pretreatment 
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removing the water, the high temperatures and pressures we’d like to maintain result in a vapor 
component within the stream that cannot pass through a liquid decanter. 
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Unit Specifications
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Distillation Column 
              
Identification: Item: Distillation Column     
    Item No. R1       
              
Function:     Isolates hexane as bottoms product   
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed Top Out Bottom Out   
Stream ID:     S301 S302 S303   
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   3057.71 2100.97 956.74   
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Vapor Liquid   
      GLYCEROL   0 0 0   
      CO2   0 0 0   
      H2   70.03 70.03 0   
      WATER   1.86 1.86 0   
      PROPANE   534 534 0   
      ETHANE   422.02 422.02 0   
      METHANE   14.19 14.19 0   
      ACETONE   3.42 3.42 0   
      ISOPROP   29.98 29.98 0   
      ETHANOL   25.5 25.5 0   
      METHANOL   24.66 24.66 0   
      THF   3.02 0.06 2.96   
      HEXANE   973.78 28.02 945.76   
      HEXANOL   1.86 1.86 0   
      BUTANE   944.42 944.35 0.07   
      BUTANOL   8.97 1.02 7.95   
      MEK   0 0 0   
      MIK   0 0 0   
              
Temperature (F)   83.75 156.19 330.37   
Pressure (psia)   500 175 179.7   
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     SA387B (low alloy steel)     
  Stages:     20     
  Pressure drop per stage (psi): 0.15     
  Diameter (ft):   18     
  Height (ft):     48     
  Tray spacing (ft):   2     
  Tray Type:     sieve     
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Distillation Column 
              
Identification: Item: Distillation Column     
    Item No. R2       
              
Function:     Isolates heavier alkanes from light alkanes 
      and hydrogen     
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed Top Out Bottom Out   
Stream ID:     S302 S401 S402   
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   2100.97 1166.05 934.91   
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Vapor Vapor Liquid   
      GLYCEROL   0 0 0   
      CO2   0 0 0   
      H2   70.03 70.03 0   
      WATER   1.86 1.86 0   
      PROPANE   534 532.36 1.64   
      ETHANE   422.02 421.99 0.02   
      METHANE   14.19 14.19 0   
      ACETONE   3.42 0.03 3.39   
      ISOPROP   29.98 0 29.98   
      ETHANOL   25.5 0.06 25.44   
      METHANOL   24.66 16.5 8.16   
      THF   0.06 0 0.06   
      HEXANE   28.02 0 28.02   
      HEXANOL   1.86 1.86 0   
      BUTANE   944.35 107.17 837.18   
      BUTANOL   1.02 0 1.02   
      MEK   0 0 0   
      MIK   0 0 0   
              
Temperature (F)   156.19 84.73 190.31   
Pressure (psia)   175 170 173.95   
Design Data:           
  Material:     SA387B (low alloy steel)     
  Stages:     14     
  Pressure drop per stage (psi): 0.15     
  Diameter (ft):   10.5     
  Height (ft):     36     
  Tray spacing (ft):   2     
  Tray Type:     sieve     
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Distillation Column 
              
Identification: Item: Distillation Column     
    Item No. R3       
              
Function:     Perform separations, including the   
      removal of CO2 in the top stream   
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed Top Out Bot Out Side Out 
Stream ID:     S209 S501 S503 S502 
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   29591.53 8682.31 17943.68 2965.54 
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Liquid Vapor Liquid Liquid 
      GLYCEROL   31.2 0 31.2 0 
      CO2   1955.24 1948.88 0.05 6.31 
      H2   0 0 0 0 
      WATER   12845.16 2427.1 8952.07 1465.99 
      PROPANE   34.66 34.65 0 0.01 
      ETHANE   32 31.98 0 0.02 
      METHANE   1 1 0 0 
      ACETONE   11.87 11.77 0 0.1 
      ISOPROP   445.15 441.7 0.12 3.34 
      ETHANOL   503.95 495.53 0.95 7.47 
      METHANOL   516.5 494.13 7.2 15.17 
      THF   16.53 16.46 0 0.07 
      HEXANE   93.16 93.15 0 0 
      HEXANOL   12845.16 2427.1 8952.07 1465.99 
      BUTANE   76.17 76.16 0 0.01 
      BUTANOL   183.78 182.7 0.02 1.06 
      MEK   0 0 0 0 
      MIK   0 0 0 0 
              
Temperature (F)   150 292.45 360.3 335.51 
Pressure (psia)   460 150 153.5 152.92 
Design Data:           
  Material:     SA387B (low alloy steel)     
  Stages:     14     
  Pressure drop per stage (psi): 0.15     
  Diameter (ft):   14     
  Height (ft):     36     
  Tray spacing (ft):   2     
  Tray Type:     sieve     
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Reactor 
              
Identification: Item: Pressure Vessel     
    Item No. APR       
              
Function:     Isothermal Aqueous Phase Reforming Reaction 
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Feed Product     
Stream ID:     S107 S108     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   32227.24 50875.34     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Liquid Mixed     
      GLYCEROL   9335.3 1545.18     
      CO2   303.63 9078.35     
      H2   0 10508.28     
      WATER   10434.07 11039.84     
      PROPANE   1.83 412.58     
      ETHANE   1.18 300.28     
      METHANE   0.03 18.7     
      ACETONE   11.34 497.25     
      ISOPROP   463.44 2400.79     
      ETHANOL   539.37 3203.19     
      METHANOL   507.35 628.43     
      THF   13.5 20.5     
      HEXANE   16.55 16.55     
      HEXANOL   10434.07 11039.84     
      BUTANE   6.58 6.58     
      BUTANOL   159 159     
      MEK   0 0     
      MIK   0 0     
              
Temperature (F)   500 500     
Pressure (psia)   640 615     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     SA387B (low alloy steel)     
  Pressure (psig):   600     
  Diameter (ft):   18     
  Height (ft):     19     
  WHSV     1.5     
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Reactor 
              
Identification: Item: Pressure Vessel     
    Item No. BASECOND     
              
Function:     Isothermal base condensation reaction 
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Feed Product     
Stream ID:     S110 S111     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   50875.34 55022.31     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Vapor     
      GLYCEROL   1545.18 1545.18     
      CO2   9078.35 9078.35     
      H2   10508.28 12397.78     
      WATER   11039.84 13297.3     
      PROPANE   412.58 412.58     
      ETHANE   300.28 300.28     
      METHANE   18.7 18.7     
      ACETONE   497.25 129.28     
      ISOPROP   2400.79 624.21     
      ETHANOL   3203.19 832.83     
      METHANOL   628.43 628.43     
      THF   20.5 20.5     
      HEXANE   16.55 16.55     
      HEXANOL   11039.84 13297.3     
      BUTANE   6.58 6.58     
      BUTANOL   159 159     
      MEK   0 1185.18     
      MIK   0 1072.28     
              
Temperature (F)   572 572     
Pressure (psia)   565 540     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     SA387B (low alloy steel)     
  Pressure (psig):   525     
  Diameter (ft):   16     
  Height (ft):     19     
  WHSV     1.9     
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Reactor 
              
Identification: Item: Pressure Vessel     
    Item No. DEOX       
              
Function:     Isothermal deoxygenation reaction   
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Feed Product     
Stream ID:     S112 S113     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   55022.31 55261.18     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Vapor Vapor     
      GLYCEROL   1545.18 1545.18     
      CO2   9078.35 9078.35     
      H2   12397.78 7371.8     
      WATER   13297.3 15951.44     
      PROPANE   412.58 644.43     
      ETHANE   300.28 556.54     
      METHANE   18.7 18.7     
      ACETONE   129.28 14.91     
      ISOPROP   624.21 506.73     
      ETHANOL   832.83 576.57     
      METHANOL   628.43 628.43     
      THF   20.5 20.5     
      HEXANE   16.55 1045.4     
      HEXANOL   13297.3 15951.44     
      BUTANE   6.58 1143.76     
      BUTANOL   159 207     
      MEK   1185.18 0     
      MIK   1072.28 0     
              
Temperature (F)   662 662     
Pressure (psia)   515 490     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     SA387B (low alloy steel)     
  Pressure (psig):   475     
  Diameter (ft):   24     
  Height (ft):     38     
  WHSV     1.9     
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Pump 
              
Identification: Item: Pump       
    Item No. P1       
              
Function:     To pump feed components downstream 
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Outlet     
Stream ID:     S103 S104     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   32227.24 32227.24     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Liquid Liquid     
      GLYCEROL   9335.3 9335.3     
      CO2   303.63 303.63     
      H2   0 0     
      WATER   10434.07 10434.07     
      PROPANE   1.83 1.83     
      ETHANE   1.18 1.18     
      METHANE   0.03 0.03     
      ACETONE   11.34 11.34     
      ISOPROP   463.44 463.44     
      ETHANOL   539.37 539.37     
      METHANOL   507.35 507.35     
      THF   13.5 13.5     
      HEXANE   16.55 16.55     
      HEXANOL   10434.07 10434.07     
      BUTANE   6.58 6.58     
      BUTANOL   159 159     
      MEK   0 0     
      MIK   0 0     
              
Temperature (F)   93.26 94.87     
Pressure (psia)   20 715     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Cast iron     
  Type     Centrifugal     
  Pressure change (psi)   695     
  Electricity required (kW) 796     
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Flash Vessel 
              
Identification: Item: Flash Vessel     
    Item No. FLASH1       
              
Function:     Initial separation     
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed Top Out Bottom Out   
Stream ID:     S201 S203 S204   
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   55261.18 47358.62 7902.54   
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Vapor Liquid   
      GLYCEROL   1545.18 31.2 1513.98   
      CO2   9078.35 8774.92 303.43   
      H2   7371.8 7371.79 0.01   
      WATER   15951.44 13011.3 2940.14   
      PROPANE   644.43 639.78 4.65   
      ETHANE   556.54 550.69 5.85   
      METHANE   18.7 18.66 0.04   
      ACETONE   14.91 14.08 0.83   
      ISOPROP   506.73 473.17 33.56   
      ETHANOL   576.57 528.44 48.12   
      METHANOL   628.43 541.74 86.69   
      THF   20.5 19.27 1.23   
      HEXANE   1045.4 1042.11 3.28   
      HEXANOL   15951.44 13011.3 2940.14   
      BUTANE   1143.76 1137.5 6.26   
      BUTANOL   207 192.67 14.33   
      MEK   0 0 0   
      MIK   0 0 0   
              
Temperature (F)   400 400 400   
Pressure (psia)   440 460 460   
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Pressure (psig):   445     
  Diameter (ft):   9     
  Height (ft):     26.9     
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Flash Vessel 
              
Identification: Item: Flash Vessel     
    Item No. FLASH2       
              
Function:     Take out hydrogen for further isolation 
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed Top Out Bottom Out   
Stream ID:     S206 S207 S209   
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   47358.59 17767.06 29591.53   
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Vapor Liquid   
      GLYCEROL   31.2 0 31.2   
      CO2   8774.91 6819.67 1955.24   
      H2   7371.79 7371.79 0   
      WATER   13011.29 166.12 12845.16   
      PROPANE   639.78 605.12 34.66   
      ETHANE   550.69 518.69 32   
      METHANE   18.66 17.67 1   
      ACETONE   14.08 2.21 11.87   
      ISOPROP   473.17 28.02 445.15   
      ETHANOL   528.44 24.5 503.95   
      METHANOL   541.74 25.24 516.5   
      THF   19.27 2.74 16.53   
      HEXANE   1042.11 948.95 93.16   
      HEXANOL   13011.29 166.12 12845.16   
      BUTANE   1137.5 1061.33 76.17   
      BUTANOL   192.67 8.89 183.78   
      MEK   0 0 0   
      MIK   0 0 0   
              
Temperature (F)   150 150 150   
Pressure (psia)   435 460 460   
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Pressure (psig):   445     
  Diameter (ft):   12.2     
  Height (ft):     38     
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Flash Vessel 
              
Identification: Item: Flash Vessel     
    Item No. FLASH3       
              
Function:     Separate components to be recycled 
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed Top Out Bottom Out   
Stream ID:     S506 S507 S508   
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   16584.86 2266.23 14318.65   
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Vapor Liquid   
      GLYCEROL   1513.98 0 1513.98   
      CO2   2252.31 1952.25 300.06   
      H2   0.01 0.01 0   
      WATER   5367.24 29.85 5337.4   
      PROPANE   39.3 37.29 2.01   
      ETHANE   37.83 36.59 1.24   
      METHANE   1.03 1 0.03   
      ACETONE   12.6 1.39 11.21   
      ISOPROP   475.26 8.05 467.21   
      ETHANOL   543.66 9.06 534.6   
      METHANOL   580.82 7.2 573.62   
      THF   17.69 0.89 16.8   
      HEXANE   96.44 76.08 20.36   
      HEXANOL   5367.24 29.85 5337.4   
      BUTANE   82.41 74.81 7.6   
      BUTANOL   197.04 1.91 195.13   
      MEK   0 0 0   
      MIK   0 0 0   
              
Temperature (F)   70 70 70   
Pressure (psia)   20 20 20   
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Pressure (psig):   5     
  Diameter (ft):   12     
  Height (ft):     35.8     
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Heat Exchanger 
              
Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger     
    Item No. HX1       
              
Function:     Increase temperature of feed before   
      entering APR reactor     
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Hot In Hot Out Cold In Cold Out 
Stream ID:     S504 S505 S104 S105 
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   16584.86 16584.86 32227.24 32227.24 
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Mixed Liquid Liquid 
      GLYCEROL   1513.98 1513.98 9335.3 9335.3 
      CO2   2252.31 2252.31 303.63 303.63 
      H2   0.01 0.01 0 0 
      WATER   5367.24 5367.24 10434.07 10434.07 
      PROPANE   39.3 39.3 1.83 1.83 
      ETHANE   37.83 37.83 1.18 1.18 
      METHANE   1.03 1.03 0.03 0.03 
      ACETONE   12.6 12.6 11.34 11.34 
      ISOPROP   475.26 475.26 463.44 463.44 
      ETHANOL   543.66 543.66 539.37 539.37 
      METHANOL   580.82 580.82 507.35 507.35 
      THF   17.69 17.69 13.5 13.5 
      HEXANE   96.44 96.44 16.55 16.55 
      HEXANOL   5367.24 5367.24 10434.07 10434.07 
      BUTANE   82.41 82.41 6.58 6.58 
      BUTANOL   197.04 197.04 159 159 
      MEK   0 0 0 0 
      MIK   0 0 0 0 
              
Temperature (F)   336.1 247.95 94.87 210 
Pressure (psia)   150 125 715 690 
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   84,827,146     
  Utilities     none     
  Type     Shell and tube, fixed head 
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Heat Exchanger 
              
Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger     
    Item No. HX2       
              
Function:     Increase temperature of feed before   
      entering APR reactor     
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Hot In Hot Out Cold In Cold Out 
Stream ID:     S203 S205 S105 S106 
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   47358.62 47358.62 32227.24 32227.24 
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Vapor Mixed Liquid Liquid 
      GLYCEROL   31.2 31.2 9335.3 9335.3 
      CO2   8774.92 8774.92 303.63 303.63 
      H2   7371.79 7371.79 0 0 
      WATER   13011.3 13011.3 10434.07 10434.07 
      PROPANE   639.78 639.78 1.83 1.83 
      ETHANE   550.69 550.69 1.18 1.18 
      METHANE   18.66 18.66 0.03 0.03 
      ACETONE   14.08 14.08 11.34 11.34 
      ISOPROP   473.17 473.17 463.44 463.44 
      ETHANOL   528.44 528.44 539.37 539.37 
      METHANOL   541.74 541.74 507.35 507.35 
      THF   19.27 19.27 13.5 13.5 
      HEXANE   1042.11 1042.11 16.55 16.55 
      HEXANOL   13011.3 13011.3 10434.07 10434.07 
      BUTANE   1137.5 1137.5 6.58 6.58 
      BUTANOL   192.67 192.67 159 159 
      MEK   0 0 0 0 
      MIK   0 0 0 0 
              
Temperature (F)   400 320.12 210 390 
Pressure (psia)   460 435 690 665 
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   151,616,146     
  Utilities     none     
  Type     Shell and tube, fixed head 
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Heat Exchanger 
              
Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger     
    Item No. HX3       
              
Function:     Increase temperature of feed before   
      entering APR reactor     
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Hot In Hot Out Cold In Cold Out 
Stream ID:     S113B1 S113B2 S106 S107 
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   25972.77 25972.77 32227.24 32227.24 
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Vapor Mixed Liquid Liquid 
      GLYCEROL   726.23 726.23 9335.3 9335.3 
      CO2   4266.82 4266.82 303.63 303.63 
      H2   3464.75 3464.75 0 0 
      WATER   7497.18 7497.18 10434.07 10434.07 
      PROPANE   302.88 302.88 1.83 1.83 
      ETHANE   261.57 261.57 1.18 1.18 
      METHANE   8.79 8.79 0.03 0.03 
      ACETONE   7.01 7.01 11.34 11.34 
      ISOPROP   238.17 238.17 463.44 463.44 
      ETHANOL   270.99 270.99 539.37 539.37 
      METHANOL   295.36 295.36 507.35 507.35 
      THF   9.64 9.64 13.5 13.5 
      HEXANE   491.34 491.34 16.55 16.55 
      HEXANOL   7497.18 7497.18 10434.07 10434.07 
      BUTANE   537.57 537.57 6.58 6.58 
      BUTANOL   97.29 97.29 159 159 
      MEK   0 0 0 0 
      MIK   0 0 0 0 
              
Temperature (F)   662 405.5 390 500 
Pressure (psia)   490 465 665 640 
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   109,382,984     
  Utilities     none     
  Type     Shell and tube, fixed head 
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Heat Exchanger 
              
Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger     
    Item No. HX4       
              
Function:     Increase temperature of APR products   
      before entering BASECOND reactor   
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Hot In Hot Out Cold In Cold Out 
Stream ID:     S113A1 S113A2 S108 S109 
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   29288.43 29288.43 50875.34 50875.34 
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Vapor Mixed Mixed Mixed 
      GLYCEROL   818.95 818.95 1545.18 1545.18 
      CO2   4811.52 4811.52 9078.35 9078.35 
      H2   3907.06 3907.06 10508.28 10508.28 
      WATER   8454.26 8454.26 11039.84 11039.84 
      PROPANE   341.55 341.55 412.58 412.58 
      ETHANE   294.97 294.97 300.28 300.28 
      METHANE   9.91 9.91 18.7 18.7 
      ACETONE   7.9 7.9 497.25 497.25 
      ISOPROP   268.57 268.57 2400.79 2400.79 
      ETHANOL   305.58 305.58 3203.19 3203.19 
      METHANOL   333.07 333.07 628.43 628.43 
      THF   10.87 10.87 20.5 20.5 
      HEXANE   554.06 554.06 16.55 16.55 
      HEXANOL   8454.26 8454.26 11039.84 11039.84 
      BUTANE   606.19 606.19 6.58 6.58 
      BUTANOL   109.71 109.71 159 159 
      MEK   0 0 0 0 
      MIK   0 0 0 0 
              
Temperature (F)   662 512.77 500 560 
Pressure (psia)   490 490 615 590 
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   73,582,861     
  Utilities     none     
  Type     Shell and tube, fixed head   
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Heater 
              
Identification: Item: Fired Heater     
    Item No. H2       
              
Function:     Increase temperature of APR products   
      before entering BASECOND reactor   
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Outlet     
Stream ID:     S109 S110     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   50875.34 50875.34     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Mixed     
      GLYCEROL   1545.18 1545.18     
      CO2   9078.35 9078.35     
      H2   10508.28 10508.28     
      WATER   11039.84 11039.84     
      PROPANE   412.58 412.58     
      ETHANE   300.28 300.28     
      METHANE   18.7 18.7     
      ACETONE   497.25 497.25     
      ISOPROP   2400.79 2400.79     
      ETHANOL   3203.19 3203.19     
      METHANOL   628.43 628.43     
      THF   20.5 20.5     
      HEXANE   16.55 16.55     
      HEXANOL   11039.84 11039.84     
      BUTANE   6.58 6.58     
      BUTANOL   159 159     
      MEK   0 0     
      MIK   0 0     
              
Temperature (F)   560 572     
Pressure (psia)   590 565     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Cr-Mo Alloy Steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   2,708,000     
  Utilities     3223.80952380952 SCF/hr natural gas 
  Type     Fired heater     
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Heater 
              
Identification: Item: Fired Heater     
    Item No. H3       
              
Function:     Increase temperature of BASECOND products 
      before entering DEOX reactor   
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Outlet     
Stream ID:     S111 S112     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   55022.31 55022.31     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Vapor Vapor     
      GLYCEROL   1545.18 1545.18     
      CO2   9078.35 9078.35     
      H2   12397.78 12397.78     
      WATER   13297.3 13297.3     
      PROPANE   412.58 412.58     
      ETHANE   300.28 300.28     
      METHANE   18.7 18.7     
      ACETONE   129.28 129.28     
      ISOPROP   624.21 624.21     
      ETHANOL   832.83 832.83     
      METHANOL   628.43 628.43     
      THF   20.5 20.5     
      HEXANE   16.55 16.55     
      HEXANOL   13297.3 13297.3     
      BUTANE   6.58 6.58     
      BUTANOL   159 159     
      MEK   1185.18 1185.18     
      MIK   1072.28 1072.28     
              
Temperature (F)   572 662     
Pressure (psia)   540 515     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Cr-Mo Alloy Steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   -151,358,000     
  Utilities     180188.095238095 SCF/hr natural gas 
  Type     Fired heater     
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Cooler 
              
Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger     
    Item No. H4       
              
Function:     Decrease stream temperature before flashing 
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Outlet     
Stream ID:     S114 S201     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   55261.18 55261.18     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Mixed     
      GLYCEROL   1545.18 1545.18     
      CO2   9078.35 9078.35     
      H2   7371.8 7371.8     
      WATER   15951.44 15951.44     
      PROPANE   644.43 644.43     
      ETHANE   556.54 556.54     
      METHANE   18.7 18.7     
      ACETONE   14.91 14.91     
      ISOPROP   506.73 506.73     
      ETHANOL   576.57 576.57     
      METHANOL   628.43 628.43     
      THF   20.5 20.5     
      HEXANE   1045.4 1045.4     
      HEXANOL   15951.44 15951.44     
      BUTANE   1143.76 1143.76     
      BUTANOL   207 207     
      MEK   0 0     
      MIK   0 0     
              
Temperature (F)   455.92 400     
Pressure (psia)   465 440     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   -64615000     
  Utilities     258563.425370148 gal/hr CW 
  Type     Shell and tube, fixed head   
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Cooler 
              
Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger     
    Item No. H5       
              
Function:     Decrease stream temperature before flashing 
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Outlet     
Stream ID:     S205 S206     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   47358.62 47358.59     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Mixed     
      GLYCEROL   31.2 31.2     
      CO2   8774.92 8774.91     
      H2   7371.79 7371.79     
      WATER   13011.3 13011.29     
      PROPANE   639.78 639.78     
      ETHANE   550.69 550.69     
      METHANE   18.66 18.66     
      ACETONE   14.08 14.08     
      ISOPROP   473.17 473.17     
      ETHANOL   528.44 528.44     
      METHANOL   541.74 541.74     
      THF   19.27 19.27     
      HEXANE   1042.11 1042.11     
      HEXANOL   13011.3 13011.29     
      BUTANE   1137.5 1137.5     
      BUTANOL   192.67 192.67     
      MEK   0 0     
      MIK   0 0     
              
Temperature (F)   320.12 150     
Pressure (psia)   435 435     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   -215011000     
  Utilities     860388.155262105 gal/hr CW 
  Type     Shell and tube, fixed head   
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Cooler 
              
Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger     
    Item No. H6       
              
Function:     Decrease stream temperature before AMINE 
      separation       
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Outlet     
Stream ID:     S207 S208     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   17767.06 17767.06     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Vapor Mixed     
      GLYCEROL   0 0     
      CO2   6819.67 6819.67     
      H2   7371.79 7371.79     
      WATER   166.12 166.12     
      PROPANE   605.12 605.12     
      ETHANE   518.69 518.69     
      METHANE   17.67 17.67     
      ACETONE   2.21 2.21     
      ISOPROP   28.02 28.02     
      ETHANOL   24.5 24.5     
      METHANOL   25.24 25.24     
      THF   2.74 2.74     
      HEXANE   948.95 948.95     
      HEXANOL   166.12 166.12     
      BUTANE   1061.33 1061.33     
      BUTANOL   8.89 8.89     
      MEK   0 0     
      MIK   0 0     
              
Temperature (F)   150 75     
Pressure (psia)   460 460     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   -41103000     
  Utilities     164477.791116447 gal/hr chilled water 
  Type     Shell and tube, fixed head 
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Cooler 
              
Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger     
    Item No. H7       
              
Function:     Decrease stream temperature before flashing 
              
Operation:   Continuous       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Outlet     
Stream ID:     S505 S506     
Quantity (lbmol/hr):   16584.86 16584.86     
Composition (lbmol/hr)   Mixed Mixed     
      GLYCEROL   1513.98 1513.98     
      CO2   2252.31 2252.31     
      H2   0.01 0.01     
      WATER   5367.24 5367.24     
      PROPANE   39.3 39.3     
      ETHANE   37.83 37.83     
      METHANE   1.03 1.03     
      ACETONE   12.6 12.6     
      ISOPROP   475.26 475.26     
      ETHANOL   543.66 543.66     
      METHANOL   580.82 580.82     
      THF   17.69 17.69     
      HEXANE   96.44 96.44     
      HEXANOL   5367.24 5367.24     
      BUTANE   82.41 82.41     
      BUTANOL   197.04 197.04     
      MEK   0 0     
      MIK   0 0     
              
Temperature (F)   247.95 70     
Pressure (psia)   125 20     
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon steel     
  Heat Duty (BTU/hr)   -62070000     
  Utilities     248379.351740696 gal/hr chilled water 
  Type     Shell and tube, fixed head 
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Crude Glycerol Storage Tank 
              
Identification: Item: Storage Unit     
    Item No. N/A       
              
Function:   
      
Stores crude glycerol feed for use in 
process 
Operation:   Tank       
              
Materials handled:   Outlet Feed       
Stream ID:   S101       
Quantity (lb/hr):   731660.9       
Composition (lbmol/hr) Liquid       
      GLYCEROL   7785.76       
      CO2   0       
      H2   0       
      WATER   812.27       
      PROPANE   0       
      ETHANE   0       
      METHANE   0       
      ACETONE   0       
      ISOPROP   0       
      ETHANOL   0       
      METHANOL   0       
      THF   0       
      HEXANE   0       
      HEXANOL   0       
      BUTANE   0       
      BUTANOL   0       
      MEK   0       
      MIK   0       
              
Temperature (°F)   68       
Pressure (psia)   20       
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon Steel   
  Volume Flow (ft3/hr):   9170.11     
  Tank Temperature (°F) 90     
  Tank Pressure (psig)   3     
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Wastewater Storage Tank 
              
Identification: Item: Storage Unit     
    Item No. N/A       
              
Function:   
      
Stores wastewater before it is sent to 
treament facility 
Operation:   Tank       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed       
Stream ID:   S503C       
Quantity (lb/hr):   114900.3       
Composition (lbmol/hr) Liquid       
      GLYCEROL   21.8       
      CO2   0.04       
      H2   0       
      WATER   6255.46       
      PROPANE   0       
      ETHANE   0       
      METHANE   0       
      ACETONE   0       
      ISOPROP   0.08       
      ETHANOL   0.66       
      METHANOL   5.01       
      THF   0       
      HEXANE   0       
      HEXANOL   0       
      BUTANE   0       
      BUTANOL   0.01       
      MEK   0       
      MIK   0       
              
Temperature (°F)   200       
Pressure (psia)   151.61       
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon Steel   
  Volume Flow (ft3/hr):   1981.21     
  Tank Temperature (°F) 90     
  Tank Pressure (psig)   3     
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MEA Storage Tank 
              
Identification: Item: Storage Unit     
    Item No. N/A       
              
Function:   
      
Stores monoethanol amine solution for use 
in MEA treatment 
Operation:   Tank       
              
Materials handled:   Outlet Feed       
Stream ID:   N/A       
Quantity (lb/lb hexane): 0.009975       
Composition  Liquid       
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon Steel   
  Volume Flow (ft3/hr):   13.112587     
  Tank Temperature (°F) 90     
  Tank Pressure (psig)   3     
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Membrane Product Storage Tank 
              
Identification: Item: Storage Unit     
    Item No. N/A       
              
Function:   
      
Stores mixed hydrogen product from 
PRISM membrane outlet 
Operation:   Tank       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed       
Stream ID:   S213       
Quantity (lb/hr):   32575.75       
Composition (lbmol/hr) Mixed       
      GLYCEROL   0       
      CO2   0       
      H2   6933.18       
      WATER   184.31       
      PROPANE   76.29       
      ETHANE   105.5       
      METHANE   3.55       
      ACETONE   0       
      ISOPROP   4.28       
      ETHANOL   6.38       
      METHANOL   6.16       
      THF   0       
      HEXANE   0       
      HEXANOL   0       
      BUTANE   134.92       
      BUTANOL   1.28       
      MEK   0       
      MIK   0       
              
Temperature (°F)   83.75       
Pressure (psia)   500       
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon Steel   
  Volume Flow (ft3/hr):   86419.24     
  Tank Temperature (°F) 90     
  Tank Pressure (psig)   3     
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Butane Product Storage Tank 
              
Identification: Item: Storage Unit     
    Item No. N/A       
              
Function:   
      
Stores butane product created by 
process 
Operation:   Tank       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed       
Stream ID:   S402       
Quantity (lb/hr):   54671.38       
Composition (lbmol/hr) Liquid       
      GLYCEROL   0       
      CO2   0       
      H2   0       
      WATER   0       
      PROPANE   70.37       
      ETHANE   0.65       
      METHANE   0       
      ACETONE   196.64       
      ISOPROP   1801.75       
      ETHANOL   1171.92       
      METHANOL   261.65       
      THF   4.67       
      HEXANE   2448.26       
      HEXANOL   0.01       
      BUTANE   48637.83       
      BUTANOL   77.61       
      MEK   0       
      MIK   0       
              
Temperature (°F)   189.48       
Pressure (psia)   172.1       
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon Steel   
  Volume Flow (ft3/hr):   1732.58     
  Tank Temperature (°F) 90     
  Tank Pressure (psig)   3     
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Hexane Product Storage Tank 
              
Identification: Item: Storage Unit     
    Item No. N/A       
              
Function:   
      
Stores hexane product created by 
process 
Operation:   Tank       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed       
Stream ID:   S303       
Quantity (lb/hr):   83050.38       
Composition (lbmol/hr) Liquid       
      GLYCEROL   0       
      CO2   0       
      H2   0       
      WATER   0       
      PROPANE   0       
      ETHANE   0       
      METHANE   0       
      ACETONE   0       
      ISOPROP   0       
      ETHANOL   0       
      METHANOL   0       
      THF   3.38       
      HEXANE   945.37       
      HEXANOL   7.3       
      BUTANE   0.06       
      BUTANOL   7.93       
      MEK   0       
      MIK   0       
              
Temperature (°F)   329.32       
Pressure (psia)   177.85       
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon Steel   
  Volume Flow (ft3/hr):   2739.64     
  Tank Temperature (°F) 90     
  Tank Pressure (psig)   3     
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Fuel Blend Storage Tank 
              
Identification: Item: Storage Unit     
    Item No. N/A       
              
Function:   
      
Stores blended fuel (ethane-propane) 
product created by process 
Operation:   Tank       
              
Materials handled:   Inlet Feed       
Stream ID:   S401       
Quantity (lb/hr):   43353.52       
Composition (lbmol/hr) Vapor       
      GLYCEROL   0       
      CO2   0       
      H2   70.03       
      WATER   1.86       
      PROPANE   532.4       
      ETHANE   422       
      METHANE   14.19       
      ACETONE   0.03       
      ISOPROP   0       
      ETHANOL   0.06       
      METHANOL   16.49       
      THF   0       
      HEXANE   0       
      HEXANOL   0       
      BUTANE   107.55       
      BUTANOL   0       
      MEK   0       
      MIK   0       
              
Temperature (°F)   84.8       
Pressure (psia)   170       
              
Design Data:           
  Material:     Carbon Steel   
  Volume Flow (ft3/hr):   34657.86     
  Tank Temperature (°F) 90     
  Tank Pressure (psig)   3     
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Equipment Cost Summary 
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Table Eq.1 on the following page shows all of the equipment to be used in the 
APR process. For each Item No., the table lists the purchase costs, the bare-module 
factor, and the bare-module cost. The total bare-module cost for all process equipment 
(not including spares) is $31,852,323.13. Storage tank costs are listed in Table Eq.2, with 
a total cost of nearly $50MM. The toal equipment cost is approximately $81MM. Cost 
estimates were determined as in Seider, Seader, Lewin, and Widagdo’s Product and 
Process Design Principles. Detailed tables and calculations can be found in the Appendix.  
 In addition to equipment, catalysts represent a very significant expense. For the 
APR reactor (APR), the cost of platinum, rhenium, and monoclinic zirconia support is 
$332MM. For the base condensation reactor (BASECOND), the cost of palladium and a 
zinc alluminate support is $46MM. For the hydrodeoxygenation reactor (DEOX), the cost 
of platinum on a zinc alluminate support is $110MM. Detailed calculations for catalyst 
composition, volume, and cost can be found in the Financial Analysis, Non Process-Unit 
Cost subsection. A summary can be found in Table Eq.3.
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Table Eq.1. Process Equipment Costs 
 
Item No. Equipment Cp Bare-Module Factor CBM 
APR Reactor $306,404.53 4.16 $1,274,642.83 
BASECOND Reactor $276,245.78 4.16 $1,149,182.45 
DEOX Reactor $762,910.22 4.16 $3,173,706.50 
R1 Tower $404,933.89 4.16 $1,684,524.98 
R2 Tower $206,304.61 4.16 $858,227.16 
R3 Tower $285,303.31 4.16 $1,186,861.77 
P1 Pump $75,809.41 3.30 $250,171.05 
R1 Reflux Pump Pump $34,536.12 3.30 $113,969.18 
R2 Reflux Pump Pump $83,714.40 3.30 $276,257.53 
R3 Reflux Pump Pump $42,854.06 3.30 $141,418.41 
R1 Reboiler Pump Pump $13,896.20 3.30 $45,857.47 
R2 Reboiler Pump Pump $10,721.42 3.30 $35,380.69 
R3 Reboiler Pump Pump $14,823.70 3.30 $48,918.22 
DIST-RA1 Reflux Accumulators $61,458.82 3.05 $187,449.41 
DIST-RA2 Reflux Accumulators $123,164.87 3.05 $375,652.84 
DIST-RA3 Reflux Accumulators $66,520.04 3.05 $202,886.13 
DIST-COND1 Condenser $15,643.50 3.17 $49,589.90 
DIST-COND2 Condenser $31,071.28 3.17 $98,495.95 
DIST-COND3 Condenser $18,348.05 3.17 $58,163.32 
DIST-REBOIL1 Reboiler $60,144.11 3.17 $190,656.83 
DIST-REBOIL2 Reboiler $39,913.84 3.17 $126,526.89 
DIST-REBOIL3 Reboiler $193,394.88 3.17 $613,061.77 
HX1 Heat Exchanger $31,796.74 3.17 $100,795.66 
HX2 Heat Exchanger $151,925.99 3.17 $481,605.40 
HX3 Heat Exchanger $91,688.42 3.17 $290,652.28 
HX4 Heat Exchanger $94,601.37 3.17 $299,886.35 
H3 Heat Exchanger $7,003,015.80 2.19 $15,336,604.61 
H4 Heat Exchanger $13,876.01 3.17 $43,986.96 
H5 Heat Exchanger $56,946.06 3.17 $180,519.02 
H6 Heat Exchanger $28,290.27 3.17 $89,680.16 
H7 Heat Exchanger $25,506.59 3.17 $80,855.88 
FLASH1 Flash Vessel $214,234.41 4.16 $891,215.14 
FLASH2 Flash Vessel $366,452.10 4.16 $1,524,440.72 
FLASH3 Flash Vessel $93,865.30 4.16 $390,479.66 
  TOTAL     $31,852,323.13 
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Table Eq.2 Storage Equipment Costs 
Item No. Equipment Cp Bare-Module Factor CBM 
TANK-GLYC Storage Tank  $  3,015,045.51  1.1  $  3,316,550.07  
TANK-WASTE Storage Tank  $  651,403.13  1.1  $  716,543.44  
TANK-MEA Storage Tank  $  4,311.29  1.1  $  4,742.42  
TANK-BUTANE Storage Tank  $  569,655.93  1.1  $         31,255,212.44 
TANK-HEXANE Storage Tank  $  900,767.74  1.1  $  626,621.53  
TANK-FUEL Storage Tank  $  11,395,176.87  1.1  $  990,844.52  
TANK-MEMB Storage Tank  $  28,413,829.49  1.1  $  12,534,694.55  
  TOTAL      $  49,445,208.97  
 
Table Eq.3 Catalyst Cost 
 
Table Eq.4 Total Costs of Process Equipment, Storage Equipment, and Catalysts 
  
Process Unit Cost  $31,852,323.13 
Storage Tank Cost  $49,445,208.97 
Catalyst Cost $489,022,818.53 
TOTAL EQUIPMEMT COST $570,320,350.63  
Reactor Catalyst Support Cost 
APR Pt-Re Monoclinic zirconia  $332,158,137.50  
BASECOND Pd Zinc Alluminate  $46,232,161.22  
DEOX Pt Zinc Alluminate  $110,632,519.82  
  TOTAL    $489,022,818.53  
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Energy Requirements
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Utilities 
The temperatures necessary for the reaction train are 500F-662F, and operate net 
endothermically. To keep reactors isothermal, a large amount of heat is needed. 
Separations too need to operate at specific equilibrium temperatures, and pumps are 
needed to move streams through the process and within distillation columns. This 
requires electricity and utility streams. 
Cooling Water 
 Cooling water is used extensively throughout the process, and is used whenever 
possible to cool streams because of its low cost. It is used in the condenser of distillation 
towers R1 and R3. It is also used to cool streams S114 and S205 before flashing in 
FLASH1 and FLASH2, respectively. Table Energy.1 shows the total cost of cooling 
water to be approximately $1MM per year.  
 
Chilled Water 
 For streams that need to be cooled below approximately 100F, chilled water must 
be used instead of cooling water. At a temperature of 40F, it is more expensive than 
cooling water, but necessary in our process to provide cooling for the condenser on R2 
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and for cooling stream S207 from FLASH2. The total cost of chilled water is 
approximately $4.5MM per year. 
 
Natural Gas 
 Natural has is used in the fired heater, in combination with heat exchangers, to 
provide heat for the reboilers in R1 and R3. Although high pressure steam is at high 
enough temperature, it was found that natural gas is a cheaper alternative. Gas is also 
burned to provide heat for streams entering BASECOND and DEOX; in this case the 
high temperatures of combustion require natural gas. In addition, natural gas is used to 
provide heat to jackets on APR and BASECOND (along with heat generated in DEOX), 
so that the reactions proceed isothermally. The total cost of natural gas is approximately 
$13.6MM per year. 
 
Electricity 
 There is one main pump that provides head for the downstream processes, and 
which consumes the most electricity. The other electricity is used to drive the reflux and 
reboiler pumps in the three distillation towers. At $.06 per kW-hr, our plant requires 
approximately $0.5MM of electricity per year.
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Table Energy.1 on the following page shows all of the utilities to be used in the 
APR process. For each Item No., the table lists the appropriate utility usage per year. 
Natural gas represents the largest cost for operation, accounting for more than half of the 
$19.7MM per year of total utilities. Utility cost estimates were determined as in Seider, 
Seader, Lewin, and Widagdo’s Product and Process Design Principles
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     *Reboiler DIST-REBOIL2 is heated by stream S508 and requires no extra utilities
Item No. Equipment Electricity Cooling Water Chilled water Natural Gas 
    kW-hr/yr gal/year gal/year SCF/year 
P1 Pump 4475969.28       
R1 Reflux Pump Pump 589148.00       
R2 Reflux Pump Pump 1807510.38       
R3 Reflux Pump Pump 779314.42       
R1 Reboiler Pump Pump 151131.48       
R2 Reboiler Pump Pump 95643.06       
R3 Reboiler Pump Pump 168175.13       
DIST-COND1 Condenser   776944696.28     
DIST-COND2 Condenser     1160875620.65   
DIST-COND3 Condenser   3799999663.87     
DIST-REBOIL1 Reboiler       514716325.71 
DIST-REBOIL2 Reboiler       0* 
DIST-REBOIL3 Reboiler       2294497414.29 
H2 Furnace       25416514.29 
H3 Furnace       1420602942.86 
H4 Heat Exchanger   2038514045.62     
H5 Heat Exchanger   6783300216.09     
H6 Heat Exchanger     1296742905.16   
H7 Heat Exchanger     1958222809.12   
Cost per unit   $.06 per kWhr $.075 per 1,000gal $1.20/ton-day $.0032 per SCF 
Annual Cost   $484,013.50 $1,004,906.90 $4,597,994.79 $13,616,746.23 
TOTAL $19,703,661.42 
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Heat Exchangers 
To minimize the utilities of the process, a heat exchanger network was created. This 
network contains heat exchangers which satisfy the minimum temperature approach of 10°F. 
This network utilized the heat from several parts of the downstream separations process to heat 
up the raw material glycerol feed/recycle stream mixture and the stream between the APR and 
BC reactors.  
There were some streams which were not included in the network. For instance, the 
heating of stream S111was not done through the network because the only stream with a high 
enough temperature available to heat S111 was S113. And even then, the temperature of S113 
could only be changed from 662°F to 582°F due to the rules of 10°F minimum approach 
temperature. Thus, it was more useful to have S113 exchange heat with streams S108 and S104. 
In addition, the stream S207 was not cooled by the heat exchanger network because doing so 
generated several irreconcilable errors within the ASPEN simulation.  
  Table Energy.2 on the following page 
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Table Energy.2. Heat Exchanger 
Network
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Financial Analysis
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Introduction 
For the financial analysis of this project, preliminary assessments for the economic 
viability of undertaking this design as a large-scale process will be made based off common 
values and correlations for the design of most factories.  Assumptions will be made in certain 
cases due to limited information, but most assumptions are customary (and assumed as valid), 
overvalued, or based off information from literary resources. 
In the end, once all information, as discussed in detail over the next couple of sections, 
was inputted into the financial analysis and computed, the project proved to have a net present 
value of approximately $238,317,900.  For this reason, one should definitely take on this project; 
varying considerations or variables that could prevent one from starting up this firm will be 
discussed during the sensitivity analyses later. 
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General Information 
General Information               
 Process Title: Glycerol to Gasoline      
 Product: Hexane       
 Plant Site Location: Next to Biodiesel and Oil Refineries (Texas)    
 Site Factor: 1.00       
 Operating Hours per Year: 8160       
 Operating Days Per Year: 340       
 Operating Factor: 0.9315       
         
         
Product Information               
This Process will Yield        
  83,050 lb of Hexane per hour     
  1,993,209 lb of Hexane per day     
  677,691,101 lb of Hexane per year     
         
 Price $0.37  /lb      
         
Chronology               
  Distribution of Production  Depreciation Product Price 
Year Action Permanent Investment Capacity 5 year MACRS   
2010 Design  0.0%     
2011 Construction 100% 0.0%     
2012 Production 0% 45.0% 20.00%  $0.37   
2013 Production 0% 90.0% 32.00%  $0.38   
2014 Production 0% 90.0% 19.20%  $0.39   
2015 Production  90.0% 11.52%  $0.40   
2016 Production  90.0% 11.52%  $0.41   
2017 Production  90.0% 5.76%  $0.42   
2018 Production  90.0%   $0.43   
2019 Production  90.0%   $0.44   
2020 Production  90.0%   $0.45   
2021 Production  90.0%   $0.46   
2022 Production  90.0%   $0.48   
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2023 Production  90.0%   $0.49   
2024 Production  90.0%   $0.50   
2025 Production  90.0%   $0.51   
2026 Production  90.0%   $0.53   
        
Equipment Costs               
         
Equipment Description     Bare Module Cost  
         
Flash Vessel 1  Process Machinery  $891,215   
Flash Vessel 2  Process Machinery  $1,524,441   
APR Reactor  Process Machinery  $1,274,643   
Base Catalyzed Cond. Reactor  Process Machinery  $1,149,182   
Deoxygenation Reactor  Process Machinery  $3,173,707   
APR Catalyst  Catalysts   $348,766,044   
Base Catalyzed Cond. Catalyst  Catalysts   $48,543,769   
Deoxygenation Catalyst  Catalysts   $116,164,146   
R1 Distillation Tower  Process Machinery  $1,684,525   
R1 Distillation Reflux Accumulator  Process Machinery  $187,449   
R1 Reflux Pump  Process Machinery  $113,969   
R1 Condenser  Process Machinery  $49,590   
R1 
Reboiler   Process Machinery  $190,657   
R1 Reboiler Pump  Process Machinery  $45,857   
R2 Distillation Tower  Process Machinery  $858,227   
R2 Distill. Reflux Accumulator  Process Machinery  $375,653   
R2 Reflux Pump  Process Machinery  $276,258   
R2 Condenser  Process Machinery  $98,496   
R2 
Reboiler   Process Machinery  $126,527   
R2 Reboiler Pump  Process Machinery  $35,381   
R3 Distillation Tower  Process Machinery  $1,186,862   
R3 Distill. Reflux Accumulator  Process Machinery  $202,886   
R3 Reflux Pump  Process Machinery  $141,418   
R3 Condenser  Process Machinery  $58,163   
R3 
Reboiler   Process Machinery  $613,062   
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R3 Reboiler Pump  Process Machinery  $48,918   
Pump 1   Process Machinery  $250,171   
HX1 Heat Exchanger  Process Machinery  $100,796   
HX2 Heat Exchanger  Process Machinery  $481,605   
HX3 Heat Exchanger  Process Machinery  $290,652   
HX4 Heat Exchanger  Process Machinery  $299,886   
H3 
Furnace   Process Machinery  $15,336,605   
Flash Vessel 3  Process Machinery  $390,480   
PRISM Membrane  Process Machinery  $226,200   
MEA Absorption Tower  Process Machinery  $1,852,032   
R1 Reflux Pump  Spares   $113,969   
R1 Reboiler Pump  Spares   $45,857   
R2 Reflux Pump  Spares   $276,258   
Additional Equipment (found in 
Appendix)     $55,516,877   
         
Total      $602,962,433   
         
Raw Materials               
 Raw Material: Unit: Required Ratio:  Cost of Raw Material:  
1 Crude Glycerol lb 8.809844097 lb per lb of Hexane $0.030 per lb  
                
 Total Weighted Average:     $0.264 per lb of Hexane 
         
Byproducts               
 Byproduct: Unit: Ratio to Product  Byproduct Selling Price 
1 Butane lb 0.6582918 lb per lb of Hexane $0.166 per lb  
2 
Membrane Fuel Blend 
(S213) lb 0.3922408 lb per lb of Hexane $0.290 per lb  
3 
Fuel Blend for Refinery 
(S401) lb 0.5220147 lb per lb of Hexane $0.120 per lb  
                
 Total Weighted Average:     $0.286 per lb of Hexane 
         
Utilities                 
 Utility: Unit: Required Ratio  Utility Cost   
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1 MEA for CO2 Sep. lb 0.0099749 lb per lb of Hexane $0.715 per lb  
2 Offsetting of CO2 Emissions lb 4.7838228 lb per lb of Hexane $1.250E-03 per lb  
3 Cooling Water gal 20.463331 gal per lb of Hexane $7.500E-05 per gal  
4 Chilled Water lb 6.7441189 lb per lb of Hexane $2.500E-05 per lb  
5 Electricity kWh 0.0140527 kWh per lb of Hexane $0.060 per kWh  
6 
Wastewater Treatment 
(S503A) lb 0.0380221 lb per lb of Hexane $0.150 per lb  
7 Natural Gas SCF 6.4988292 SCF per lb of Hexane $3.200E-03 per SCF  
         
         
                
 Total Weighted Average:     $0.042 per lb of Hexane 
         
Variable Costs               
 General Expenses:        
   Selling / Transfer Expenses: 1.00% of Sales    
   Direct Research: 4.80% of Sales    
   Allocated Research: 0.50% of Sales    
   Administrative Expense: 2.00% of Sales    
   Management Incentive Compensation: 1.25% of Sales    
         
Working Capital               
         
 Accounts Receivable  a 30 Days    
 Cash Reserves (excluding Raw Materials) a 30 Days    
 Accounts Payable  a 30 Days    
 Hexane Inventory  a 4 Days    
 Raw Materials  a 2 Days    
         
         
Total Permanent Investment               
         
   Cost of Site Preparations: 5.00% of Total Bare Module Costs  
   Cost of Service Facilities: 5.00% of Total Bare Module Costs  
   
Allocated Costs for utility plants and related 
facilities: $0      
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   Cost of Contingencies and Contractor Fees: 18.00% of Direct Permanent Investment  
   Cost of Land: 2.00% of Total Depreciable Capital  
   Cost of Royalties: $0      
   Cost of Plant Start-Up: 10.00% of Total Depreciable Capital  
         
         
Fixed Costs               
 Operations        
   Operators per Shift: 1 (assuming 5 shifts)   
   Direct Wages and Benefits: $35  /operator hour   
   Direct Salaries and Benefits: 15% of Direct Wages and Benefits  
   Operating Supplies and Services: 6% of Direct Wages and Benefits  
   Technical Assistance to Manufacturing: $60,000.00 per year, for each Operator per Shift  
   Control Laboratory: $65,000.00 per year, for each Operator per Shift  
         
 Maintenance        
   Wages and Benefits: 3.50% of Total Depreciable Capital  
   Salaries and Benefits: 25% of Maintenance Wages and Benefits  
   Materials and Services: 100% of Maintenance Wages and Benefits  
   Maintenance Overhead: 5% of Maintenance Wages and Benefits  
         
 Operating Overhead        
         
   General Plant Overhead: 7.10% 
of Maintenance and Operations Wages and 
Benefits 
   Mechanical Department Services: 2.40% 
of Maintenance and Operations Wages and 
Benefits 
   Employee Relations Department: 5.90% 
of Maintenance and Operations Wages and 
Benefits 
   Business Services: 7.40% 
of Maintenance and Operations Wages and 
Benefits 
         
         
 Property Taxes and Insurance       
   Property Taxes and Insurance: 2% of Total Depreciable Capital  
         
 Straight Line Depreciation       
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 Direct Plant: 8.00% of Total Depreciable Capital, less 1.18 times the Allocated Costs for Utility Plants and Related Facilities 
 Allocated Plant: 6.00% of 1.18 times the Allocated Costs for Utility Plants and Related Facilities 
         
 Other Annual Expenses       
   Rental Fees (Office and Laboratory Space): $0     
   Licensing Fees: $174,375     
   Miscellaneous: $6,084,153     
         
 Depletion Allowance        
   Annual Depletion Allowance: $0     
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For this financial analysis, labeled as from Glycerol to Gasoline, the main goal is to sell 
liquid alkane products to refineries for gasoline blends or hydrogen-alkane fuel blends.  While 
four products are created, which are hexane, butane, a mixture of low-grade alkanes, and a 
hydrogen-butane mixture, the product picked as the main product for this process was hexane.  
This is because it has the highest price of the alkane products and also has the highest rating that 
could be used in the production of gasoline.  Also, hexane is the most abundant product.  All 
other products will be considered as byproducts for this process, but they are accounted for in 
both the profits from selling them and the costs in producing them.  As shown, the site factor 
chosen was 1.  This is known as the common value, and for that reason, it was not changed.  The 
operating factor, .9315, is based off the number of hours and days chosen.  For this design, 340 
operating days were chosen with 24 hours a day.  As in most refineries, the process machinery is 
run 24 hours a day non-stop to ensure constant production and an abundant amount of products.  
In this case, 340 operating days were chosen to permit shut down for nine predetermined non-
working holidays, plus 16 days for any maintenance that may be needed in which shutting the 
entire factory down may be necessary.  Last, the location of the plant is to be in Texas.  This is 
for multiple reasons.  One, Texas was chosen as it is a location where both biodiesel production 
factories and oil refineries exist.  With biodiesel being created nearby, a pipeline for glycerol can 
be created from factory to factory.  Biodiesel companies will likely to agree to this as 1) they 
have no use currently for glycerol and 2) by giving the glycerol to the factory being created, they 
can significantly lower their storage costs.  The Texas location will also be useful because it can 
be near an oil refinery.  Refineries will have use for all the products created in this process.  With 
these conditions of creating products that are typically intermediaries before a typical consumer 
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product, gasoline, pre-negotiated terms can be made to prevent selling and just simple transfer of 
the goods at a normal cost. 
Product Information 
 As found from the bottoms of the first distillation tower, hexane is produced at nearly 
83,050 lb/hr.  This amounts to nearly 677,691,101 lb/yr.  This is well over the amount asked for 
in the project prompt, but this was done because economies of scale are experienced and costs 
are lowered by producing more of the product and getting the full use of the equipment used in 
this process.  The price of the liquid hexane was determined to be approximately 36 US cents per 
pound by averaging the typical spot price (Hexane, 2009). 
Chronology 
 For this project, it was determined that there would be one year allocated for design and 
another year for construction, in which all of the investment would be put into action.  This is 
typical, and construction is meant to be done in a year so that profits can be attained quicker to 
account for heavy investment costs.  Also, it was assumed that equipment would experience five- 
year MACRS depreciation.  This is fair as this is the most typical depreciation used in 
accounting for companies, and it tends to be most profitable.  Production capacity was 
determined to be 45% for the first year of production and then 90% thereafter.  These are 
common values for initial cost estimates as the first year takes a lot of trial and error to find 
correct production and is usually half of that of full production; afterwards, when full production 
is attained, it is found that the results usually do not match those exactly expected in the design 
specifications, such as ASPEN results.  For this reason, 90% production capacity is a good 
estimate.  Also noticeable is the increase in product price; this is due to inflation.  In this case, 
inflation was determined to be approximately 2.63%.  This was determined by averaging the last 
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ten years of inflation to find a historical rate that could be assumed for the project (Inflation, 
2010).  Last, it was determined that the site would operate for 15 years, making 17 total project 
years.  Fifteen years is a reasonable life for the equipment, as even major components like the 
PRISM membrane tower are expected to have a life longer than 18 years.  Especially with the 
spares purchased to replace equipment if necessary, fifteen years is an appropriate life 
expectancy for the process machinery. 
Equipment Costs 
 As seen in previous sections, all the costs of equipment are seen as in the unit 
specifications costs.  Added equipment costs are catalysts, spares, storage, and technology.  
Some of these are listed in the “additional equipment” category of the financial spreadsheet 
above, but exact costs for each specific equipment cost under the “additional equipment” input 
can be found in the appendix.   
Catalysts were computed by finding the pounds of catalyst needed for each reactor and 
then discovering the costs of the precious metals and supports of the catalyst that would equal 
this amount.  These computations are listed in the appendix.  For spares, all pumps had a spare as 
pumps may easily become dysfunctional or clog.  If this occurs, it would most optimal to not 
have to stop the process and wait for repairs.  Instead, a spare pump is used to continue the 
production of hexane and its byproducts.   
Finally, bare module costs were added.  Bare module calculations are useful for 
estimation of costs for factory through the use of relatively consistent correlations and bare 
module costs allow the accounting of costs for installation materials, installation labor, freight, 
insurances, and taxes, construction overhead, and contractor engineering expenses.  Bare module 
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costs were computed by multiplying purchases costs with the bare module factor for that piece of 
equipment.  Bare module factors used were 4.16 for vertical pressure vessels, 3.05 for reflux 
accumulators, 3.17 for condensers, reboilers, or heat exchangers, and 3.3 for pumps (Seider, 
Seader, Lewin, & Widagdo, 2009).  The PRISM Membrane unit was cited as having a bare 
module factor of 2.32, which was given by an expert in the industry (e-mail with consultant, 
Appendix), and catalysts were assumed to have a bare module factor of 1.05.  This was to 
account for shipping and manufacturing.  All other costs would be minimal as easy instillation 
would be made possible through correct reactor construction. 
The cost of the PRISM and MEA units were found from outside sources.  PRISM use 
was found by advice from a champion of the product, whereas the MEA tower cost was 
discovered by finding the cost of tower used in the simulation of another large-scale process 
(University, 1997).  The bare module factor for the MEA unit was assumed to be 4.16, like a 
pressure vessel, which could likely be an overestimation since this is the highest of the bare 
module factors used. 
Further, the computers and other technology that would aid in quality control and 
problem diagnoses were estimated to cost $250,000.  Because no sources could be found for an 
actual value, this value was put.  It is likely an overestimation given the low quantity needed for 
computer equipment and the low costs of technology today.  The bare module for technology 
was assumed to be 2.46; this assumes 71% of equipment purchase cost for installation materials 
cost, 54% of equipment purchase cost for labor installation costs, 9% of equipment purchase cost 
for costs of freight, insurances, and taxes, and 30% of equipment purchase cost for contractor 
engineering expense costs.  These are reasonable assumptions and potentially overestimation in 
this case.  Storage, on the other hand, was calculated assuming storage of raw materials and 
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products for a week.  This is customary as the maximum load.  The values for sizing and bare 
module factor used were based off a previous University of Pennsylvania senior design project 
(Camacho, Chen, & Lujan, 2007). 
Raw Materials 
 The only raw material needed for this process is glycerol, which as shown in the analysis 
above, will be needed in nearly nine times the amount of hexane produced in this process.  After 
meetings with consultants who gave expert opinions, they conveyed that the price of glycerol 
from a biodiesel plant could be determined to be about three to four cents per pound.  Taking this 
information into account, it was assumed that glycerol would cost the company approximately 3 
cents per pound, which matched information found on ICIS pricing (Glycerine, 2009). 
Byproducts 
 Three byproducts are made and sold: butane, a hydrogen-butane mixture, and a fuel blend 
mixture, which composes of hexane, propane, ethane, and butane.  The PRISM output mixture 
was created in about 40% of the amount of hexane while the butane and fuel blend mixture were 
created well over 65% and 50% of the amount of hexane, respectively.  The butane prices were 
found by comparing LPGaswire prices (Platts, 2009).  The hydrogen-butane mixture and fuel 
blend mixture prices were found to be 29 cents and 12 cents, respectively.  The computations 
used to find these can be found in the appendix. 
Utilities 
 Seven types of utilities were used for this process, and costs were calculated based off 
unit specifications and utility amounts needed.  Cooling water was found to be .0075 cents per 
gallon, and chilled water was determined to be .0025 cents per pound.  Electricity ran at 6 cents 
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per kW-h.  Wastewater treatment was found to be 15 cents per pound organic in water removed. 
Natural gas was found to be $3.20 per one thousand SCF.  All these prices were found as typical 
prices for U.S. factories according to Seider’s book (Seider, Seader, Lewin, & Widagdo, 2009).  
Another utility is the MEA needed for carbon dioxide separation.  The amount needed was 
calculated in the appendix and based off results conducted by the University of Regina Faculty 
(Veawab, Aroonwilas, Chakma, & Tontiwachwuthikul).  Costs for it were based off ICIS pricing 
and found to be 71.5 cents per pound (Ethanolamines, 2009).  Another utility cost is the cost for 
offsetting the carbon dioxide emissions that occur from amine absorption done after 
deoxygenation so as to control for greenhouse emissions from the factory.  This cost was taken 
care of by the provider Verus Carbon Neutral and found to be $2.75 per metric ton of carbon 
dioxide produced (Ecobusinesslinks). 
Variable Costs 
 General expenses were found by taking percentages of sales.  Typical correlations were 
used of 4.8% for Direct Research, .5% for Allocated Research, 2% for Administrative Expense, 
and 1.25% for Management Incentive Compensation (Seider, Seader, Lewin, & Widagdo, 2009).  
The typical transfer expense of 1% was used rather than the selling expense of 3%, as the 
company plans to have pre-negotiated terms with nearby refineries, as discussed in the 
introduction of this section.  Rather than selling the product, the corporation will merely transfer 
the products from this process to the nearby refinery at the agreed upon price, as it is only a raw 
material or fuel for an oil refinery. 
Working Capital 
As for most corporations, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and cash reserves were 
determined to be 30 days, which is the most common as this is monthly.  The hexane inventory 
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was determined to be 4 days while the raw materials were 2 days.  This ratio is fine as recycling 
is high for this process and glycerol needed is almost nine times the amount of hexane produced, 
as discussed before. 
Total Permanent Investment 
The total permanent investment was calculated by using certain correlations.  First, the 
cost of site preparations and the cost of service facilities were both found to be five percent of the 
total bare module costs.  The site preparation is typical for an addition to an integrated complex, 
which is the plan in this case, rather than a grass-roots plant, which would involve starting from 
scratch.  Because this is meant to be an integrated complex, the service facilities correlation is 
typical as well.  Allocation to utility plants was left as zero as utilities will be processed by other 
companies rather than the firm itself.  Further the cost of contingencies and contractor fees was 
put as 18% of direct permanent investment.  Though the Guthrie Method is being used and the 
correct value is actually 17.6% of direct permanent investment, the value of 18% will allow for 
an overestimation that can compensate for other costs that may have been forgotten or 
undervalued.  Last, the costs of land and plant start-up were put as 2% and 10%, respectively.  
All values can be found in Seider’s book as typical values for plants (Seider, Seader, Lewin, & 
Widagdo, 2009). 
Fixed Costs 
Based off the typical cost factor in American engineering units for factories found in 
Seider’s book, the following assumptions were made.  Five shifts were assumed.  With 168 hours 
a week of total work, and the average American working 40 hours a week as common 
knowledge, five different shifts should be more than enough to accommodate the time needed to 
run the factory appropriately.  There will be one operator per shift, and the direct wages and 
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benefits will be $35 per operator-hour, a typical value.  Further, direct salaries and benefits and 
operating supplies and services were found to 15% and 6% of direct wages and benefits, 
respectively.  $60,000 was allocated for technical assistance to manufacturing per year for each 
operator per shift, and $65,000 was given for control laboratory per year for each operator per 
shift.  For maintenance, wages and benefits were given as 3.5% of the total depreciable capital.  
This was done instead of the typical 4.5% since this is a fluid handling process only; there are no 
solids.  Salaries and benefits, materials and services, and maintenance overhead had factors of 
25%, 100%, and 5% of maintenance wages and benefits, respectively.  As for operating 
overhead, general plant overhead was 7.1%, mechanical department services was 2.4%, 
employee relations department was 5.9%, and business services was 7.4% of maintenance and 
operations wages and benefits.   Property taxes and insurance was determined to be 2% of total 
depreciable capital according to Seider’s typical factor.  Last, straight-line depreciation was used 
for a direct plant as 8% of the total depreciable factor (Seider, Seader, Lewin, & Widagdo, 
2009).  The other costs will be discussed later in the cost summary.
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Cost Summary 
Variable Cost Summary                 
 Variable Costs at 100% Capacity:       
          
 General Expenses        
          
  Selling / Transfer Expenses:   $              2,489,837     
  Direct Research:    $            11,951,218     
  Allocated Research:    $              1,244,919     
  
Administrative 
Expense:    $              4,979,674     
  
Management Incentive 
Compensation:   $              3,112,296     
          
 Total General Expenses     $            23,777,944     
          
 Raw Materials $0.264295 per lb of Hexane $179,110,588     
          
 Byproducts $0.285668 per lb of Hexane ($193,594,686)    
          
 Utilities  $0.042162 per lb of Hexane $28,573,064     
          
 Total Variable Costs     $            37,866,911     
          
Fixed Cost Summary                 
          
          
 Operations         
          
  
Direct Wages and 
Benefits    $                 364,000     
  Direct Salaries and Benefits   $                   54,600     
  Operating Supplies and Services   $                   21,840     
  
Technical Assistance to 
Manufacturing   $                 300,000     
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  Control Laboratory    $                 325,000     
          
  Total Operations    $              1,065,440     
          
 Maintenance        
  Wages and Benefits    $            24,965,365     
  Salaries and Benefits    $              6,241,341     
  Materials and Services    $            24,965,365     
  Maintenance Overhead    $              1,248,268     
          
  Total Maintenance    $            57,420,340     
          
 Operating Overhead        
          
  
General Plant 
Overhead:    $              2,245,397     
  Mechanical Department Services:   $                 759,007     
  Employee Relations Department:   $              1,865,893     
  Business Services:    $              2,340,273     
          
  Total Operating Overhead   $              7,210,570     
          
 Property Taxes and Insurance       
          
  Property Taxes and Insurance:   $            14,265,923     
          
 Other Annual Expenses        
          
  Rental Fees (Office and Laboratory Space):  $                           -       
  Licensing Fees:    $                 174,375     
  Miscellaneous:    $              6,084,153     
          
  Total Other Annual Expenses   $              6,258,528     
          
 Total Fixed Costs     $            86,220,801     
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Investment Summary               
          
Bare Module Costs         
 Fabricated Equipment     $                           -       
 Process Machinery     $            33,930,555     
 Spares      $                 911,973     
 Storage      $                 558,300     
 Other Equipment     $                           -       
 Catalysts      $          513,473,959     
 Computers, Software, Etc.    $                 660,000     
          
 Total Bare Module Costs:     $          549,534,787    
          
Direct Permanent Investment        
          
 Cost of Site Preparations:    $            27,476,739     
 Cost of Service Facilities:    $            27,476,739     
 Allocated Costs for utility plants and related facilities:  $                           -       
          
 Direct Permanent Investment     $          604,488,266    
          
          
Total Depreciable Capital        
          
 Cost of Contingencies & Contractor Fees   $          108,807,888     
          
          
 Total Depreciable Capital     $          713,296,154    
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Total Permanent Investment        
          
 Cost of Land:     $            14,265,923     
 Cost of Royalties:     $                           -       
 Cost of Plant Start-Up:     $            71,329,615     
          
 Total Permanent Investment - Unadjusted    $          798,891,692    
 Site Factor      1.00   
 Total Permanent Investment     $          798,891,692    
          
          
Working Capital                 
          
      2011 2012 2013  
   Accounts Receivable   $              9,208,987   $              9,208,987  
 $                             
-     
   Cash Reserves   $              4,014,321   $              4,014,321  
 $                             
-     
   Accounts Payable   $            (7,681,450)  $            (7,681,450) 
 $                             
-     
   Hexane Inventory   $              1,227,865   $              1,227,865  
 $                             
-     
   Raw Materials   $                 441,643   $                 441,643  
 $                             
-     
   Total    $              7,211,365   $              7,211,365  
 $                             
-     
          
   Present Value at 4%   $             6,934,004   $             6,667,312   $                            -     
          
 Total Capital Investment     $          812,493,008    
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Variable Costs and Fixed Costs 
 
Variable costs were tabulated using the typical percentages of sales discussed in the 
previous section.  As clearly visible from the results, the most expensive variable cost is the raw 
material cost, followed by utilities, which is only about 15% the amount of the raw materials 
costs.  For fixed costs as discussed before, typical factors used for American Engineering Units 
were employed, and actual values were tabulated.  Technical assistance and control laboratory 
costs amounted to $300,000 and $325,000, respectively.  Direct wages and benefits were 
approximately $364,000. 
Maintenance and operating overhead costs also employed the typical factor correlations 
demonstrated in Product and Process Design Principles.  This lead to total maintenance costs of 
$57,420,340.  Total operating overhead costs were found to be $7,210,570, and the costs for 
property taxes and insurance was noted as $14,265,923. 
For other annual expenses, two major costs were incurred.  This was the cost of licensing 
for the operation of the MEA process and the annual expense of cleaning the three catalysts used 
for the process.  The cost of licensing was determined in the following manner: the cost of the 
tower was found according to resources, and the piece of equipment was purchased, which can 
be found in the equipment cost summary as “MEA Absorption Tower.”  Then, to run it, it was 
found that the MEA Absorption Tower in question costs approximately $158,519 dollars per 
year in utilities, not including the MEA that must be run for absorption (University, 1997).  10% 
was added to this amount to account for profit margin of the company that would help run the 
MEA Tower, which came to the final amount $174,375 per year.  As for catalyst cleaning, 
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research indicated that up to 90% of replacement costs could be saved by cleaning the catalyst 
annually and using the same one (EnvironmentalExpert).  Taking this into account, it was 
assumed that 85% of cost replacement was saved to account that the optimal amount would not 
likely occur but effort to reach that point would be high, as it is one of the most costly elements 
of this process.  As catalysts are cleaned annually, 15% of the net present value of the catalyst in 
2010 was found of the catalyst replacement cost and spread annually as a cleaning cost.  This 
was found to be approximately $6,084,153 per year.  Overall, total fixed costs were found to be 
$86,220,801. 
Investment Summary and Working Capital 
 
 Bare module costs are shown once completely calculated, and it is obvious that catalysts 
for the three reactors are the most expensive components of these costs.  For direct permanent 
investment, a preliminary estimate was created using the individual actors Method of Guthrie 
discussed previously. 
 Working capital was also determined based off the factors in the previous section for the 
year of construction and the first year of production.  Using the factors inputted, the total capital 
investment was found to be approximately $748,642,700.
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Cash Flows and Profitability Measures 
           
Year 
Percentage 
of Design 
Capacity 
Product 
Unit 
Price Sales 
Capital 
Costs 
Working 
Capital Var Costs Fixed Costs Depreciation Taxible Income Taxes Net Earnings Cash Flow 
Cumulative Net 
Present Value at 
4% 
2010 0%  
                          
-    
                               
-    
                           
-    
                       
-                           -    
                       
-                           -    
                       
-                           -                           -    
                                   
-    
2011 0%  
                          
-    
             
(798,891,700
) 
                 
(7,211,400) 
                       
-                           -    
                       
-                           -    
                       
-                           -    
     
(806,103,100) 
                 
(775,099,100) 
2012 45% $0.37  
          
112,042,700  
                               
-    
             
(7,211,400) 
       
(17,040,100) 
       
(86,220,800) 
     
(142,659,200) 
     
(133,877,500) 
         
46,857,100  
       
(87,020,400) 
         
48,427,500  
                 
(730,325,100) 
2013 90% $0.38  
          
229,978,800  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(34,976,500) 
       
(88,488,400) 
     
(228,254,800) 
     
(121,740,900) 
         
42,609,300  
       
(79,131,600) 
       
149,123,200  
                 
(597,755,200) 
2014 90% $0.39  
          
236,027,200  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(35,896,400) 
       
(90,815,700) 
     
(136,952,900) 
       
(27,637,700) 
           
9,673,200  
       
(17,964,500) 
       
118,988,400  
                 
(496,043,400) 
2015 90% $0.40  
          
242,234,700  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(36,840,500) 
       
(93,204,100) 
       
(82,171,700) 
         
30,018,400  
       
(10,506,500) 
         
19,512,000  
       
101,683,700  
                 
(412,466,900) 
2016 90% $0.41  
          
248,605,500  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(37,809,400) 
       
(95,655,400) 
       
(82,171,700) 
         
32,969,000  
       
(11,539,200) 
         
21,429,900  
       
103,601,600  
                 
(330,589,000) 
2017 90% $0.42  
          
255,143,800  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(38,803,800) 
       
(98,171,100) 
       
(41,085,900) 
         
77,083,100  
       
(26,979,100) 
         
50,104,000  
         
91,189,900  
                 
(261,292,200) 
2018 90% $0.43  
          
261,854,100  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(39,824,300) 
     
(100,753,000) 
                       
-    
       
121,276,800  
       
(42,446,900) 
         
78,829,900  
         
78,829,900  
                 
(203,692,000) 
2019 90% $0.44  
          
268,740,900  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(40,871,700) 
     
(103,402,800) 
                       
-    
       
124,466,400  
       
(43,563,200) 
         
80,903,100  
         
80,903,100  
                 
(146,850,500) 
2020 90% $0.45  
          
275,808,800  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(41,946,600) 
     
(106,122,300) 
                       
-    
       
127,739,800  
       
(44,708,900) 
         
83,030,900  
         
83,030,900  
                   
(90,757,800) 
2021 90% $0.46  
          
283,062,500  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(43,049,800) 
     
(108,913,300) 
                       
-    
       
131,099,400  
       
(45,884,800) 
         
85,214,600  
         
85,214,600  
                   
(35,404,000) 
2022 90% $0.48  
          
290,507,100  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(44,182,000) 
     
(111,777,700) 
                       
-    
       
134,547,300  
       
(47,091,600) 
         
87,455,800  
         
87,455,800  
                    
19,220,600  
2023 90% $0.49  
          
298,147,400  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(45,344,000) 
     
(114,717,500) 
                       
-    
       
138,085,900  
       
(48,330,100) 
         
89,755,800  
         
89,755,800  
                    
73,125,600  
2024 90% $0.50  
          
305,988,700  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(46,536,600) 
     
(117,734,600) 
                       
-    
       
141,717,600  
       
(49,601,100) 
         
92,116,400  
         
92,116,400  
                  
126,320,600  
2025 90% $0.51  
          
314,036,200  
                               
-    
                           
-    
       
(47,760,500) 
     
(120,831,000) 
                       
-    
       
145,444,700  
       
(50,905,700) 
         
94,539,100  
         
94,539,100  
                  
178,814,800  
2026 90% $0.53  
          
322,295,400  
                               
-    
            
14,422,700  
       
(49,016,600) 
     
(124,008,800) 
                       
-    
       
149,269,900  
       
(52,244,500) 
         
97,025,500  
       
111,448,200  
                  
238,317,900  
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Profitability Measures                 
            
The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) for this project is  8.18%     
            
The Net Present Value (NPV) of this project in 2010 is  
 $  
238,317,900  
 $  
238,317,870     
            
            
ROI Analysis (Third Production Year)        
            
 Annual Sales       236,027,226          
 Annual Costs      (126,712,065)         
 Depreciation        (63,911,335)         
 Income Tax        (15,891,339)         
 Net Earnings         29,512,486          
 Total Capital Investment 
     
813,314,421         
 ROI  3.63%         
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As can be seen from the above financial statement, with a discount rate of 4%, the net 
present value of this project if started in 2010 is approximately $238,317,900.  As this is a 
positive value, this project does seem economically viable and attractive.  In general, the 
discount rate is defined as “the interest rate used in determining the present value of future cash 
flows.” (Investopedia)  Therefore, one of the best selections for the discount rate is the historical 
and likely real interest rate (Economica, 1996).  Usually, it is best to overestimate the discount 
rate, in case there are fluctuations in the economy.  Historically, it has been shown that the 
United States typically has a real interest rate of about 3.08% (NationMaster).  To accommodate 
fluctuations, a discount rate of 4% was chosen.  Also worth noting are the internal rate of return 
and the return on investment.  The internal rate of return for this project was found to be 8.18%.  
As a general rule of thumb, when the internal rate of return value is higher than the  real interest 
rate, even when inflation is accounted for, the project is considered economically attractive and 
worth pursuing.  This IRR value shows that there is a substantial profit.  The return on 
investment is found to be approximately 3.63%.  As this value is positive, the project is once 
again doable, but the low value leaves uncertainty as fluctuations in costs or product price may 
lead to negative values.  Because of the worry of certain situations, fluctuations that could affect 
profitability will be discussed in the following sensitivity analyses.  
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Sensitivity Analyses 
Variable Costs 
Variable Costs 
$7,573,382 $22,720,146 $37,866,911 $53,013,675 $68,160,439 $83,307,203 $98,453,968 $113,600,732 
11.42% 9.85% 8.18% 6.38% 4.43% 2.25% -0.23% -3.19% 
 
 As noted previously, the major factor in the variable costs is due to raw materials, or glycerol, costs.  If this study proved 
successful and glycerol to gasoline is actually shown as profitable, the price of glycerol is likely subject to change.  Glycerol is 
currently oversupplied, which is driving the price very low, but if glycerol to gasoline becomes a way to make an economic profit, 
people will undoubtedly enter the market.  This will increase demand for glycerol and drive the price up of the raw material.  This 
should cause concern.  As even a 175% increase in glycerol price, or an increase of 5.25 cents, will cause the project to not only no 
longer be profitable, but actually cause the entrepreneur to lose money. 
Product Price 
Product Price 
$0.18 $0.22 $0.26 $0.29 $0.33 $0.37 $0.40 $0.44 $0.48 $0.51 $0.55 
Negative IRR Negative IRR -3.02% 1.59% 5.16% 8.18% 10.85% 13.26% 15.49% 17.58% 19.56% 
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 Currently, hexane is priced at about 37 cents per pound.  Just like in the previous case, with this process as a viable option, 
entrepreneurs will enter the market.  This will cause there to be a larger supply of hexane, which will bring the price of hexane down.  
In contrast to above, a 5 cent change in the hexane price does lead to a negative profit margin; but hexane and byproduct price is much 
more sensitive than variable cost as a simple change of 25%, or 9 cents, will already lead to negative values.  The price of hexane is 
extremely important, and it may change significantly enough to cause a negative internal rate of return.  One should be concerned also 
that the likely combination of a lower hexane and byproduct price mixed with a higher crude glycerol price may make profit losses 
likely. 
Inflation 
Inflation 
-1.32% -.53% .26% 1.05% 1.84% 2.63% 3.42% 4.21% 5.00% 5.79% 6.58% 
11.01% 10.56% 10.05% 9.50% 8.88% 8.18% 7.39% 6.47% 5.39% 4.07% 2.40% 
 
 Another potential worry is inflation.  With today’s economy, inflation can and has changed wildly, approaching negative 
values to extremely positive values.  Fortunately, it is seen from the sensitivity analysis that inflation changes alone should not be too 
much of a cause of concern for this project.  And our project profit is not too sensitive to inflation.  Even major inflation changes of 
150% (shown here) will still allow a profit. 
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Product Price vs. Variable Costs 
  Product Price 
  $0.18 $0.22 $0.26 $0.29 $0.33 $0.37 $0.40 $0.44 $0.48 $0.51 $0.55 
$18,933,455 Negative IRR Negative IRR 0.61% 4.38% 7.51% 10.25% 12.73% 15.00% 17.13% 19.13% 21.04% 
$22,720,146 Negative IRR Negative IRR -0.05% 3.85% 7.06% 9.85% 12.36% 14.66% 16.80% 18.83% 20.75% 
$26,506,837 Negative IRR Negative IRR -0.74% 3.31% 6.60% 9.45% 11.99% 14.32% 16.48% 18.52% 20.46% 
$30,293,529 Negative IRR Negative IRR -1.46% 2.76% 6.13% 9.03% 11.61% 13.97% 16.15% 18.21% 20.16% 
$34,080,220 Negative IRR Negative IRR -2.22% 2.18% 5.65% 8.61% 11.23% 13.62% 15.83% 17.90% 19.86% 
$37,866,911 Negative IRR Negative IRR -3.02% 1.59% 5.16% 8.18% 10.85% 13.26% 15.49% 17.58% 19.56% 
$41,653,602 Negative IRR Negative IRR -3.87% 0.97% 4.66% 7.75% 10.45% 12.90% 15.16% 17.27% 19.26% 
$45,440,293 Negative IRR Negative IRR 
Negative 
IRR 0.33% 4.14% 7.30% 10.06% 12.54% 14.82% 16.95% 18.96% 
$49,226,984 Negative IRR Negative IRR 
Negative 
IRR -0.34% 3.61% 6.85% 9.65% 12.17% 14.48% 16.63% 18.65% 
$53,013,675 Negative IRR Negative IRR 
Negative 
IRR -1.04% 3.07% 6.38% 9.24% 11.80% 14.13% 16.30% 18.35% 
Va
ria
bl
e C
os
ts
 
$56,800,366 Negative IRR Negative IRR 
Negative 
IRR -1.77% 2.50% 5.91% 8.83% 11.42% 13.78% 15.98% 18.04% 
 
 As discussed previously, as a most probabilistic situation, people will enter the market with proven success of glycerol to 
gasoline.  Because of this, variable costs will likely increase due to raised cost of glycerol, while hexane price may decrease to 
oversupply.  As shown in the above table, this is clearly a cause for concern, as the combination of increased variable costs and 
decreased product prices quickly leads to negative profits on this project.  As little as a 20% price drop in hexane mixed with a 30% 
price increase in glycerol will cause this project to no longer be feasible. 
Product Price vs. Inflation 
  Product Price 
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  $0.18 $0.22 $0.26 $0.29 $0.33 $0.37 $0.40 $0.44 $0.48 $0.51 $0.55 
1.32% Negative IRR Negative IRR -0.51% 3.34% 6.52% 9.30% 11.80% 14.09% 16.23% 18.25% 20.17% 
1.58% Negative IRR Negative IRR -0.94% 3.03% 6.28% 9.09% 11.62% 13.93% 16.09% 18.12% 20.05% 
1.84% Negative IRR Negative IRR -1.40% 2.70% 6.02% 8.88% 11.44% 13.77% 15.95% 17.99% 19.94% 
2.10% Negative IRR Negative IRR -1.89% 2.35% 5.75% 8.66% 11.25% 13.61% 15.80% 17.86% 19.81% 
2.37% Negative IRR Negative IRR -2.43% 1.98% 5.46% 8.42% 11.05% 13.44% 15.65% 17.72% 19.69% 
2.63% Negative IRR Negative IRR -3.02% 1.59% 5.16% 8.18% 10.85% 13.26% 15.49% 17.58% 19.56% 
2.89% Negative IRR Negative IRR -3.66% 1.17% 4.85% 7.93% 10.63% 13.08% 15.33% 17.44% 19.43% 
3.16% Negative IRR Negative IRR -4.38% 0.72% 4.52% 7.66% 10.41% 12.89% 15.17% 17.29% 19.30% 
3.42% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR 0.23% 4.17% 7.39% 10.18% 12.69% 14.99% 17.14% 19.16% 
3.68% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR 
-
0.29% 3.79% 7.10% 9.94% 12.49% 14.82% 16.98% 19.02% 
In
fla
tio
n 
3.95% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR 
-
0.87% 3.40% 6.79% 9.69% 12.28% 14.63% 16.82% 18.87% 
 
 As in the previous section, inflation does not have a strong effect on profits.  While increased inflation will help in meeting the 
red sooner, it is not the determining factor in profits.  Instead, the price of hexane, or products in general, plays a much larger role.  If 
the product prices decrease, which may happen in the case of oversupply, profits will likely become negative, as discussed before in 
the previous sections. 
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Sensitivity Analyses Conclusion 
IRR and NPV give values that indicate this to be a profitable venture, and one should consider 
doing this project.  But one should enter this market reserved.  Profit margins are relatively small 
(the ROI is 3.63%), and fluctuations in the market that would likely occur from entry and low 
barriers to entry for other companies will cause resource costs and product prices to shift which 
could ultimately lead to lower profits or even negative profits.  Because of this, prior to entry, 
one should attempt to get the government involved.  With hopes to aim towards more renewable 
energy resources, it is plausible that the government will help in some way.     
Two methods or government aid could be a grant or subsidy and regulatory laws.  First, a 
grant or subsidy can be given to the company to take on this project.  This will allow for profit 
margins to increase.  Then, the company could reinvest to try to keep other companies from 
entering the market or give themselves a more competitive advantage.  On the other hand, if 
regulatory laws were used, the government could put laws creating stronger barriers to entry for 
other companies.  This will help protect the profit of the entrepreneur who entered the glycerol to 
gasoline market, and make the project more economically viable.  In addition, regulatory laws 
could be put in place to control the prices of products and glycerol.  By ensuring that neither 
price changes by more than 20%, profits will be protected.  In the end, it seems that this project 
is viable, but it may be risky to undertake the design; one way to ensure the project would be 
successful is to get government aid. 
Economic Conclusion 
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 As discussed previously, the internal rate of return on this project is found to be 8.18%.  
As this rate is higher than the real interest rate, even when accounting for the typical inflation 
rate, one most definitely should undertake this project.  This design is quite profitable, and a net 
present value of nearly $240 million is realized by taking on this project. 
 As discussed in the sensitivity analyses conclusion, when taking on this project, one 
should consult the government for potential aid.  One is likely to get this for having a “green” 
project, and it should be sought out either in the form of grants or regulatory laws, as mentioned 
above.  These will allow for protection of profits so that the net present value of this project is 
not diminished in any significant manner, and the full 3.63% return on investment, or more, can 
be realized. 
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Appendix A. Example 
Calculations 
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Pump Sizing and Pricing Calculations: 
Pump (Shell): 
Q = 6041 
ft3
hr  = 753 
gal
min  
r  = 78.36 
lb
ft3
 
Dp = 625 lb
in 2
 
m = 7889.41
lb
min  
H = 
Dp
r  = 1181.62ft 
S = QH.5=25890.7gpm-ft.5 
CB = e9.7171-0.6019*ln(S)+0.0519*(ln(S))2 = $7,784.94  
FT  = 2.7 from Table 2.20 in Seider 
FM = 1 for cast iron 
Cp,pump = FTFMCB=$21,019.34 
hpump = .7 
 
Motor: 
PB =
H *m
hpump *33,000 ft - lb /min- HP  = 403.56HP  
hmotor  = 0.8+0.0319*ln(PB)-0.00182*(ln(PB))2 = .93 
PC  =
PB
hmotor  = 435.86 
FT=1 for cast iron 
Cp,motor=FT*e5.8259+0.13141*ln(PC)+0.053255*(ln(PC)0^2+0.028628*(ln(PC))^3-0.0035549*(ln(PC))^4 = $26,055.50 
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Total: 
Cp,total= Cp,pump + Cp,motor = $47,074.83 
CBM= FBM Cp,total = $155,346.94  for FBM = 3.3 
 
Utilities for Pump: 
Power = 403.56HP = 300.94kW 
Plant Operations = 320 days * 24hrs = 7680 
hr
yr
 
ET = Power * PlantOperations = 2311196 
kW - hr
yr
 
 
Reactor Sizing and Pricing Calculations: 
Pressure Vessel: 
m = 473,364 
lb
hr  
WHSV= 1.5 
m(lb /hr)
Mcatalyst(lb)  
Catalyst Weight=
m(lb /hr)
WHSV (hr-1)
 = 315,576 lb 
rcatalyst ,bulk  = 149.8
lb
ft3
 
Support mass/total catalyst mass = .963 
VCatalyst = (support mass/total catalyst mass)*(catalyst weight)/( rcatalyst ,bulk ) = 2028.8 ft
3 
P = 625psig  
Di = 18ft 
L = 
V ( ft3)
p (Di( ft) /2)
2 + 8 ft  = 15.97ft 8ft is added for manholes above and below packing 
Pcorrected = e0.60608+0.91615*ln(P)+0.0015655*(ln(P))^2  = 712.59 psig 
E = .85 efficient 
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S = 15,000psi maximum stress 
tP = 
Pd Di
2SE -1.2Pd  = .462in 
tw = 
.22(D0 +18)(L)
2
SD0
2
 = .465in 
tv = 
tW + tP
2  = .463in 
tC = tv+.125 = .588in 
tmin = .5in 
wall thickness, t= .625 (thickness available in 1/16 in. increments) 
r= 490
lb
ft3
   for low-alloy steel 
W = p(Di + t)(L + .8Di)tr  = 42,597 lb 
FM = 1.2  for low-alloy steel  
CV = e7.2756+0.18255*ln(tC)+0.02297*(ln(tC))^2 = $143,449.45 
CP, vessel = FM CV = $172,139.34 
CP, ladders = 300.9* Di 0.63316*L0.80161 = $17,291.87 
CP,total = $189,431.21 
 
Distillation Tower Sizing and Pricing Calculations: 
Pressure Vessel: 
Determine Column Parameters from ASPEN: 
 
Headspace (ft) 4.0 
Real Trays 12 
Tray Spacing (ft) 2.0 
Sump Space (ft) 10.0 
Height (ft) 36.0 
 
Purchase Cost of Vessel (see Pressure Vessel above for more detailed calculations) 
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Di  = 20.05ft 
L = 36.0 
ts= .50 
W = p(Di + t)(L + .8Di)tr  = 68,593 lb 
FM = 1.2  for low-alloy steel  
CV = e7.2756+0.18255*ln(tC)+0.02297*(ln(tC))^2 = $190,416.05 
CP, vessel = FM CV = $228,499.26 
Purchase Cost of Platform and Ladders 
CP, ladders = 300.9* Di 0.63316*L0.80161 = $35,515.39 
CP,total = $189,431.21 
Cost of Trays: 
CBT = 468e0.1739Di 
NT = 12 
FNT = 
2.25
1.044NT  = 1.38 
FTT = FTM = 1 for sieve trays and carbon steel 
CT = CBTNTFNTFTTFTM  = $253,776.34 
Bare Module Cost of Column: 
CBM, tower = FBM (Cp,vessel + Cp,vessel + CT) = $2,154,010.52 for FBM = 4.16 
 
Purchase Cost of Condenser 
Assuming a fixed-head, shell-and-tube, carbon steel shell and 20ft long tubes. 
Q = 28,210,100 BTU/hr  
THin = THout = 161F 
TCin = 90F TCout = 120F for cooling water 
ΔTLM = 
DT1 - DT2
ln(DT1 /DT2)  = 54.63F 
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S = 
Tcold ,out - Tcold ,in
Thot,in - Tcold ,in  = -.92 
R = 
Thot,in - Thot,out
Tcold ,out - Tcold ,in  = 0 
FT =
R2 +1ln[(1- S) /(1 - RS)]
(R -1)ln[ 2 - S(R +1- R
2 +1
2 - S(R +1+ R2 +1  = 1 
U = 300
BTU
hr - ft
 from table 18.5 
Area = 
Q
FTUDTlm  = 1,721 ft2 
CB = e11.0545-0.9228*(LN(A))+0.09861*(LN(A))*(LN(A)) = $15,570.78 
FM = FL = 1 
FP = 0.9803+0.018(P/100)+0.0017(P/100)2 = 1.01 
CP = CB FM FL FP = $15,787.55  
CBM = FBM Cp = $50,046.54 for FBM = 3.17 
 
Purchase Cost of Reboiler 
 
Q = 59,711,600 BTU/hr 
 
U = 12,000 
BTU
hr - ft
 to avoid film boiling 
Area = Q/U = 4975.97 ft2 
CB = e11.967-0.8709*ln(A)+0.09005*(ln(A))2 = $64,772.93 
FM = FL = 1 
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FP = 0.9803+0.018(P/100)+0.0017(P/100)2 = .98 
CP = CB FM FL FP = $63,589.11  
CBM = FBM Cp = $201,577.48 for FBM = 3.17 
 
Purchase Cost of Reflux Accumulator  
(see Pressure Vessel above for more detailed calculations)  
Distillate Flowrate, Q = 4982.6 ft3/hr 
Reflux Ratio = 1.3 
Drum Flowrate, QD= (1+R)Q = 11459 ft3/hr 
Residence time, r = 5min 
Drum Volume ,V = Q*r = 955.00 ft3 
Di  = 
2V
p
æ 
è 
ç 
ö 
ø 
÷ 
1/ 3
= 8.47ft 
L = 16.94 ft 
ts= .93 
W = p(Di + t)(L + .8Di)tr  = 2178 lb 
FM = 1  
CV = e 8.9552-0.233*(LN(ts))+0.04333*(LN(ts))2 = $60,938.73 
Purchase Cost of Platform and Ladders 
CP, ladders = 2005* Di .20294 = $3,093.39 
CP,total = FM CV + CP, ladders  = $64,032.29 
CBM = CP total FBM = $195,298.50   for FBM = 3.05 
Cost of Pumps and Motors 
(See Pump example above for detailed calculations) 
Reflux Pump 
CP,Pump = $27,756.47  
CP,Motor = $8,685.09 
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CBM = FBMCP,MotorCP,Pump = $120,257.15    for FBM = 3.30 
Reboiler Pump 
CP,Pump = $11,017.63  
CP,Motor = $1,822.37 
CBM = FBMCP,MotorCP,Pump = $42,372.01    for FBM = 3.30 
 
Total Cost 
Total Cost equals the bare module costs of the pressure vessel, condenser, reboiler, pumps and 
motors, and reflux accumulator. 
 CBM =$2,763,562.20
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Appendix B. Reaction 
Stoichiometry for ASPEN 
Simulations 
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Aqueous Phase Reforming 
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 Alkanes Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons # CO2 # H2 # H2O Conversion   
  0 Butane 4 -1 -6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0    
  4 Propane 3 0 -3 3 1.066776 3.200327 0 -3.20033 3.200327 0.032035    
  5.5 Ethane 2 1 0 1 1.466816 2.933633 1.466816 0 1.466816 0.044049    
  0.25 Methane 1 2 3 -1 0.066673 0.066673 0.133347 0.20002 -0.06667 0.002002    
 Extent of Reaction      Sum: 6.200633 1.600163 -3.00031 4.600469     
 Guess 0.266694               
                                  
 Ketones Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons # CO2 # H2 # H2O Conversion   
  0 2-Butanone 4 -1 -4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0    
  1 2-Propanone 3 0 -1 2 1.733333 5.2 0 -1.73333 3.466667 0.052052    
 Extent of Reaction      Sum: 5.2 0 -1.73333 3.466667     
 Guess: 1.733333               
                                  
 Alcohols Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons # CO2 # H2 # H2O Conversion   
  0 2-Butanol 4 -1 -5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0    
  4 2-Propanol 3 0 -2 2 6.910638 20.73191 0 -13.8213 13.82128 0.207527    
  5.5 Ethanol 2 1 1 0 9.502128 19.00426 9.502128 9.502128 0 0.285349    
  0.25 Methanol 1 2 4 -2 0.431915 0.431915 0.86383 1.72766 -0.86383 0.01297    
 Extent of Reaction      sum:  40.16809 10.36596 -2.59149 12.95745     
 Guess: 1.72766               
                                  
 Tetrahydrofurans Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons # CO2 # H2 # H2O Conversion   
  1 THF 4 -1 -4 4 0.025 0.1 -0.025 -0.1 0.1 0.000751    
 Extent of Reaction      sum:  0.1 -0.025 -0.1 0.1     
 Guess: 0.025               
                                  
 Cyclic Mono-Oxygenates Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons # CO2 # H2 # H2O Conversion   
  0 cyclopentanol 5 -2 -9 7 0 0 0 0 0 0    
  1 cyclobutanol 4 -1 -4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0    
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 Extent of Reaction   c4h8   sum:  0 0 0 0     
 Guess: 0               
                                  
 Carboxylic Acids Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons # CO2 # H2 # H2O Conversion   
  4 Propanoic Acid 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0    
  5.5 Ethanoic Acid 2 1 3 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0    
 Extent of Reaction      Sum: 0 0 0 0     
 Guess: 0               
                                  
 Sum of CO2 From Reactions 11.94112              
 Desired CO2 31.3              
 Required CO2 19.35888              
                 
 Carbon Dioxide Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons # CO2 # H2 # H2O Conversion   
   Carbox Dioxide 1 3 7 -3 6.5864 6.5864 19.7592 46.1048 -19.7592 0.19779    
 Extent of Reaction      Sum: 6.5864 19.7592 46.1048 -19.7592     
 Guess: 6.5864               
                 
                                  
  Starting Glycerol 33.3 moles             
 Summary  99.9 moles C             
  Carbon Prod 51.66872 moles             
  Carbon Dioxide 31.70032 moles             
  H2 38.67967 moles             
  Net H2 Prod 0.387184 mol H2/mol feed            
  water 1.265383              
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Base Condensation and Hydrodeoxygenation 
                 
         
 
 
 
      
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
       
 
  
                                  
Ketones Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons   #carbons  #C in Prod # moles Prod %conv 
 1 2-Propanone 3 0 -1 2 1.733333 5.2  C5- H 8 0.416 Propane 3 0.13866667 0.08 
          C5- MO 15 0.78 Isopropanol 3 0.26 0.15 
          C6+ Alk 71 3.692 Hexane 6 0.61533333 0.71 
          C6+ MO 6 0.312 2-Hexanol 6 0.052 0.03 
                 
                                  
Alcohols Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons   #carbons  #C in Prod # moles Prod %conv 
 4 2-Propanol 3 0 -2 2 6.910638 20.73191  C5- H 8 1.658553 Propane 3 0.55285106 0.08 
          C5- MO 15 3.109787 Isopropanol 3 1.03659574 0.15 
          C6+ Alk 71 14.71966 Hexane 6 2.4532766 0.71 
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          C6+ MO 6 1.243915 2-Hexanol 6 0.20731915 0.03 
                 
            #carbons  #C in Prod # moles Prod %conv 
 5.5 Ethanol 2 1 1 0 9.502128 19.00426  C5- H 8 1.52034 Ethane 2 0.76017021 0.08 
          C5- MO 15 2.850638 Ethanol 2 1.42531915 0.15 
          C4+ Alk 71 13.49302 Butane 4 3.37325532 0.71 
          C4+ MO 6 1.140255 2-Butanol 4 0.28506383 0.03 
                 
                                  
Alkanes Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons     #C in Prod #moles Prod New 
 0 Butane 4 -1 -6 5 0 0     Butane 0 0 3.373255 
 5.5 Propane 3 0 -3 3 1.466816 4.400449     Propane 4.400449 1.46681633 0.691518 
 4 Ethane 2 1 0 1 1.066776 2.133551     Ethane 2.133551 1.06677551 0.76017 
 0.25 Methane 1 2 3 -1 0.066673 0.066673     Methane 0.066673 0.06667347  
             Hexane   3.06861 
                                  
Other Previous Products               
 Est Prod Ratios Product Name # of Carbons CO2 H2 Water Moles Prod # Carbons     #C in Prod #moles Prod 
 0.25 Methanol 1 2 4 -2 0.431915 0.431915     Methanol 0.431915 0.43191489  
 1 THF 4 -1 -4 4 0.025 0.1     THF 0.1 0.025  
  Carbox Dioxide 1 3 7 -3 6.5864 6.5864     CO2 6.5864 6.5864  
                 
             Total #C 58.65516   
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Appendix C. ASPEN Model 
for Biomass Pretreatment 
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Appendix D. ASPEN Model 
for Glycerol to Biofuels
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Overview of Process 
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Left Half of Process 
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Right half of Process 
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Appendix E. Financial 
Analysis
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Additional Equipment and Spares 
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT     
Equipment Description  Purchase Cost Bare Module Factor Bare Module Cost 
Name Type  (default 3.21 if blank)  
R2 Reboiler Pump Spares $10,721 3.30 $35,381 
R3 Reflux Pump Spares $42,854 3.30 $141,418 
R3 Reboiler Pump Spares $14,824 3.30 $48,918 
Pump 1 Spares $75,809 3.30 $250,171 
H4 (Condenser/HX) Process Machinery $13,876 3.17 $43,987 
H5 (Condenser/HX) Process Machinery $56,946 3.17 $180,519 
H6 (Condenser/HX) Process Machinery $28,290 3.17 $89,680 
H7 (Condenser/HX) Process Machinery $25,507 3.17 $80,856 
Technology to Aid Quality Control 
and Process Repair 
Computers, 
Software, Etc. $250,000 2.64 $660,000 
Glycerol Storage Storage $3,015,046 1.10 $3,316,550 
MEA Storage Storage $651,403 1.10 $716,543 
Wastewater Storage Storage $4,311 1.10 $4,742 
Membrane Product Storage Storage $31,255,212 1.10 $34,380,734 
Hexane Storage Storage $626,622 1.10 $689,284 
Butane Storage Storage $990,845 1.10 $1,089,929 
Alkane Product Storage Storage $12,534,695 1.10 $13,788,164 
Non Process-Unit Cost Calculations 
 
MEA calculations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) http://www.netl.doe.gov/publications/proceedings/01/carbon_seq/2b4.pdf 
(2) http://www.dow.com/amines/prod/ethano-mea.htm 
MEA Calculations and Values Ref. 
.31 mol MEA/mol loaded into tower   (1) 
mol into tower/hr = 19845.09   
mol MEA needed/hr 6151.978   
Molecular Weight MEA (g/mol) 61.08 (2) 
Grams of MEA/hr 375762.8   
Lbs MEA/hr 828.4152   
Price of MEA ($/lb) 0.71545 (3) 
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(3) http://www.icispricing.com/il_shared/Samples/SubPage10100082.asp 
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Catalyst Cost Calculations 
Catalyst Cost Calculations and Values Ref. 
APR Reactor Catalyst Specifications  
1.8% Platinum, 6.3% Rhenium, Monoclinic Zirconia Support  
Weight of Catalyst needed for Reactor Based off APR Sizing  
773360 lbs  
using above specs this means:    
13920.48 lbs Platinum  
48721.68 lbs Rhenium  
710717.84 lbs Monoclinic Zirconia  
The costs for the respective metals were observed  
13889.16666 $/lb Platinum (1) 
(based off historical 2000-2010 prices due to high fluctuations)    
2750 $/lb Rhenium (2) 
6.795454545 $/lb Monoclinic Zirconia (3) 
Using the above prices and specifications, the base cost of the catalyst was found to be the 
following:  
Catalyst 1 Cost:  $                 332,158,137.50  
   
Base Catalyzed Condensation Catalyst Specifications  
.5 wt% Palladium, Zinc Aluminate Support (1 mole ZnO to 1 mole Al2O3)  
Weight of Catalyst needed for Reactor Based off Sizing  
610547.3684 lbs  
using above specs this means:  
3052.736842 lbs Palladium  
607494.6316 lbs Zinc Aluminate  
The costs for the respective metals were observed  
7175.459091 $/lb Palladium (4) 
67.435 $/lb Al2O3 (5) 
5.29 $/lb ZnO (6) 
MW of Al2O3 and ZnO  
0.179475682 ZnO lb/mol (7) 
0.224786409 Al2O3 lb/mol (7) 
Moles needed to create 610547.3684 lbs with 1:1 molar ratio  
1510276.086 moles  
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Using the above prices and specifications, the base cost of the catalyst was found to be the 
following:  
Catalyst 2 Cost:  $                   46,232,161.22  
   
Deoxygenation Catalyst Specifications  
1 wt% Platinum, Zinc Aluminate Support (.85 mole ZnO to 1 mole Al2O3)  
Weight of Catalyst needed for Reactor Based off Sizing  
610547.3684    
using above specs this means:  
6105.473684 lbs Platinum  
604441.8947 lbs Zinc Aluminate  
use prices, costs, and molecular weights mentioned previously  
Moles needed to create 610547.3684 lbs with .85:1 molar ratio  
1618026.642 moles Al2O3  
1375322.646 moles ZnO  
246836.9698 lbs ZnO  
363710.3982 lbs Al2O3  
Using the above prices and specifications, the base cost of the catalyst was found to be the 
following:  
Catalyst 3 Cost:  $                 110,632,519.82  
 
Sources 
 
(1) http://www.platinum.matthey.com/pgm-prices/price-charts/ 
(2) http://www.taxfreegold.co.uk/rheniumpricesusdollars.html 
(3) http://www.advancedmaterials.us/40R-0802.htm 
(4) http://palladiumprice.org/ 
(5) ChemPur catalyst support pricing (PDF attached) 
(6) http://www.libertynatural.com/bulk/228.htm 
(7) http://www.webqc.org 
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Carbon Cost Calculations 
CO2 Emissions Will Need to be Offset to Avoid Extra Costs 
The company Versus Carbon Neutral will be used 
Price: $2.75  per 1000 kg CO2 
changing to lbs 
Price:  0.00125 per lb CO2 
397298.3 lb/hr 
2917758715 lb/yr 
 $  3,647,198.39 USD/yr for CO2 Emissions   
 
(1) http://www.ecobusinesslinks.com/carbon_offset_wind_credits_carbon_reduction.htm 
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ROBBI2WT@aol.com 
to jeanwho@gmail.com 
cc gary.sawyer@lyondell.com 
date Sat, Apr 10, 2010 at 11:11 AM 
subject Re: Senior Design Project 
mailed-by aol.com 
  
  
Hi Jean, 
  
    I have looked at your flowsheet flows around the membrane separation step. Since it is late in time and you need to get your 
report written I would suggest the following: 
  
    Keep the 99% H2 split but the flowsheet needs to show some hydrocarbons going with the H2. So you can finish your report let 
12% of the butane go with the H2. The smaller molecules may lose up to 20% but it would be helpful if you could find the splits for 
the propane, ethane and methane in last years report. The branched and oxygen containing compounds will probably have less 
than 12% loss.  
  
    In your report's list of areas for further study indicate the need for experimental data to confirm these assumed splits. 
  
    I believe it was with your group that we talked about selling the entire hydrocarbon product stream to a refinery and letting them 
do the separations (or other processing). What did you decide about this option? 
  
    From many years of modeling experience I have some general comments on your ASPEN model (this is for future reference, do 
not change your model now): 
  
    1.) The component names are not descriptive. I had to calculate the mol wts from the mass and mole flows to determine what the 
compounds were. For instance it would be easier if ETHAN-1 and ETHAN-2 would be named ETHANE and ETHANOL, etc. 
  
    2.) The stream report would be easier to read if the streams were sequential thru the process. Usually I would number the 
streams in 100 series blocks. Streams 100, 101, etc would be around the first one or two major unit ops, the 200, 201, etc would be 
around the next one or two major ops and so forth. Your other option is to tell ASPEN the sequence of streams in the stream report. 
  
    Wayne 
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ROBBI2WT@aol.com 
to jeanwho@gmail.com 
cc gary.sawyer@lyondell.com 
date Fri, Apr 9, 2010 at 3:37 PM 
subject Re: Senior Design Project 
mailed-by aol.com 
  
   
Hi Jean, 
  
    I've been away on vacation and am just catching up on my backlog of EMail.  
  
    I downloaded your attached files. My computer can recognize and print the two ASPEN flowsheet diagrams but could not open 
the Xcel file. Most likely you have a more current version of Xcel than my Windows XP. If you can save the Xcel file in an earlier 
version and resend it I should be able to read it. 
  
    The Maleic to THF Hydrogenation process made butane as an over conversion by-product and we needed to recycle the H2 and 
purge the butane. A small amount of butane being recycled did not have an adverse effect on the process.  
  
    The membranes work by size exclusion. A small H2 molecule can easily pass thru but a larger butane molecule has difficulty 
passing thru. There should be data in last years report showing how well butane and propane pass thru the membrane. These 
numbers are based on lab experiments.  
  
    Sometimes a fairly large linear molecule (like butane) can fit thru if it is in the correct orientation while a nonlinear molecule (like 
iso-propanol) will have more trouble. This is just a way of saying you usually need experimental data.  
  
    Your other option is to call a company representative (there should be a contact referenced in the student's report) and ask for 
their opinion. 
  
    I will check my EMail again on Saturday morning if you can send the Xcel spread sheet by then. 
  
    Wayne Robbins 
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Stephen M Tieri 
<Stephen.M.Tieri@usa.dupont.com> 
to jeanwho@gmail.com 
date Wed, Apr 7, 2010 at 12:19 AM 
subject Re: Latest Update - Senior Design 
  
  
Jeanne, 
 
After reviewing the information you provided, my guidance on your questions 
is included below in blue.  Overall, I am having some difficulty following 
the design, specifically understanding the basis for the column and flash 
separation choices.   In the PDF file with material flows & conditions, it 
is difficult to get a feeling for column size when the flows are on a molar 
basis.  A process narrative or description would have been helpful.  I have 
some additional clarification questions, which are listed below. 
 
Clarification Questions: 
     Is the feed glycerol composition of 98% glycerol w/ 2% water a 
     realistic composition for crude glycerol from biodiesel processes? 
     Have you considered the need to dispose of the consumed monoethanol 
     amine or regenerate the column.  With the amount of CO2 generated by 
     the process, what size column(s) are necessary?  How about utilities 
     for regeneration or the cost for fresh monoethanolamine? 
     The Aspen model indicates that some phase separation by decanting is 
     possible in the block Flash2, with what appears to be a H2 rich vapor 
     from the top of the flash.  Although, on a mass basis in may not be 
     very hydrogen rich, mostly propane and ethane rich.  In operation of 
     the subsequent Column R1, I have concerns that the hydrogen will 
     collect at the condenser as an inert, without a vapor vent (as the 
     condenser temperature is not sufficient to condense the H2).  But 
     more specifically, why recombine the hydrogen/ethane/propane vapor 
     stream with the organic phase from the decant, once it has been 
     separated?  Should this not be sent for purification of the Hydrogen 
     or to the R2 column? 
 
1) Side stream from R3 - we currently have a vapor side stream from R3, 
which removes a lot of the water from our system. Can a side stream from a 
distillation tower be this large? (We have not encountered errors regarding 
trays drying for that unit)  Some additional information on what the R3 
column is intended to do would be helpful.  It appears that it separates 
large water quantities from unreacted glycerol for recycle. 
2) should we model the first heat exchanger into our process as a furnace? 
or a heat exchanger which uses high pressure steam?  Either way is 
acceptable for the model.  However, your choice should be based on the 
steam pressure necessary to get the process feed to 260C.   If the steam 
pressure would cause the entire heat exchanger to be a high pressure 
vessel, not just the high pressure process side, then an electric or 
natural gas fired furnace would likely result in lower capital cost.  My 
guess is that the steam pressure to reach 270-280C is quite high, and 
piping to supply this high pressure steam will be quite significant 
mechanically and costly. 
3) how do we model the reactors with respect to whether the reactors are 
exothermic or endothermic? Realistically, the reactors should have jackets, 
but should we be using a heat exchanger that uses cooling water/steam to 
simulate the reactor water jacket?  In this case, Aspen has estimated the 
required reaction energies, and totaled them for each reactor.  This is the 
net heat duty output calculated for each reactor block, with negative duty 
indicating cooling and positive duty indicating that heating is required. 
The 1st reaction appears to require 177 MM BTU/hr, the 2nd reactor ~59 MM 
BTU/hr cooling, and the 3rd reactor 145 MM BTU/hr cooling.  The reactor 
columns can be jacketed to provide for both heating and cooling.  You don't 
specifically need to model the reactor jacket heating & cooling in Aspen, 
just account for it in your overall energy balance and utility use.  If you 
are looking to possibly integrate the reactor heating & cooling with other 
process steps, I would suggest using a heat stream in Aspen from the 
individual reactors to a simple heater block to model the respective 
heating and cooling.  Alternately, some processes use intercoolers & 
interheaters based on the temperature rise/loss through the vessel. 
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4) what should we do with stream R4T (top stream from 4th flash vessel), 
which contains a lot of carbon dioxide, but also alcohol stream? We took 
this stream out to prevent carbon dioxide from entering into the reactor. I 
had attempted to integrate this stream into the feed, but encountered an 
error with the first pump.  At this point in the semester, I would suggest 
burning for heat value, as there is little time left to evaluate other 
options.  However, have you tried combining this stream with the feed to 
your monoethylamine CO2 removal unit? 
5) our aspen model include many mixers, how do we estimate the price of 
those?  The mixing blocks in Aspen are normally places where piping is tied 
together, unless specific mixing is necessary for combining the materials. 
This cost is a part of the normal piping cost included in the factors used 
to scale from bare equipment cost to project level costs. 
 
In addition, how should we estimate the cost of transporting our products 
to the customer? (How do we get an estimate for pipeline cost?) We would 
like to ship our products by pipeline to nearby refineries, who can use our 
products in their blending. I suggest you include a pump sized to 
deliver/transport your products at the necessary flowrates from the 
individual product storage tanks.  Do not worry about the specific pipe 
costs, as this will be covered by the factors used to scale the project 
cost from the bare equipment costs. 
 
5) Please note that we will be working on a heat exchanger network to 
reduce the amount of utilities needed within our process. A quick question 
- can streams of our process be exchanged with condensors/reboilers of the 
distillation columns?  Yes, process streams can be exchanged with 
condensers & reboilers.  Practically, this can add complexity to process 
startup & shutdown, which in some cases may necessitate redundant 
exchangers for startup heating & cooling.  Using process streams to preheat 
column feeds and for post condenser or reboiler cooling can be helpful as 
well. 
 
 
Steve 
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Stephen M Tieri 
<Stephen.M.Tieri@usa.dupont.com> 
to jeanwho@gmail.com 
cc lfabiano@seas.upenn.edu 
date Wed, Mar 10, 2010 at 5:16 PM 
subject Re: Updates on Senior Design Project 
  
  
Jeanne, 
 
After spending some time with your model last night I have some thoughts & 
suggestions. 
 
  You have a crude product stream with a significant temperature & 
  pressure, from your reactor.  In your current process, it seems that you 
  may be able to find a use for both the work & energy you have already 
  invested in this stream, prior to significant temperature and pressure 
  reduction.  Operating equipment at higher pressures will allow for 
  higher temperature cooling fluids.  Also, cooling such a high 
  temperature stream with water, would likely be done in multiple steps 
  and use different cooling materials, potentially steam for the first 
  high temp section, then cooling water as the temperature became more 
  reasonable. 
  It may be beneficial to stage your removal of H2,  CO2, & methane; with 
  a high pressure separator to remove the hydrogen, then lower pressure 
  separator or separators to remove the CO2, & methane from your liquid 
  stream.  This should help to minimize/optimize the amount of compression 
  necessary to recover the larger alkanes from the vapor streams. 
  It may be beneficial to use Design Specs in Aspen to help optimize the 
  conditions for separation of H2 CO2, &/or methane. 
  Once you remove the H2,  CO2, & methane, regardless of the longer chain 
  alkane quantity, you are left with a less that straight forward product 
  & water/glycerol for recycle separation.  There are then several 
  components, that depending on concentrations, are likely to form 
  azeotropes or exhibit other non- ideal behavior (similar to the mixture 
  not phase separation as one might expect from single component 
  densities. Chapter 5 of Conceptual Design of Distillation Systems, by 
  Doherty & Malone may be helpful for guidance for choosing how to set up 
  columns & staged flashes to best address the azeotropes and 
  product/recycle material separation. 
  When looking for a distillation column to separate the water/glycerol 
  from the product stream, you may want to include a vapor distillate 
  stream to help remove the last bit of dissolved CO2. 
  To heat the feed stream to reaction temperatures, you will need to make 
  a choice for heating medium.  As the temperatures are reasonably high, I 
  would suggest considering steam or a direct fired heater (furnace) most 
  likely using natural gas. 
 
I will spend some time tonight looking over your draft economic calcs. 
However, it may be beneficial to show a summary for comparison of the 
glycerol and costs to meet the production capacity for each of the 
potential fuel products (or combination of fuel products), or have all the 
calculations side by side on one sheet.  Below are my initial thoughts: 
 
  An understanding the revenue potential of the different fuel choices is 
  important.  I did not see any price information for comparison of the 
  different products included, or potential price differences based on the 
  product composition. 
  It seems that it would be helpful at this stage (for both the economic 
  analysis & making process choices) to understand the differential value 
  for materials lost to the vent H2, CO2, & methane (or burn for heating 
  value) stream(s). 
  It was also unclear from your spreadsheets what the overall glycerol 
  feed rate (lb or kg/hr) was necessary to meet capacity requirements and 
  whether the feed rate to the simulation was reasonable given the 
  necessary capacity (and begin to estimate storage tank volumes, etc.). 
 
I've copied Professor Fabiano on this email, as he may be able to provide 
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additional suggestions for the product & recycle stream 
distillation/purification. 
 
Regards, 
 
Steve 
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Stephen M Tieri 
<Stephen.M.Tieri@usa.dupont.com> 
to jeanwho@gmail.com 
date Mon, Feb 22, 2010 at 10:50 PM 
subject Re: UPenn Senior Design - Question 
  
  
Jeanne, 
 
This is excellent additional information you found on Virent's process, 
which has the potential for significant impact to your project.  My initial 
suggestion is to be cautiously optimistic about the technology's ability to 
use crude glycerol.  As the date on the article is from Aug/Sept 2005, 
there is a reasonable chance that additional information available. 
Ideally, you will be able to find additional information (journal article, 
subsequent patent, patent application, or other documentation) to validate 
Apfelbach's statement that the APR technology will work with crude 
glycerol.  Does the US20080300435 patent mention crude glycerol at all, or 
only refined/purified material?  During my quick review, it appeared 
unspecific.  Have you spoken/emailed with anyone at Virent yet (Cortright?) 
to confirm conversion of crude glycerol is similar to that of purified 
material?  What is the fate of impurities in the crude material vs. what 
happens with purified glycerol?  From the info I found on the web, it 
appears the crude may generate hydrogen more readily (I think this was a 
powerpoint presentation from Cortright in 2008). 
 
It seems reasonable to me that the conversion in the patent will be 
reasonable for crude glycerol, but try to get some verification from Virent 
or from literature/patent/etc..  If conversion for crude materials were 85 
or 90% of the purified material, how would this effect the reactor/process 
design? 
 
Even if (or when) you identify supporting information that the APR 
technology can handle a crude glycerol feed, with equivalent or improved 
performance, it would be good to quantify the capital investment savings 
(both bare equipment and project level investment) from the use of crude 
glycerol.  I would not be surprised if a question were asked about this at 
your design presentation.   This is potentially a huge advantage for 
Virent's APR technology.  You do not need full detailed design for the 
glycerol purification equipment, just enough to have a rough idea of the 
bare equipment investment and then work out what the additional project 
investment would be if purification were necessary. 
 
Excellent find! 
 
 
Steve 
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Appendix E. ASPEN Results 
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ASPEN BLOCK REPORTS 
 
 
BLOCK:  APR      MODEL: RSTOIC           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S107     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S108     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(LBMOL/HR)         21936.8       39979.1       18042.3       0.00000     
   MASS(LB/HR   )        0.116004E+07  0.116004E+07                0.200709E-15 
   ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )   -0.389104E+10 -0.369639E+10               -0.500252E-01 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
  ASPEN PLUS   PLAT: WIN32     VER: 23.0                   04/12/2010  PAGE 10   
                                                                                 
                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  APR      MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
   STOICHIOMETRY MATRIX: 
 
    REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     GLYCEROL  -1.00    H2        -3.00    WATER      3.00    PROPANE    1.00     
 
    REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     GLYCEROL  -1.00    CO2        1.00    WATER      1.00    ETHANE     1.00     
 
    REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     GLYCEROL  -1.00    CO2        2.00    H2         3.00    WATER     -1.00     
     METHANE    1.00     
 
    REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     GLYCEROL  -1.00    H2        -1.00    WATER      2.00    ACETONE    1.00     
 
    REACTION #   5: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     GLYCEROL  -1.00    H2        -2.00    WATER      2.00    ISOPROP    1.00     
 
    REACTION #   6: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     GLYCEROL  -1.00    CO2        1.00    H2         1.00    ETHANOL    1.00     
 
    REACTION #   7: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     GLYCEROL  -1.00    CO2        2.00    H2         4.00    WATER     -2.00     
     METHANOL   1.00     
 
    REACTION #   8: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     GLYCEROL  -1.00    CO2       -1.00    H2        -4.00    WATER      4.00     
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     THF        1.00     
 
    REACTION #   9: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     GLYCEROL  -1.00    CO2        3.00    H2         7.00    WATER     -3.00     
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  APR      MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
   REACTION CONVERSION SPECS: NUMBER=    9 
     REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:GLYCEROL CONV FRAC: 0.4400E-01 
     REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:GLYCEROL CONV FRAC: 0.3204E-01 
     REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:GLYCEROL CONV FRAC: 0.2000E-02 
     REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:GLYCEROL CONV FRAC: 0.5205E-01 
     REACTION #   5: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:GLYCEROL CONV FRAC: 0.2075     
     REACTION #   6: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:GLYCEROL CONV FRAC: 0.2854     
     REACTION #   7: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:GLYCEROL CONV FRAC: 0.1297E-01 
     REACTION #   8: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:GLYCEROL CONV FRAC: 0.7500E-03 
     REACTION #   9: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:GLYCEROL CONV FRAC: 0.1978     
 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 500.000       
   PRESSURE DROP         PSI                                25.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   SIMULTANEOUS REACTIONS 
   GENERATE COMBUSTION REACTIONS FOR FEED SPECIES          NO   
  ASPEN PLUS   PLAT: WIN32     VER: 23.0                   04/12/2010  PAGE 12   
                                                                                 
                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  APR      MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    500.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 615.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                              0.19465E+09 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.95152     
 
 
   HEAT OF REACTIONS: 
 
     REACTION          REFERENCE          HEAT OF  
     NUMBER            COMPONENT          REACTION 
                                           BTU/LBMOL        
      1                   GLYCEROL         -0.10853E+06 
      2                   GLYCEROL          -60571.     
      3                   GLYCEROL          -17788.     
      4                   GLYCEROL          -52247.     
      5                   GLYCEROL          -76528.     
      6                   GLYCEROL          -21565.     
      7                   GLYCEROL           31827.     
      8                   GLYCEROL          -77560.     
      9                   GLYCEROL           53048.     
 
   REACTION EXTENTS: 
 
      REACTION          REACTION 
      NUMBER            EXTENT   
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                        LBMOL/HR         
      1                  410.75     
      2                  299.10     
      3                  18.671     
      4                  485.90     
      5                  1937.4     
      6                  2663.8     
      7                  121.08     
      8                  7.0015     
      9                  1846.4     
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  APR      MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.38650E-01    0.60471        0.98103E-02    0.16223E-01 
      CO2              0.22708        0.46752E-01    0.23626         5.0536     
      H2               0.26284        0.10571E-04    0.27624         26130.     
      WATER            0.27614        0.22465        0.27876         1.2409     
      PROPANE          0.10320E-01    0.12489E-02    0.10782E-01     8.6329     
      ETHANE           0.75109E-02    0.74811E-03    0.78554E-02     10.500     
      METHANE          0.46777E-03    0.90429E-05    0.49114E-03     54.312     
      ACETONE          0.12438E-01    0.63233E-02    0.12749E-01     2.0162     
      ISOPROP          0.60051E-01    0.38145E-01    0.61167E-01     1.6035     
      ETHANOL          0.80122E-01    0.58005E-01    0.81248E-01     1.4007     
      METHANOL         0.15719E-01    0.15048E-01    0.15753E-01     1.0469     
      THF              0.51280E-03    0.21693E-03    0.52787E-03     2.4334     
      HEXANE           0.41391E-03    0.22376E-04    0.43385E-03     19.389     
      HEXANOL          0.35921E-02    0.17719E-02    0.36849E-02     2.0796     
      BUTANE           0.16454E-03    0.15063E-04    0.17216E-03     11.430     
      BUTANOL          0.39772E-02    0.23211E-02    0.40615E-02     1.7498     
 
 BLOCK:  BASECOND MODEL: RSTOIC           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S110     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S111     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(LBMOL/HR)         39979.1       41868.6       1889.49      0.173781E-15 
   MASS(LB/HR   )        0.116004E+07  0.116004E+07                0.200709E-15 
   ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )   -0.361758E+10 -0.361487E+10               -0.748566E-03 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
  ASPEN PLUS   PLAT: WIN32     VER: 23.0                   04/12/2010  PAGE 14   
                                                                                 
                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  BASECOND MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
   STOICHIOMETRY MATRIX: 
 
    REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2         1.00    WATER      1.00    ETHANOL   -2.00    MEK        1.00     
 
    REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -1.00    WATER      1.00    ACETONE   -2.00    MIK        1.00     
 
    REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2         1.00    WATER      1.00    ISOPROP   -2.00    MIK        1.00     
 
 
   REACTION CONVERSION SPECS: NUMBER=    3 
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     REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ETHANOL  CONV FRAC: 0.7400     
     REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ACETONE  CONV FRAC: 0.7400     
     REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ISOPROP  CONV FRAC: 0.7400     
 
 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 572.000       
   PRESSURE DROP         PSI                                25.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   SIMULTANEOUS REACTIONS 
   GENERATE COMBUSTION REACTIONS FOR FEED SPECIES          NO   
  ASPEN PLUS   PLAT: WIN32     VER: 23.0                   04/12/2010  PAGE 15   
                                                                                 
                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  BASECOND MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    572.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 540.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                              0.27080E+07 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000    
 
   HEAT OF REACTIONS: 
 
     REACTION          REFERENCE          HEAT OF  
     NUMBER            COMPONENT          REACTION 
                                           BTU/LBMOL        
      1                   ETHANOL           -2322.8     
      2                   ACETONE           -20843.     
      3                   ISOPROP            3463.0     
 
   REACTION EXTENTS: 
 
      REACTION          REACTION 
      NUMBER            EXTENT   
                        LBMOL/HR         
      1                  1185.2     
      2                  183.98     
      3                  888.29     
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.36905E-01    0.76915        0.36905E-01    0.49669E-01 
      CO2              0.21683        0.23475E-01    0.21683         9.5618     
      H2               0.29611        0.16801E-04    0.29611         18245.     
      WATER            0.31760        0.15391        0.31760         2.1361     
      PROPANE          0.98541E-02    0.11589E-02    0.98541E-02     8.8024     
      ETHANE           0.71719E-02    0.43201E-03    0.71719E-02     17.186     
      METHANE          0.44666E-03    0.60816E-05    0.44666E-03     76.032     
      ACETONE          0.30878E-02    0.13075E-02    0.30878E-02     2.4449     
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  BASECOND MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      ISOPROP          0.14909E-01    0.78371E-02    0.14909E-01     1.9693     
      ETHANOL          0.19892E-01    0.11856E-01    0.19892E-01     1.7368     
      METHANOL         0.15010E-01    0.11279E-01    0.15010E-01     1.3776     
      THF              0.48965E-03    0.16007E-03    0.48965E-03     3.1667     
      HEXANE           0.39523E-03    0.19231E-04    0.39523E-03     21.276     
      HEXANOL          0.34300E-02    0.11200E-02    0.34300E-02     3.1703     
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      BUTANE           0.15712E-03    0.13369E-04    0.15712E-03     12.166     
      BUTANOL          0.37977E-02    0.17903E-02    0.37977E-02     2.1959     
      MEK              0.28307E-01    0.10332E-01    0.28307E-01     2.8362     
      MIK              0.25610E-01    0.61345E-02    0.25610E-01     4.3219     
 
 BLOCK:  DEOX     MODEL: RSTOIC           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S112     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S113     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(LBMOL/HR)         41868.6       39496.8      -2371.83     -0.173781E-15 
   MASS(LB/HR   )        0.116004E+07  0.116004E+07               -0.200709E-15 
   ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )   -0.356107E+10 -0.371242E+10                0.407706E-01 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
  ASPEN PLUS   PLAT: WIN32     VER: 23.0                   04/12/2010  PAGE 17   
                                                                                 
                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  DEOX     MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
   STOICHIOMETRY MATRIX: 
 
    REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -2.00    WATER      1.00    PROPANE    1.00    ACETONE   -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -1.00    WATER      1.00    PROPANE    1.00    ISOPROP   -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -1.00    WATER      1.00    ETHANE     1.00    ETHANOL   -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -1.00    ACETONE   -1.00    ISOPROP    1.00     
 
    REACTION #   5: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -2.00    WATER      1.00    BUTANE     1.00    MEK       -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   6: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -1.00    BUTANOL    1.00    MEK       -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   7: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -2.00    WATER      1.00    HEXANE     1.00    MIK       -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   8: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -1.00    HEXANOL    1.00    MIK       -1.00     
 
 
   REACTION CONVERSION SPECS: NUMBER=    8 
     REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ACETONE  CONV FRAC: 0.3077     
     REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ISOPROP  CONV FRAC: 0.3077     
     REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ETHANOL  CONV FRAC: 0.3077     
     REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ACETONE  CONV FRAC: 0.5770     
     REACTION #   5: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:MEK      CONV FRAC: 0.9595     
     REACTION #   6: 
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     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:MEK      CONV FRAC: 0.4050E-01 
     REACTION #   7: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:MIK      CONV FRAC: 0.9595     
     REACTION #   8: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:MIK      CONV FRAC: 0.4050E-01 
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  DEOX     MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 662.000       
   PRESSURE DROP         PSI                                25.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   SIMULTANEOUS REACTIONS 
   GENERATE COMBUSTION REACTIONS FOR FEED SPECIES          NO   
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    662.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 490.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.15136E+09 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
 
 
 
   HEAT OF REACTIONS: 
 
     REACTION          REFERENCE          HEAT OF  
     NUMBER            COMPONENT          REACTION 
                                           BTU/LBMOL        
      1                   ACETONE           -56277.     
      2                   ISOPROP           -32015.     
      3                   ETHANOL           -39007.     
      4                   ACETONE           -24290.     
      5                   MEK               -55350.     
      6                   MEK               -23230.     
      7                   MIK               -55964.     
      8                   MIK               -25233.     
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  DEOX     MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
   REACTION EXTENTS: 
 
      REACTION          REACTION 
      NUMBER            EXTENT   
                        LBMOL/HR         
      1                  39.781     
      2                  192.07     
      3                  256.26     
      4                  74.597     
      5                  1137.2     
      6                  48.000     
      7                  1028.8     
      8                  43.427     
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.39122E-01    0.64915        0.39122E-01    0.14688     
      CO2              0.22985        0.23872E-01    0.22985         23.467     
      H2               0.18664        0.31220E-04    0.18664         14571.     
      WATER            0.40387        0.26124        0.40387         3.7678     
      PROPANE          0.16316E-01    0.23648E-02    0.16316E-01     16.815     
      ETHANE           0.14091E-01    0.97471E-03    0.14091E-01     35.234     
      METHANE          0.47348E-03    0.89272E-05    0.47348E-03     129.27     
208 
 
      ACETONE          0.37741E-03    0.27889E-03    0.37741E-03     3.2981     
      ISOPROP          0.12830E-01    0.11924E-01    0.12830E-01     2.6223     
      ETHANOL          0.14598E-01    0.14919E-01    0.14598E-01     2.3847     
      METHANOL         0.15911E-01    0.20443E-01    0.15911E-01     1.8969     
      THF              0.51906E-03    0.30988E-03    0.51906E-03     4.0825     
      HEXANE           0.26468E-01    0.25127E-02    0.26468E-01     25.673     
      HEXANOL          0.47355E-02    0.27314E-02    0.47355E-02     4.2256     
      BUTANE           0.28958E-01    0.49159E-02    0.28958E-01     14.357     
      BUTANOL          0.52410E-02    0.43199E-02    0.52410E-02     2.9569     
 
 BLOCK:  FLASH1   MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S201     
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   S203     
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  S204     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            39496.8         39496.8         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.116004E+07    0.116004E+07    0.881114E-13 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.394876E+10   -0.395320E+10    0.112215E-02 
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 BLOCK:  FLASH1   MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 400.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    PSIA                              460.000       
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    400.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 460.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.44361E+07 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.87407     
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.39122E-01    0.30439        0.90385E-03    0.29694E-02 
      CO2              0.22985        0.61006E-01    0.25418         4.1664     
      H2               0.18664        0.22213E-05    0.21353         96129.     
      WATER            0.40387        0.59113        0.37689        0.63758     
      PROPANE          0.16316E-01    0.93494E-03    0.18532E-01     19.822     
      ETHANE           0.14091E-01    0.11763E-02    0.15951E-01     13.561     
      METHANE          0.47348E-03    0.75891E-05    0.54060E-03     71.234     
      ACETONE          0.37741E-03    0.16692E-03    0.40773E-03     2.4427     
      ISOPROP          0.12830E-01    0.67483E-02    0.13706E-01     2.0310     
      ETHANOL          0.14598E-01    0.96754E-02    0.15307E-01     1.5821     
      METHANOL         0.15911E-01    0.17429E-01    0.15692E-01    0.90037     
      THF              0.51906E-03    0.24781E-03    0.55814E-03     2.2523     
      HEXANE           0.26468E-01    0.66000E-03    0.30186E-01     45.736     
      HEXANOL          0.47355E-02    0.22911E-02    0.50877E-02     2.2207     
      BUTANE           0.28958E-01    0.12583E-02    0.32949E-01     26.186     
      BUTANOL          0.52410E-02    0.28821E-02    0.55809E-02     1.9364     
 
 BLOCK:  FLASH2   MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S206     
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   S207     
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  S209     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
209 
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 BLOCK:  FLASH2   MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            34523.0         34523.0         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            943884.         943884.       -0.135670E-14 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.349465E+10   -0.349565E+10    0.285007E-03 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 150.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    PSIA                              460.000       
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    150.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 460.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.99628E+06 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.51002     
 
 
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.90385E-03    0.18447E-02    0.64906E-09    0.35185E-06 
      CO2              0.25418        0.11559        0.38732         3.3508     
      H2               0.21353        0.21190E-06    0.41867        0.19758E+07 
      WATER            0.37689        0.75937        0.94348E-02    0.12425E-01 
      PROPANE          0.18532E-01    0.20490E-02    0.34367E-01     16.772     
      ETHANE           0.15951E-01    0.18916E-02    0.29459E-01     15.574     
      METHANE          0.54060E-03    0.58863E-04    0.10034E-02     17.046     
      ACETONE          0.40773E-03    0.70172E-03    0.12531E-03    0.17857     
      ISOPROP          0.13706E-01    0.26316E-01    0.15914E-02    0.60471E-01 
      ETHANOL          0.15307E-01    0.29792E-01    0.13914E-02    0.46702E-01 
      METHANOL         0.15692E-01    0.30534E-01    0.14336E-02    0.46950E-01 
      THF              0.55814E-03    0.97724E-03    0.15551E-03    0.15913     
      HEXANE           0.30186E-01    0.55073E-02    0.53895E-01     9.7858     
      HEXANOL          0.50877E-02    0.99971E-02    0.37126E-03    0.37137E-01 
      BUTANE           0.32949E-01    0.45028E-02    0.60277E-01     13.386     
      BUTANOL          0.55809E-02    0.10865E-01    0.50470E-03    0.46452E-01 
 
 BLOCK:  FLASH3   MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S506     
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   S507     
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  S508     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
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 BLOCK:  FLASH3   MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            11397.7         11397.7         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            458460.         458460.        0.270594E-09 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.174614E+10   -0.174614E+10    0.136540E-15 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                  70.0000      
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    PSIA                               20.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
210 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    70.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 20.000     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.29207E-06 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.19631     
 
 
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.13283        0.16528        0.11028E-07    0.66726E-07 
      CO2              0.19761        0.32757E-01    0.87250         26.635     
      H2               0.12838E-05    0.56161E-13    0.65397E-05    0.11645E+09 
      WATER            0.47091        0.58268        0.13340E-01    0.22894E-01 
      PROPANE          0.34481E-02    0.21960E-03    0.16665E-01     75.888     
      ETHANE           0.33191E-02    0.13503E-03    0.16354E-01     121.12     
      METHANE          0.90654E-04    0.34414E-05    0.44769E-03     130.09     
      ACETONE          0.11053E-02    0.12235E-02    0.62108E-03    0.50761     
      ISOPROP          0.41698E-01    0.51005E-01    0.35980E-02    0.70544E-01 
      ETHANOL          0.47699E-01    0.58361E-01    0.40481E-02    0.69363E-01 
      METHANOL         0.50959E-01    0.62621E-01    0.32184E-02    0.51394E-01 
      THF              0.15524E-02    0.18345E-02    0.39729E-03    0.21656     
      HEXANE           0.84611E-02    0.22223E-02    0.34002E-01     15.300     
      HEXANOL          0.15797E-01    0.19530E-01    0.51223E-03    0.26228E-01 
      BUTANE           0.72308E-02    0.82996E-03    0.33435E-01     40.285     
      BUTANOL          0.17288E-01    0.21302E-01    0.85332E-03    0.40059E-01 
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 BLOCK:  H2       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S109     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S110     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            39979.1         39979.1         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.116004E+07    0.116004E+07     0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.363402E+10   -0.361758E+10   -0.452299E-02 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                       572.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                      25.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
 
 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    572.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 565.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                              0.16437E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.99619     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                        207.08     
 
 
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.38650E-01    0.74169        0.35962E-01    0.48486E-01 
      CO2              0.22708        0.24961E-01    0.22785         9.1282     
      H2               0.26284        0.15135E-04    0.26385         17433.     
      WATER            0.27614        0.13093        0.27670         2.1134     
      PROPANE          0.10320E-01    0.12592E-02    0.10354E-01     8.2230     
      ETHANE           0.75109E-02    0.46676E-03    0.75378E-02     16.149     
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      METHANE          0.46777E-03    0.65374E-05    0.46953E-03     71.823     
      ACETONE          0.12438E-01    0.52940E-02    0.12465E-01     2.3545     
      ISOPROP          0.60051E-01    0.32149E-01    0.60158E-01     1.8712     
      ETHANOL          0.80122E-01    0.48260E-01    0.80244E-01     1.6627     
      METHANOL         0.15719E-01    0.11620E-01    0.15735E-01     1.3540     
      THF              0.51280E-03    0.16914E-03    0.51411E-03     3.0396     
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 BLOCK:  H2       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      HEXANE           0.41391E-03    0.21294E-04    0.41541E-03     19.508     
      HEXANOL          0.35921E-02    0.12257E-02    0.36012E-02     2.9380     
      BUTANE           0.16454E-03    0.14614E-04    0.16512E-03     11.299     
      BUTANOL          0.39772E-02    0.19236E-02    0.39850E-02     2.0717     
 
 BLOCK:  H3       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S111     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S112     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            41868.6         41868.6         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.116004E+07    0.116004E+07     0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.361487E+10   -0.356107E+10   -0.148845E-01 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                       662.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                      25.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
 
 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    662.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 515.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                              0.53805E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      1.0000     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                        168.33     
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 BLOCK:  H3       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.36905E-01    0.65647        0.36905E-01    0.13904     
      CO2              0.21683        0.25048E-01    0.21683         21.411     
      H2               0.29611        0.53771E-04    0.29611         13621.     
      WATER            0.31760        0.21467        0.31760         3.6590     
      PROPANE          0.98541E-02    0.16530E-02    0.98541E-02     14.745     
      ETHANE           0.71719E-02    0.56458E-03    0.71719E-02     31.420     
      METHANE          0.44666E-03    0.94279E-05    0.44666E-03     117.18     
      ACETONE          0.30878E-02    0.25752E-02    0.30878E-02     2.9658     
      ISOPROP          0.14909E-01    0.15608E-01    0.14909E-01     2.3625     
      ETHANOL          0.19892E-01    0.22537E-01    0.19892E-01     2.1830     
      METHANOL         0.15010E-01    0.20601E-01    0.15010E-01     1.8020     
      THF              0.48965E-03    0.32751E-03    0.48965E-03     3.6978     
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      HEXANE           0.39523E-03    0.45643E-04    0.39523E-03     21.418     
      HEXANOL          0.34300E-02    0.23392E-02    0.34300E-02     3.6269     
      BUTANE           0.15712E-03    0.31391E-04    0.15712E-03     12.380     
      BUTANOL          0.37977E-02    0.35849E-02    0.37977E-02     2.6202     
      MEK              0.28307E-01    0.20904E-01    0.28307E-01     3.3493     
      MIK              0.25610E-01    0.12969E-01    0.25610E-01     4.8842     
 
 BLOCK:  H4       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S114     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S201     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            39496.8         39496.8         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.116004E+07    0.116004E+07     0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.388415E+10   -0.394876E+10    0.163632E-01 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                       400.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                      25.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
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 BLOCK:  H4       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    400.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 440.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.64614E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.88123     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                        209.12     
 
 
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.39122E-01    0.32203        0.99153E-03    0.30791E-02 
      CO2              0.22985        0.60134E-01    0.25272         4.2023     
      H2               0.18664        0.21569E-05    0.21180         98188.     
      WATER            0.40387        0.57500        0.38080        0.66226     
      PROPANE          0.16316E-01    0.93070E-03    0.18390E-01     19.757     
      ETHANE           0.14091E-01    0.11633E-02    0.15833E-01     13.609     
      METHANE          0.47348E-03    0.74515E-05    0.53629E-03     71.965     
      ACETONE          0.37741E-03    0.16345E-03    0.40625E-03     2.4853     
      ISOPROP          0.12830E-01    0.66498E-02    0.13663E-01     2.0545     
      ETHANOL          0.14598E-01    0.95034E-02    0.15285E-01     1.6083     
      METHANOL         0.15911E-01    0.17111E-01    0.15749E-01    0.92040     
      THF              0.51906E-03    0.24326E-03    0.55623E-03     2.2865     
      HEXANE           0.26468E-01    0.66644E-03    0.29945E-01     44.929     
      HEXANOL          0.47355E-02    0.22871E-02    0.50655E-02     2.2147     
      BUTANE           0.28958E-01    0.12609E-02    0.32691E-01     25.924     
      BUTANOL          0.52410E-02    0.28535E-02    0.55628E-02     1.9494     
 
 BLOCK:  H5       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S205     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S206     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
213 
 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            34523.0         34523.0        0.362991E-06 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            943885.         943884.        0.345871E-06 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.327964E+10   -0.349465E+10    0.615257E-01 
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 BLOCK:  H5       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                       150.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
 
 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    150.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 435.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.21501E+09 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.51444     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                        0.0000     
 
 
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.90385E-03    0.18615E-02    0.68139E-09    0.36605E-06 
      CO2              0.25418        0.10983        0.39042         3.5549     
      H2               0.21353        0.19818E-06    0.41508        0.20944E+07 
      WATER            0.37689        0.76576        0.98518E-02    0.12865E-01 
      PROPANE          0.18532E-01    0.18875E-02    0.34242E-01     18.141     
      ETHANE           0.15951E-01    0.17578E-02    0.29348E-01     16.695     
      METHANE          0.54060E-03    0.54785E-04    0.99914E-03     18.237     
      ACETONE          0.40773E-03    0.69958E-03    0.13228E-03    0.18908     
      ISOPROP          0.13706E-01    0.26418E-01    0.17073E-02    0.64624E-01 
      ETHANOL          0.15307E-01    0.29953E-01    0.14834E-02    0.49524E-01 
      METHANOL         0.15692E-01    0.30719E-01    0.15094E-02    0.49136E-01 
      THF              0.55814E-03    0.97390E-03    0.16572E-03    0.17016     
      HEXANE           0.30186E-01    0.50000E-02    0.53958E-01     10.791     
      HEXANOL          0.50877E-02    0.10046E-01    0.40744E-03    0.40555E-01 
      BUTANE           0.32949E-01    0.41281E-02    0.60152E-01     14.571     
      BUTANOL          0.55809E-02    0.10916E-01    0.54560E-03    0.49982E-01 
 
 BLOCK:  H6       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S207     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S208     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
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 BLOCK:  H6       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            17607.5         17607.5         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            509290.         509290.        0.228584E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.134706E+10   -0.138816E+10    0.296100E-01 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        75.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
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   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
 
 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    75.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 460.00     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.41103E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.80485     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                        0.0000     
 
 
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.64906E-09    0.33258E-08    0.37423E-14    0.11253E-05 
      CO2              0.38732        0.36834        0.39192         1.0640     
      H2               0.41867        0.98014E-07    0.52019        0.53072E+07 
      WATER            0.94348E-02    0.42960E-01    0.13057E-02    0.30395E-01 
      PROPANE          0.34367E-01    0.67639E-01    0.26299E-01    0.38882     
      ETHANE           0.29459E-01    0.28040E-01    0.29803E-01     1.0629     
      METHANE          0.10034E-02    0.57982E-03    0.11061E-02     1.9077     
      ACETONE          0.12531E-03    0.55222E-03    0.21791E-04    0.39462E-01 
      ISOPROP          0.15914E-02    0.79751E-02    0.43492E-04    0.54537E-02 
      ETHANOL          0.13914E-02    0.68613E-02    0.65041E-04    0.94797E-02 
      METHANOL         0.14336E-02    0.64652E-02    0.21355E-03    0.33032E-01 
      THF              0.15551E-03    0.76301E-03    0.82036E-05    0.10752E-01 
      HEXANE           0.53895E-01    0.25953        0.40332E-02    0.15541E-01 
      HEXANOL          0.37126E-03    0.18995E-02    0.69921E-06    0.36812E-03 
      BUTANE           0.60277E-01    0.20582        0.24986E-01    0.12140     
      BUTANOL          0.50470E-03    0.25672E-02    0.45848E-05    0.17860E-02 
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 BLOCK:  H7       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S505     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S506     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            11397.7         11397.7         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            458460.         458460.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.168407E+10   -0.174614E+10    0.355468E-01 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        70.0000      
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   PSIA                     20.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
 
 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    70.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 20.000     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.62070E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.19631     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                        3980.5     
 
 
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.13283        0.16528        0.11028E-07    0.66726E-07 
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      CO2              0.19761        0.32757E-01    0.87250         26.635     
      H2               0.12838E-05    0.56161E-13    0.65397E-05    0.11645E+09 
      WATER            0.47091        0.58268        0.13340E-01    0.22894E-01 
      PROPANE          0.34481E-02    0.21960E-03    0.16665E-01     75.888     
      ETHANE           0.33191E-02    0.13503E-03    0.16354E-01     121.12     
      METHANE          0.90654E-04    0.34414E-05    0.44769E-03     130.09     
      ACETONE          0.11053E-02    0.12235E-02    0.62108E-03    0.50761     
      ISOPROP          0.41698E-01    0.51005E-01    0.35980E-02    0.70544E-01 
      ETHANOL          0.47699E-01    0.58361E-01    0.40481E-02    0.69363E-01 
      METHANOL         0.50959E-01    0.62621E-01    0.32184E-02    0.51394E-01 
      THF              0.15524E-02    0.18345E-02    0.39729E-03    0.21656     
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 BLOCK:  H7       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      HEXANE           0.84611E-02    0.22223E-02    0.34002E-01     15.300     
      HEXANOL          0.15797E-01    0.19530E-01    0.51223E-03    0.26228E-01 
      BUTANE           0.72308E-02    0.82996E-03    0.33435E-01     40.285     
      BUTANOL          0.17288E-01    0.21302E-01    0.85332E-03    0.40059E-01 
 
 BLOCK:  H8       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S503     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S503A    
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            8991.62         8991.62         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            164433.         164433.       -0.176995E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.106040E+10   -0.108976E+10    0.269405E-01 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                       200.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
 
 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    200.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 153.50     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.29359E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                        0.0000     
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 BLOCK:  H8       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      GLYCEROL         0.34703E-02    0.34703E-02    0.14814E-05    0.34952E-04 
      CO2              0.60257E-05    0.60257E-05    0.18920E-02     25.709     
      WATER            0.99560        0.99560        0.98959        0.81384E-01 
      PROPANE          0.28131E-10    0.28131E-10    0.13261E-06     385.99     
      ETHANE           0.21225E-09    0.21225E-09    0.51143E-06     197.29     
      METHANE          0.26005E-12    0.26005E-12    0.64265E-09     202.35     
      ACETONE          0.51943E-06    0.51943E-06    0.22769E-04     3.5892     
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      ISOPROP          0.12791E-04    0.12791E-04    0.42201E-03     2.7014     
      ETHANOL          0.10520E-03    0.10520E-03    0.16162E-02     1.2579     
      METHANOL         0.80114E-03    0.80114E-03    0.63351E-02    0.64746     
      THF              0.88752E-07    0.88752E-07    0.80958E-05     7.4689     
      HEXANE           0.43057E-12    0.43057E-12    0.68581E-08     1304.2     
      HEXANOL          0.17558E-06    0.17558E-06    0.15912E-04     7.4204     
      BUTANE           0.11693E-10    0.11693E-10    0.83563E-07     585.12     
      BUTANOL          0.22321E-05    0.22321E-05    0.95738E-04     3.5119     
 
 BLOCK:  HX1      MODEL: HEATX            
 ----------------------------- 
   HOT SIDE: 
   --------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S504     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S505     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
   COLD SIDE: 
   ---------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S104     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S105     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            33334.4         33334.4         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.161850E+07    0.161850E+07     0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.583599E+10   -0.583599E+10     0.00000     
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR HOT SIDE: 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
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 BLOCK:  HX1      MODEL: HEATX (CONTINUED)            
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR COLD SIDE: 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
   FLOW DIRECTION AND SPECIFICATION: 
     COUNTERCURRENT   HEAT EXCHANGER 
     SPECIFIED COLD OUTLET TEMP     
     SPECIFIED VALUE                F                      210.0000 
     LMTD CORRECTION FACTOR                                  1.00000 
 
   PRESSURE SPECIFICATION: 
     HOT  SIDE PRESSURE DROP        PSI                     25.0000 
     COLD SIDE PRESSURE DROP        PSI                     25.0000 
 
   HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SPECIFICATION: 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
 
                        ***  OVERALL RESULTS  *** 
 
   STREAMS: 
                   -------------------------------------- 
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                   |                                    | 
   S504      ----->|                HOT                 |-----> S505     
   T=  3.3610D+02  |                                    |       T=  2.4795D+02 
   P=  1.5000D+02  |                                    |       P=  1.2500D+02 
   V=  6.0283D-01  |                                    |       V=  2.3961D-01 
                   |                                    | 
   S105      <-----|                COLD                |<----- S104     
   T=  2.1000D+02  |                                    |       T=  9.4875D+01 
   P=  6.9000D+02  |                                    |       P=  7.1500D+02 
   V=  0.0000D+00  |                                    |       V=  0.0000D+00 
                   -------------------------------------- 
 
   DUTY AND AREA: 
     CALCULATED HEAT DUTY           BTU/HR            84827146.7650 
     CALCULATED (REQUIRED) AREA     SQFT                  4072.3048 
     ACTUAL EXCHANGER AREA          SQFT                  4072.3048 
     PER CENT OVER-DESIGN                                    0.0000 
 
   HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT: 
     AVERAGE COEFFICIENT (DIRTY)    BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     UA (DIRTY)                     BTU/HR-R            609598.1988 
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 BLOCK:  HX1      MODEL: HEATX (CONTINUED)            
 
   LOG-MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE: 
     LMTD CORRECTION FACTOR                                  1.0000 
     LMTD (CORRECTED)               F                      139.1526 
     NUMBER OF SHELLS IN SERIES                               1 
 
   PRESSURE DROP: 
     HOTSIDE, TOTAL                 PSI                     25.0000 
     COLDSIDE, TOTAL                PSI                     25.0000 
 
   PRESSURE DROP PARAMETER: 
     HOT SIDE:                                             1401.5     
     COLD SIDE:                                            9338.5     
 
                        ***  ZONE RESULTS  *** 
 
   TEMPERATURE LEAVING EACH ZONE: 
 
                                     HOT  
         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
         |                                                           | 
 S504    |                           COND                            | S505     
 ------> |                                                           |------> 
  336.1  |                                                           |  247.9 
         |                                                           | 
 S105    |                           LIQ                             | S104     
 <------ |                                                           |<------ 
  210.0  |                                                           |   94.9 
         |                                                           | 
         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                     COLD 
 
   ZONE HEAT TRANSFER AND AREA: 
 
   ZONE       HEAT DUTY       AREA       DTLM       AVERAGE U       UA 
              BTU/HR          SQFT        F         BTU/HR-SQFT-R   BTU/HR-R         
     1   84827146.765      4072.3048     139.1526   149.6937      609598.1988 
 
 BLOCK:  HX2      MODEL: HEATX            
 ----------------------------- 
   HOT SIDE: 
   --------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S203     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S205     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
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   COLD SIDE: 
   ---------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S105     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S106     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
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 BLOCK:  HX2      MODEL: HEATX (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            56459.7         56459.7         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.210392E+07    0.210392E+07     0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.728003E+10   -0.728003E+10     0.00000     
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR HOT SIDE: 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR COLD SIDE: 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
   FLOW DIRECTION AND SPECIFICATION: 
     COUNTERCURRENT   HEAT EXCHANGER 
     SPECIFIED COLD OUTLET TEMP     
     SPECIFIED VALUE                F                      390.0000 
     LMTD CORRECTION FACTOR                                  1.00000 
 
   PRESSURE SPECIFICATION: 
     HOT  SIDE PRESSURE DROP        PSI                     25.0000 
     COLD SIDE PRESSURE DROP        PSI                     25.0000 
 
   HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SPECIFICATION: 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
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 BLOCK:  HX2      MODEL: HEATX (CONTINUED)            
 
                        ***  OVERALL RESULTS  *** 
 
   STREAMS: 
                   -------------------------------------- 
                   |                                    | 
   S203      ----->|                HOT                 |-----> S205     
   T=  4.0000D+02  |                                    |       T=  3.2012D+02 
   P=  4.6000D+02  |                                    |       P=  4.3500D+02 
   V=  1.0000D+00  |                                    |       V=  7.7815D-01 
                   |                                    | 
   S106      <-----|                COLD                |<----- S105     
   T=  3.9000D+02  |                                    |       T=  2.1000D+02 
   P=  6.6500D+02  |                                    |       P=  6.9000D+02 
   V=  0.0000D+00  |                                    |       V=  0.0000D+00 
                   -------------------------------------- 
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   DUTY AND AREA: 
     CALCULATED HEAT DUTY           BTU/HR           151534241.6063 
     CALCULATED (REQUIRED) AREA     SQFT                 24255.4830 
     ACTUAL EXCHANGER AREA          SQFT                 24255.4830 
     PER CENT OVER-DESIGN                                    0.0000 
 
   HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT: 
     AVERAGE COEFFICIENT (DIRTY)    BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     UA (DIRTY)                     BTU/HR-R           3630891.9319 
 
   LOG-MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE: 
     LMTD CORRECTION FACTOR                                  1.0000 
     LMTD (CORRECTED)               F                       41.7347 
     NUMBER OF SHELLS IN SERIES                               1 
 
   PRESSURE DROP: 
     HOTSIDE, TOTAL                 PSI                     25.0000 
     COLDSIDE, TOTAL                PSI                     25.0000 
 
   PRESSURE DROP PARAMETER: 
     HOT SIDE:                                             322.86     
     COLD SIDE:                                            8666.4     
 
                        ***  ZONE RESULTS  *** 
 
   TEMPERATURE LEAVING EACH ZONE: 
 
                                     HOT  
         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
         |                                                           | 
 S203    |                           COND                            | S205     
 ------> |                                                           |------> 
  400.0  |                                                           |  320.1 
         |                                                           | 
 S106    |                           LIQ                             | S105     
 <------ |                                                           |<------ 
  390.0  |                                                           |  210.0 
         |                                                           | 
         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                     COLD 
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 BLOCK:  HX2      MODEL: HEATX (CONTINUED)            
 
   ZONE HEAT TRANSFER AND AREA: 
 
   ZONE       HEAT DUTY       AREA       DTLM       AVERAGE U       UA 
              BTU/HR          SQFT        F         BTU/HR-SQFT-R   BTU/HR-R         
     1  151534241.606     24255.4830      41.7347   149.6937     3630891.9319 
 
 BLOCK:  HX3      MODEL: HEATX            
 ----------------------------- 
   HOT SIDE: 
   --------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S113B1   
   OUTLET STREAM:         S113B2   
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
   COLD SIDE: 
   ---------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S106     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S107     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            40500.3         40500.3         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.170526E+07    0.170526E+07     0.00000     
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       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.574523E+10   -0.574523E+10     0.00000     
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR HOT SIDE: 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR COLD SIDE: 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
   FLOW DIRECTION AND SPECIFICATION: 
     COUNTERCURRENT   HEAT EXCHANGER 
     SPECIFIED COLD OUTLET TEMP     
     SPECIFIED VALUE                F                      500.0000 
     LMTD CORRECTION FACTOR                                  1.00000 
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 BLOCK:  HX3      MODEL: HEATX (CONTINUED)            
 
   PRESSURE SPECIFICATION: 
     HOT  SIDE PRESSURE DROP        PSI                     25.0000 
     COLD SIDE PRESSURE DROP        PSI                     25.0000 
 
   HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SPECIFICATION: 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
 
                        ***  OVERALL RESULTS  *** 
 
   STREAMS: 
                   -------------------------------------- 
                   |                                    | 
   S113B1    ----->|                HOT                 |-----> S113B2   
   T=  6.6200D+02  |                                    |       T=  4.0550D+02 
   P=  4.9000D+02  |                                    |       P=  4.6500D+02 
   V=  1.0000D+00  |                                    |       V=  8.8275D-01 
                   |                                    | 
   S107      <-----|                COLD                |<----- S106     
   T=  5.0000D+02  |                                    |       T=  3.9000D+02 
   P=  6.4000D+02  |                                    |       P=  6.6500D+02 
   V=  0.0000D+00  |                                    |       V=  0.0000D+00 
                   -------------------------------------- 
 
   DUTY AND AREA: 
     CALCULATED HEAT DUTY           BTU/HR           109348225.2367 
     CALCULATED (REQUIRED) AREA     SQFT                 13998.6897 
     ACTUAL EXCHANGER AREA          SQFT                 13998.6897 
     PER CENT OVER-DESIGN                                    0.0000 
 
   HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT: 
     AVERAGE COEFFICIENT (DIRTY)    BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     UA (DIRTY)                     BTU/HR-R           2095515.0496 
 
   LOG-MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE: 
     LMTD CORRECTION FACTOR                                  1.0000 
     LMTD (CORRECTED)               F                       52.1820 
     NUMBER OF SHELLS IN SERIES                               1 
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   PRESSURE DROP: 
     HOTSIDE, TOTAL                 PSI                     25.0000 
     COLDSIDE, TOTAL                PSI                     25.0000 
 
   PRESSURE DROP PARAMETER: 
     HOT SIDE:                                             850.30     
     COLD SIDE:                                            7975.8     
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 BLOCK:  HX3      MODEL: HEATX (CONTINUED)            
 
                        ***  ZONE RESULTS  *** 
 
   TEMPERATURE LEAVING EACH ZONE: 
 
                                     HOT  
         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
         |                             |                             | 
 S113B1  |             VAP             |             COND            | S113B2   
 ------> |                             |                             |------> 
  662.0  |                        566.4|                             |  405.5 
         |                             |                             | 
 S107    |             LIQ             |             LIQ             | S106     
 <------ |                             |                             |<------ 
  500.0  |                        470.6|                             |  390.0 
         |                             |                             | 
         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                     COLD 
 
   ZONE HEAT TRANSFER AND AREA: 
 
   ZONE       HEAT DUTY       AREA       DTLM       AVERAGE U       UA 
              BTU/HR          SQFT        F         BTU/HR-SQFT-R   BTU/HR-R         
     1   26159040.283      1387.2050     125.9731   149.6937      207655.7948 
     2   83189184.953     12611.4847      44.0654   149.6937     1887859.2548 
 
 BLOCK:  HX4      MODEL: HEATX            
 ----------------------------- 
   HOT SIDE: 
   --------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S113A1   
   OUTLET STREAM:         S113A2   
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
   COLD SIDE: 
   ---------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S108     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S109     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            60912.4         60912.4         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.177486E+07    0.177486E+07     0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.566397E+10   -0.566397E+10     0.00000     
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                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR HOT SIDE: 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR COLD SIDE: 
222 
 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
   FLOW DIRECTION AND SPECIFICATION: 
     COUNTERCURRENT   HEAT EXCHANGER 
     SPECIFIED COLD OUTLET TEMP     
     SPECIFIED VALUE                F                      560.0000 
     LMTD CORRECTION FACTOR                                  1.00000 
 
   PRESSURE SPECIFICATION: 
     HOT  SIDE PRESSURE DROP        PSI                      0.0000 
     COLD SIDE PRESSURE DROP        PSI                     25.0000 
 
   HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SPECIFICATION: 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD LIQUID      BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD 2-PHASE     BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT LIQUID    COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT 2-PHASE   COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     HOT VAPOR     COLD VAPOR       BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
 
                        ***  OVERALL RESULTS  *** 
 
   STREAMS: 
                   -------------------------------------- 
                   |                                    | 
   S113A1    ----->|                HOT                 |-----> S113A2   
   T=  6.6200D+02  |                                    |       T=  5.1277D+02 
   P=  4.9000D+02  |                                    |       P=  4.9000D+02 
   V=  1.0000D+00  |                                    |       V=  9.6430D-01 
                   |                                    | 
   S109      <-----|                COLD                |<----- S108     
   T=  5.6000D+02  |                                    |       T=  5.0000D+02 
   P=  5.9000D+02  |                                    |       P=  6.1500D+02 
   V=  9.8568D-01  |                                    |       V=  9.5152D-01 
                   -------------------------------------- 
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   DUTY AND AREA: 
     CALCULATED HEAT DUTY           BTU/HR            62374473.7481 
     CALCULATED (REQUIRED) AREA     SQFT                 13419.1937 
     ACTUAL EXCHANGER AREA          SQFT                 13419.1937 
     PER CENT OVER-DESIGN                                    0.0000 
 
   HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT: 
     AVERAGE COEFFICIENT (DIRTY)    BTU/HR-SQFT-R          149.6937 
     UA (DIRTY)                     BTU/HR-R           2008768.1690 
 
   LOG-MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE: 
     LMTD CORRECTION FACTOR                                  1.0000 
     LMTD (CORRECTED)               F                       31.0511 
     NUMBER OF SHELLS IN SERIES                               1 
 
   PRESSURE DROP: 
     HOTSIDE, TOTAL                 PSI                      0.0000 
     COLDSIDE, TOTAL                PSI                     25.0000 
 
   PRESSURE DROP PARAMETER: 
     HOT SIDE:                                             0.0000     
     COLD SIDE:                                            229.26     
 
                        ***  ZONE RESULTS  *** 
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   TEMPERATURE LEAVING EACH ZONE: 
 
                                     HOT  
         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
         |                             |                             | 
 S113A1  |             VAP             |             COND            | S113A2   
 ------> |                             |                             |------> 
  662.0  |                        567.2|                             |  512.8 
         |                             |                             | 
 S109    |             BOIL            |             BOIL            | S108     
 <------ |                             |                             |<------ 
  560.0  |                        533.5|                             |  500.0 
         |                             |                             | 
         ------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                     COLD 
 
   ZONE HEAT TRANSFER AND AREA: 
 
   ZONE       HEAT DUTY       AREA       DTLM       AVERAGE U       UA 
              BTU/HR          SQFT        F         BTU/HR-SQFT-R   BTU/HR-R         
     1   29335793.825      3179.1837      61.6423   149.6937      475903.6301 
     2   33038679.923     10240.0100      21.5536   149.6937     1532864.5389 
 
 BLOCK:  M1       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S101        S102     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S103     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
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                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            21936.8         21936.8         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.116004E+07    0.116004E+07     0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.423922E+10   -0.423922E+10     0.00000     
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  M2       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S113B2      S113A2   
   OUTLET STREAM:         S114     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            39496.8         39496.8         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.116004E+07    0.116004E+07     0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.388415E+10   -0.388415E+10    0.260092E-07 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  M3       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S208        S507     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S210     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
224 
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 BLOCK:  M3       MODEL: MIXER (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            19845.0         19845.0         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            610946.         610946.        0.381098E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.173764E+10   -0.173764E+10   -0.411625E-15 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE   PSIA                                 500.000       
 
 BLOCK:  M4       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S204        S501     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S504     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            11397.7         11397.7         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            458460.         458460.        0.126964E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.159924E+10   -0.159924E+10   -0.149082E-15 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                  100 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  M5       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S508        S502        S503B    
   OUTLET STREAM:         S509     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
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 BLOCK:  M5       MODEL: MIXER (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            13368.7         13368.7         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            434191.         434191.        0.134060E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.190181E+10   -0.190181E+10     0.00000     
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  MEA      MODEL: SEP              
 --------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S210     
   OUTLET STREAMS:        S211        S212     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
225 
 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            19845.0         19845.0       -0.183320E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            610946.         610946.       -0.571648E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.173764E+10   -0.173618E+10   -0.841970E-03 
 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR STREAM S211     
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         PSI                                 0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
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   FLASH SPECS FOR STREAM S212     
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         PSI                                 0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
   FRACTION OF FEED 
     SUBSTREAM= MIXED    
       STREAM= S211      CPT= GLYCEROL  FRACTION=          0.0         
                              CO2                          1.00000     
                              H2                           0.050000    
                              WATER                        0.050000    
                              PROPANE                      0.050000    
                              ETHANE                       0.050000    
                              METHANE                      0.050000    
                              ACETONE                      0.050000    
                              ISOPROP                      0.050000    
                              ETHANOL                      0.050000    
                              METHANOL                     0.050000    
                              THF                          0.050000    
                              HEXANE                       0.050000    
                              HEXANOL                      0.050000    
                              BUTANE                       0.050000    
                              BUTANOL                      0.050000    
                              MEK                          0.0         
                              MIK                          0.0         
 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                              0.14630E+07 
 
  COMPONENT = GLYCEROL 
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S212       MIXED                 1.00000     
 
  COMPONENT = CO2      
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 1.00000     
 
  COMPONENT = H2       
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = WATER    
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
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 BLOCK:  MEA      MODEL: SEP (CONTINUED)              
 
  COMPONENT = PROPANE  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = ETHANE   
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = METHANE  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = ACETONE  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = ISOPROP  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = ETHANOL  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = METHANOL 
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = THF      
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = HEXANE   
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = HEXANOL  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
  COMPONENT = BUTANE   
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
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  COMPONENT = BUTANOL  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S211       MIXED                 0.050000    
    S212       MIXED                 0.95000     
 
 BLOCK:  MEMBRANE MODEL: SEP              
 --------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S212     
   OUTLET STREAMS:        S213        S301     
227 
 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            10519.4         10519.4        0.345834E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            213651.         213651.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.235847E+09   -0.240790E+09    0.205294E-01 
 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR STREAM S213     
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         PSI                                 0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR STREAM S301     
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         PSI                                 0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
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   FRACTION OF FEED 
     SUBSTREAM= MIXED    
       STREAM= S213      CPT= CO2       FRACTION=          0.99000     
                              H2                           0.99000     
                              WATER                        0.99000     
                              PROPANE                      0.12500     
                              ETHANE                       0.20000     
                              METHANE                      0.20000     
                              ISOPROP                      0.12500     
                              ETHANOL                      0.20000     
                              METHANOL                     0.20000     
                              THF                          0.12500     
                              BUTANE                       0.12500     
                              BUTANOL                      0.12500     
 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.49433E+07 
 
  COMPONENT = GLYCEROL 
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S301       MIXED                 1.00000     
 
  COMPONENT = H2       
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.99000     
    S301       MIXED                 0.0100000   
 
  COMPONENT = WATER    
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.99000     
    S301       MIXED                 0.0100000   
 
  COMPONENT = PROPANE  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.12500     
    S301       MIXED                 0.87500     
 
  COMPONENT = ETHANE   
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.20000     
228 
 
    S301       MIXED                 0.80000     
 
  COMPONENT = METHANE  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.20000     
    S301       MIXED                 0.80000     
 
  COMPONENT = ACETONE  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S301       MIXED                 1.00000     
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  COMPONENT = ISOPROP  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.12500     
    S301       MIXED                 0.87500     
 
  COMPONENT = ETHANOL  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.20000     
    S301       MIXED                 0.80000     
 
  COMPONENT = METHANOL 
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.20000     
    S301       MIXED                 0.80000     
 
  COMPONENT = THF      
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.12500     
    S301       MIXED                 0.87500     
 
  COMPONENT = HEXANE   
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S301       MIXED                 1.00000     
 
  COMPONENT = HEXANOL  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S301       MIXED                 1.00000     
 
  COMPONENT = BUTANE   
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.12500     
    S301       MIXED                 0.87500     
 
  COMPONENT = BUTANOL  
    STREAM     SUBSTREAM    SPLIT FRACTION 
    S213       MIXED                 0.12500     
    S301       MIXED                 0.87500     
 
 BLOCK:  P1       MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S103     
   OUTLET STREAM:         S104     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
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 BLOCK:  P1       MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            21936.8         21936.8         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.116004E+07    0.116004E+07     0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.423922E+10   -0.423675E+10   -0.581761E-03 
229 
 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                 715.000       
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                      15,626.3         
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                  695.000       
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                             23.4593      
    FLUID POWER  HP                                       789.838       
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                       969.258       
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                       722.775       
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.81489     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                 969.258       
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                            1,348.13        
 
 BLOCK:  R1       MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S301     STAGE   4 
    OUTLETS  - S302     STAGE   1 
               S303     STAGE  20 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3063.15         3063.15         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            181044.         181044.       -0.590937E-12 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.202020E+09   -0.171680E+09   -0.150181     
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        20 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      NONIDEAL     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      50 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            1.00000     
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.30000     
    BOTTOMS TO FEED RATIO                                    0.99000     
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                  175.000       
230 
 
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S302         S303     
    COMPONENT: 
    GLYCEROL    .42661E-08   1.0000     
    H2          1.0000       .69786E-98 
    WATER       1.0000       .40611E-20 
    PROPANE     1.0000       .35960E-06 
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   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S302         S303     
    COMPONENT: 
    ETHANE      1.0000       .31475E-08 
    METHANE     1.0000       .39630E-20 
    ACETONE     .99997       .30452E-04 
    ISOPROP     .99999       .13806E-04 
    ETHANOL     1.0000       .10846E-06 
    METHANOL    1.0000       .84883E-10 
    THF         .18432E-01   .98157     
    HEXANE      .28776E-01   .97122     
    HEXANOL     .17285E-04   .99998     
    BUTANE      .99992       .75251E-04 
    BUTANOL     .11376       .88624     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       156.193       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       330.366       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR              2,728.84        
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                964.044       
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR              2,099.11        
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR              6,519.77        
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.30000     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       6.76294     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR                   -0.250028+08 
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR                    0.553428+08 
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.14819E-03  STAGE=  6 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.16336E-03  STAGE=  6 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.10205E-05  STAGE=  5 COMP=HEXANOL  
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.82259E-04  STAGE=  4 
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE EXCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT.  FOR THE FIRST STAGE, 
231 
 
            THE REPORTED VAPOR FLOW IS THE VAPOR DISTILLATE FLOW.  FOR THE 
            LAST STAGE, THE REPORTED LIQUID FLOW IS THE LIQUID BOTTOMS FLOW. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   156.19        175.00       -65384.      -47401.      -.25003+08 
   2   187.60        177.00       -72137.      -52386.                 
   3   208.55        177.15       -76398.      -55355.                 
   4   226.26        177.30       -76574.      -58452.                 
   5   257.74        177.45       -81233.      -66268.                 
  18   319.70        179.40       -78556.      -73898.                 
  19   325.94        179.55       -76127.      -70276.                 
  20   330.37        179.70       -74873.      -67824.       .55343+08 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  2729.      2099.                                               2099.1066 
   2  2485.      4828.                                                         
   3  2390.      4584.                 146.6709                                
   4  6176.      4342.      2916.4795                                          
   5  6239.      5212.                                                         
  18  7219.      6083.                                                         
  19  7484.      6255.                                                         
  20  964.0      6520.                                      964.0438           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.1525E+06 0.9799E+05                                           .97988+05 
   2 0.1514E+06 0.2505E+06                                                     
   3 0.1558E+06 0.2494E+06            3129.0696                                
   4 0.4257E+06 0.2507E+06  .17792+06                                          
   5 0.4632E+06 0.3427E+06                                                     
  18 0.6172E+06 0.5145E+06                                                     
  19 0.6433E+06 0.5342E+06                                                     
  20 0.8306E+05 0.5603E+06                                 .83056+05           
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE   
      1    0.24832E-13   0.14456E-07   0.41238E-03   0.14605       0.69495E-01 
      2    0.33635E-11   0.10955E-07   0.24390E-03   0.91447E-01   0.40284E-01 
      3    0.26012E-09   0.15846E-07   0.16372E-03   0.74075E-01   0.34643E-01 
      4    0.61006E-08   0.56360E-13   0.82208E-04   0.70984E-01   0.32475E-01 
      5    0.62222E-08    0.0000       0.11741E-04   0.34736E-01   0.11295E-01 
     18    0.36337E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.10751E-05   0.11910E-07 
     19    0.14312E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.47366E-06   0.41328E-08 
     20    0.37451E-07    0.0000        0.0000       0.19919E-06   0.13778E-08 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL 
      1    0.10691E-02   0.30920E-02   0.50861E-01   0.29795E-01   0.13797E-01 
      2    0.43161E-03   0.35432E-02   0.88377E-01   0.40708E-01   0.11883E-01 
      3    0.34381E-03   0.31494E-02   0.10231       0.38841E-01   0.87515E-02 
      4    0.27239E-03   0.22942E-02   0.74304E-01   0.24170E-01   0.53088E-02 
      5    0.24285E-04   0.19224E-02   0.71417E-01   0.17963E-01   0.24133E-02 
     18     0.0000       0.99364E-06   0.11174E-04   0.12363E-06   0.12975E-09 
     19     0.0000       0.34607E-06   0.23731E-05   0.20392E-07   0.17879E-10 
     20     0.0000       0.10791E-06   0.42940E-06   0.28692E-08   0.21710E-11 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
232 
 
      1    0.16726E-03   0.84345E-01   0.23346E-05   0.59669       0.42249E-02 
      2    0.43917E-03   0.20073       0.31591E-04   0.50699       0.14896E-01 
      3    0.79630E-03   0.32177       0.27215E-03   0.38088       0.34010E-01 
      4    0.11281E-02   0.43408       0.14041E-02   0.30594       0.47553E-01 
      5    0.13893E-02   0.55326       0.14899E-02   0.21354       0.90542E-01 
     18    0.41613E-02   0.92641       0.80052E-02   0.22842E-03   0.61182E-01 
     19    0.37139E-02   0.96333       0.83545E-02   0.13271E-03   0.24467E-01 
     20    0.30698E-02   0.98103       0.75711E-02   0.73719E-04   0.82498E-02 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE   
      1     0.0000       0.33363E-01   0.88692E-03   0.25439       0.20105     
      2    0.14067E-13   0.14506E-01   0.61870E-03   0.19316       0.12669     
      3    0.18233E-11   0.15278E-01   0.53836E-03   0.16607       0.11390     
      4    0.14285E-09   0.43640E-07   0.49684E-03   0.15904       0.10707     
      5    0.30145E-09   0.66786E-13   0.97415E-04   0.84114E-01   0.38482E-01 
     18    0.51199E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.27164E-05   0.38771E-07 
     19    0.41361E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.12101E-05   0.13534E-07 
     20    0.15875E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.51424E-06   0.45402E-08 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL 
      1    0.67594E-02   0.16274E-02   0.14284E-01   0.12149E-01   0.11746E-01 
      2    0.35431E-02   0.24552E-02   0.34958E-01   0.22123E-01   0.12906E-01 
      3    0.33293E-02   0.26659E-02   0.54447E-01   0.27630E-01   0.11821E-01 
      4    0.29461E-02   0.25130E-02   0.63186E-01   0.27211E-01   0.10415E-01 
      5    0.32278E-03   0.27186E-02   0.88049E-01   0.28640E-01   0.62908E-02 
     18     0.0000       0.28268E-05   0.47066E-04   0.66929E-06   0.89173E-09 
     19     0.0000       0.11302E-05   0.12830E-04   0.14224E-06   0.14941E-09 
     20     0.0000       0.38129E-06   0.26605E-05   0.22983E-07   0.20202E-10 
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                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
      1    0.26474E-04   0.13349E-01   0.60103E-07   0.44988       0.48634E-03 
      2    0.10605E-03   0.53477E-01   0.13457E-05   0.53286       0.25995E-02 
      3    0.25018E-03   0.11492       0.17152E-04   0.48084       0.82971E-02 
      4    0.44976E-03   0.18318       0.14935E-03   0.42439       0.18951E-01 
      5    0.76894E-03   0.33290       0.26330E-03   0.36252       0.54824E-01 
     18    0.43845E-02   0.85448       0.59555E-02   0.43128E-03   0.13470     
     19    0.43295E-02   0.91799       0.80721E-02   0.25227E-03   0.69340E-01 
     20    0.38091E-02   0.96071       0.84704E-02   0.14144E-03   0.26865E-01 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE   
      1    0.29489E-02   0.23076E+07    2.1483        1.7419        2.8931     
      2    0.41818E-02   0.13238E+07    2.5363        2.1122        3.1448     
      3    0.70337E-02   0.96403E+06    3.2941        2.2412        3.2871     
      4    0.23348E-01   0.77426E+06    6.0360        2.2409        3.2975     
      5    0.48339E-01   0.49929E+06    8.2871        2.4212        3.4064     
     18     1.4092       0.25934E+06    39.301        2.5267        3.2552     
     19     2.8901       0.25771E+06    57.206        2.5547        3.2746     
     20     4.2390       0.25467E+06    70.246        2.5817        3.2951     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL 
      1     6.3229       0.52618       0.28069       0.40753       0.85095     
      2     8.2089       0.69291       0.39556       0.54329        1.0860     
      3     9.6824       0.84678       0.53243       0.71188        1.3518     
      4     10.816        1.0950       0.84978        1.1247        1.9604     
      5     13.291        1.4136        1.2325        1.5927        2.6048     
     18     18.005        2.8449        4.2121        5.4141        6.8729     
     19     18.832        3.2657        5.4067        6.9753        8.3571     
     20     19.467        3.5334        6.1960        8.0102        9.3053     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
233 
 
      1    0.15826       0.15828       0.25729E-01   0.75401       0.11505     
      2    0.24149       0.26642       0.42597E-01    1.0510       0.17453     
      3    0.31421       0.35705       0.63082E-01    1.2622       0.24427     
      4    0.39863       0.42206       0.10628        1.3874       0.39829     
      5    0.55337       0.60174       0.17662        1.6976       0.60520     
     18     1.0536       0.92235       0.74399        1.8880        2.2016     
     19     1.1658       0.95294       0.96622        1.9008        2.8340     
     20     1.2408       0.97928        1.1188        1.9186        3.2565     
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE   
      1    0.40924E-13   0.52149E-09   0.13295E-03   0.11525       0.37395E-01 
      2    0.50837E-11   0.36244E-09   0.72110E-04   0.66179E-01   0.19880E-01 
      3    0.36747E-09   0.49000E-09   0.45243E-04   0.50106E-01   0.15979E-01 
      4    0.81503E-08   0.16482E-14   0.21484E-04   0.45407E-01   0.14166E-01 
      5    0.77193E-08    0.0000       0.28494E-05   0.20634E-01   0.45751E-02 
     18    0.39139E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.55445E-06   0.41886E-08 
     19    0.15334E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.24298E-06   0.14457E-08 
     20    0.40034E-07    0.0000        0.0000       0.10195E-06   0.48090E-09 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL 
      1    0.30691E-03   0.32137E-02   0.54697E-01   0.24563E-01   0.79114E-02 
      2    0.11364E-03   0.33773E-02   0.87163E-01   0.30778E-01   0.62489E-02 
      3    0.84608E-04   0.28059E-02   0.94311E-01   0.27448E-01   0.43015E-02 
      4    0.63392E-04   0.19330E-02   0.64777E-01   0.16153E-01   0.24676E-02 
      5    0.52482E-05   0.15040E-02   0.57816E-01   0.11148E-01   0.10417E-02 
     18     0.0000       0.67496E-06   0.78540E-05   0.66610E-07   0.48624E-10 
     19     0.0000       0.23383E-06   0.16591E-05   0.10929E-07   0.66645E-11 
     20     0.0000       0.72747E-07   0.29952E-06   0.15343E-08   0.80743E-12 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
      1    0.21583E-03   0.13007       0.42688E-05   0.62063       0.56041E-02 
      2    0.51970E-03   0.28389       0.52974E-04   0.48361       0.18120E-01 
      3    0.88078E-03   0.42535       0.42655E-03   0.33959       0.38670E-01 
      4    0.11800E-02   0.54266       0.20812E-02   0.25796       0.51132E-01 
      5    0.13495E-02   0.64227       0.20507E-02   0.16720       0.90407E-01 
     18    0.35093E-02   0.93372       0.95663E-02   0.15528E-03   0.53039E-01 
     19    0.31154E-02   0.96576       0.99306E-02   0.89737E-04   0.21098E-01 
     20    0.25693E-02   0.98130       0.89792E-02   0.49735E-04   0.70977E-02 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE   
      1     0.0000       0.14407E-02   0.34228E-03   0.24031       0.12950     
      2    0.24971E-13   0.56363E-03   0.21484E-03   0.16418       0.73429E-01 
      3    0.30863E-11   0.56609E-03   0.17826E-03   0.13460       0.62953E-01 
      4    0.22790E-09   0.15240E-08   0.15506E-03   0.12149       0.55776E-01 
      5    0.42223E-09   0.20477E-14   0.26691E-04   0.56413E-01   0.17599E-01 
     18    0.55752E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.14163E-05   0.13785E-07 
     19    0.44602E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.62480E-06   0.47651E-08 
     20    0.17014E-06    0.0000        0.0000       0.26389E-06   0.15887E-08 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL 
      1    0.23230E-02   0.20248E-02   0.18389E-01   0.11990E-01   0.80628E-02 
      2    0.10956E-02   0.27486E-02   0.40493E-01   0.19644E-01   0.79706E-02 
      3    0.98172E-03   0.28459E-02   0.60141E-01   0.23396E-01   0.69616E-02 
      4    0.81877E-03   0.25285E-02   0.65781E-01   0.21716E-01   0.57813E-02 
      5    0.78757E-04   0.24015E-02   0.80478E-01   0.20068E-01   0.30657E-02 
     18     0.0000       0.19413E-05   0.33444E-04   0.36458E-06   0.33785E-09 
     19     0.0000       0.76859E-06   0.90285E-05   0.76728E-07   0.56059E-10 
     20     0.0000       0.25771E-06   0.18606E-05   0.12322E-07   0.75328E-11 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
234 
 
      1    0.40893E-04   0.24644E-01   0.13156E-06   0.56016       0.77224E-03 
      2    0.14739E-03   0.88828E-01   0.26503E-05   0.59697       0.37139E-02 
      3    0.33157E-03   0.18203       0.32212E-04   0.51369       0.11304E-01 
      4    0.56182E-03   0.27347       0.26436E-03   0.42732       0.24334E-01 
      5    0.84329E-03   0.43633       0.40918E-03   0.32048       0.61806E-01 
     18    0.37382E-02   0.87068       0.71951E-02   0.29640E-03   0.11805     
     19    0.36555E-02   0.92632       0.96576E-02   0.17169E-03   0.60182E-01 
     20    0.31963E-02   0.96346       0.10072E-01   0.95667E-04   0.23174E-01 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         156.19            187.60     
    2         187.60            208.55     
    3         208.55            223.71     
    4         226.26            257.74     
    5         257.74            279.19     
   18         319.70            325.94     
   19         325.94            330.37     
   20         330.37            330.37     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1  0.15249E+06 0.25048E+06  4651.6     0.15820E+06  55.881      51.881     
    2  0.15140E+06 0.24939E+06  4532.6     0.15506E+06  60.933      54.407     
    3  0.15581E+06 0.25380E+06  4612.2     0.15532E+06  65.191      56.536     
    4  0.42572E+06 0.34266E+06  12749.     0.18182E+06  68.935      65.749     
    5  0.46318E+06 0.38013E+06  13893.     0.18459E+06  74.234      72.055     
   18  0.61723E+06 0.53418E+06  19757.     0.22119E+06  85.502      85.402     
   19  0.64331E+06 0.56025E+06  21001.     0.23278E+06  85.960      85.931     
   20   83056.     0.56025E+06  2745.6     0.23278E+06  86.154      85.931     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   32.782       1.5833      0.10546      0.10089E-01    7.4427     
235 
 
    2   33.402       1.6083      0.11267      0.10271E-01    7.5212     
    3   33.782       1.6341      0.11458      0.10387E-01    7.5651     
    4   33.392       1.8846      0.10725      0.10510E-01    7.0533     
    5   33.339       2.0593      0.11033      0.10575E-01    6.7230     
   18   31.242       2.4151      0.11362      0.10618E-01    4.7615     
   19   30.632       2.4068      0.11163      0.10614E-01    4.3218     
   20   30.251       2.4068      0.11032      0.10614E-01    4.0466     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.13380           35638.          0.19906E+06 
    2   0.78499E-01      0.13321           34875.          0.19665E+06 
    3   0.43855E-01      0.13502           35017.          0.19854E+06 
    4   -2.1018          0.29515           44468.          0.24961E+06 
    5   -.33027          0.30284           47362.          0.26489E+06 
   18   -.44662          0.32126           64021.          0.34373E+06 
   19   -.43971          0.32186           67974.          0.36113E+06 
   20   -.27519          0.41816E-01       68438.          0.36113E+06 
 
 
 
 
                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          13 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               B960     
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 FLEXI        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
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            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  13 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                       24.1954      
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.10584     
    WEIR LENGTH                     FT                       17.5807      
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       8.5479        57.386       45.909        5.7386     
          3       8.6090        58.210       46.568        5.8210     
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          4       16.400        211.24       169.00        21.124     
          5       18.066        256.34       205.07        25.634     
          6       19.988        313.77       251.02        31.377     
          7       21.716        370.40       296.32        37.040     
          8       23.105        419.27       335.41        41.927     
          9       23.723        441.99       353.59        44.199     
         10       23.906        448.84       359.07        44.884     
         11       24.025        453.35       362.68        45.335     
         12       24.111        456.59       365.28        45.659     
         13       24.195        459.79       367.83        45.979     
 
 BLOCK:  R2       MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S302     STAGE   8 
    OUTLETS  - S401     STAGE   1 
               S402     STAGE  15 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            2099.11         2099.11        0.433277E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            97988.3         97988.3        0.121775E-13 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.994996E+08   -0.107144E+09    0.713497E-01 
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        15 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      NONIDEAL     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      50 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            1.00000     
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       4.00000     
    BOTTOMS TO FEED RATIO                                    0.99000     
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                  170.000       
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S401         S402     
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    COMPONENT: 
    H2          1.0000       .11036E-55 
    WATER       .99999       .13188E-04 
    PROPANE     .99692       .30789E-02 
    ETHANE      .99995       .54075E-04 
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   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S401         S402     
    COMPONENT: 
    METHANE     1.0000       .11096E-07 
    ACETONE     .88529E-02   .99115     
    ISOPROP     .89082E-04   .99991     
    ETHANOL     .25235E-02   .99748     
    METHANOL    .66916       .33084     
    THF         .57866E-06   1.0000     
    HEXANE      .39459E-06   1.0000     
    HEXANOL     .15355E-11   1.0000     
    BUTANE      .11349       .88651     
    BUTANOL     .87157E-07   1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                        84.7266      
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       190.311       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR              4,656.80        
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                934.906       
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR              1,164.20        
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR              3,617.24        
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       4.00000     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       3.86909     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR                   -0.349759+08 
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR                    0.273310+08 
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.13250E-03  STAGE= 12 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.13712E-03  STAGE= 12 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.16487E-06  STAGE=  6 COMP=H2       
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.66648E-04  STAGE=  1 
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE EXCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT.  FOR THE FIRST STAGE, 
            THE REPORTED VAPOR FLOW IS THE VAPOR DISTILLATE FLOW.  FOR THE 
            LAST STAGE, THE REPORTED LIQUID FLOW IS THE LIQUID BOTTOMS FLOW. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   84.727        170.00       -55671.      -40705.      -.34976+08 
   2   125.24        172.00       -59218.      -46670.                 
   3   143.66        172.15       -61212.      -49213.                 
   6   160.86        172.60       -62329.      -51546.                 
   7   163.17        172.75       -62508.      -51560.                 
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   8   173.54        172.90       -63154.      -54198.                 
  14   187.86        173.80       -63273.      -55442.                 
  15   190.31        173.95       -63916.      -55552.       .27331+08 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  4657.      1164.                                               1164.2001 
   2  4485.      5821.                                                         
   3  4414.      5649.                                                         
   6  4421.      5576.                                                         
   7  4382.      5585.                2099.1066                                
   8  4448.      3447.                                                         
  14  4552.      3626.                                                         
  15  934.9      3617.                                      934.9064           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.2121E+06 0.4333E+05                                           .43329+05 
   2 0.2200E+06 0.2554E+06                                                     
   3 0.2252E+06 0.2633E+06                                                     
   6 0.2364E+06 0.2765E+06                                                     
   7 0.2374E+06 0.2798E+06            .97988+05                                
   8 0.2455E+06 0.1827E+06                                                     
  14 0.2630E+06 0.2073E+06                                                     
  15 0.5466E+05 0.2083E+06                                 .54659+05           
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE        METHANE  
      1    0.61194E-08   0.30591E-02   0.48688       0.14975       0.28537E-02 
      2    0.27134E-08   0.29736E-02   0.34437       0.71459E-01   0.96461E-03 
      3    0.38775E-08   0.23204E-02   0.22591       0.45744E-01   0.55860E-03 
      6    0.53030E-08   0.64083E-03   0.10616       0.34731E-01   0.42714E-03 
      7    0.55616E-08   0.40400E-03   0.97996E-01   0.34522E-01   0.41994E-03 
      8    0.37415E-14   0.20724E-03   0.63891E-01   0.14374E-01   0.71773E-04 
     14     0.0000       0.14963E-06   0.32395E-02   0.64833E-04   0.11399E-08 
     15     0.0000       0.26263E-07   0.17586E-02   0.24410E-04   0.16839E-09 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL      THF      
      1    0.12698E-03   0.29818E-04   0.41556E-03   0.49710E-01   0.63640E-09 
      2    0.29218E-03   0.13563E-03   0.12282E-02   0.79301E-01   0.53859E-08 
      3    0.51845E-03   0.43396E-03   0.26332E-02   0.96048E-01   0.32705E-07 
      6    0.15436E-02   0.57391E-02   0.11117E-01   0.78950E-01   0.35661E-05 
      7    0.19795E-02   0.11459E-01   0.15310E-01   0.62639E-01   0.15291E-04 
      8    0.21766E-02   0.12266E-01   0.17685E-01   0.63811E-01   0.15334E-04 
     14    0.34151E-02   0.25155E-01   0.27518E-01   0.14266E-01   0.25582E-04 
     15    0.36216E-02   0.32068E-01   0.27209E-01   0.87255E-02   0.59440E-04 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
      1    0.24196E-06    0.0000       0.30718       0.30030E-08 
      2    0.21582E-05   0.19184E-14   0.49928       0.35941E-07 
      3    0.13517E-04   0.72903E-13   0.62582       0.29110E-06 
      6    0.16661E-02   0.13684E-08   0.75896       0.57264E-04 
      7    0.76173E-02   0.29860E-07   0.76736       0.27743E-03 
      8    0.76232E-02   0.29571E-07   0.81760       0.28008E-03 
     14    0.12267E-01   0.35834E-07   0.91355       0.50055E-03 
     15    0.29972E-01   0.13495E-06   0.89547       0.10920E-02 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE        METHANE  
      1    0.60155E-01   0.15991E-02   0.45727       0.36248       0.12187E-01 
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      2    0.12031E-01   0.27671E-02   0.48096       0.19229       0.47205E-02 
      3    0.12397E-01   0.26904E-02   0.36764       0.13143       0.32774E-02 
      6    0.12560E-01   0.11531E-02   0.19253       0.10370       0.28914E-02 
      7    0.12539E-01   0.84059E-03   0.17935       0.10305       0.28786E-02 
      8    0.70701E-08   0.51358E-03   0.12410       0.43879E-01   0.53384E-03 
     14     0.0000       0.94413E-06   0.66080E-02   0.19929E-03   0.92619E-08 
     15     0.0000       0.18151E-06   0.36222E-02   0.75281E-04   0.13911E-08 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL      THF      
      1    0.25977E-04   0.22943E-05   0.55280E-04   0.14172E-01   0.27621E-10 
      2    0.10678E-03   0.24314E-04   0.34351E-03   0.42602E-01   0.51464E-09 
      3    0.23732E-03   0.10816E-03   0.98651E-03   0.65879E-01   0.42817E-08 
      6    0.91418E-03   0.21307E-02   0.60198E-02   0.76441E-01   0.63055E-06 
      7    0.12273E-02   0.45433E-02   0.88110E-02   0.65447E-01   0.28228E-05 
      8    0.15341E-02   0.58690E-02   0.12083E-01   0.77263E-01   0.33159E-05 
     14    0.31075E-02   0.17950E-01   0.27451E-01   0.25105E-01   0.70366E-05 
     15    0.33617E-02   0.23369E-01   0.27598E-01   0.15698E-01   0.16831E-04 
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                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
      1    0.94974E-08    0.0000       0.92055E-01   0.76427E-10 
      2    0.19547E-06    0.0000       0.26416       0.24177E-08 
      3    0.17154E-05   0.15231E-14   0.41536       0.28550E-07 
      6    0.27871E-03   0.45878E-10   0.60137       0.87077E-05 
      7    0.13188E-02   0.10832E-08   0.61994       0.45328E-04 
      8    0.15539E-02   0.13565E-08   0.73261       0.56503E-04 
     14    0.30337E-02   0.26198E-08   0.91638       0.15518E-03 
     15    0.76910E-02   0.10217E-07   0.91822       0.34770E-03 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE        METHANE  
      1    0.98321E+07   0.52217       0.93914        2.4204        4.2705     
      2    0.44361E+07   0.92991        1.3967        2.6912        4.8938     
      3    0.31978E+07    1.1574        1.6277        2.8739        5.8683     
      6    0.23703E+07    1.8003        1.8138        2.9865        6.7701     
      7    0.22555E+07    2.0822        1.8303        2.9853        6.8552     
      8    0.18898E+07    2.4773        1.9424        3.0527        7.4384     
     14    0.14859E+07    6.3147        2.0398        3.0739        8.1247     
     15    0.14173E+07    6.9184        2.0596        3.0839        8.2607     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL      THF      
      1    0.20466       0.77053E-01   0.13321       0.28544       0.43454E-01 
      2    0.36545       0.17927       0.27969       0.53731       0.95562E-01 
      3    0.45744       0.24887       0.37410       0.68579       0.13087     
      6    0.59248       0.37156       0.54187       0.96894       0.17688     
      7    0.62015       0.39667       0.57572        1.0453       0.18463     
      8    0.70477       0.47844       0.68314        1.2112       0.21624     
     14    0.91003       0.71373       0.99776        1.7598       0.27507     
     15    0.92835       0.72889        1.0145        1.7991       0.28318     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
      1    0.39248E-01   0.50118E-02   0.29966       0.25487E-01 
      2    0.90556E-01   0.13881E-01   0.52904       0.67269E-01 
      3    0.12692       0.20862E-01   0.66376       0.97935E-01 
      6    0.16727       0.33552E-01   0.79238       0.15219     
      7    0.17311       0.36292E-01   0.80787       0.16347     
      8    0.20383       0.45871E-01   0.89602       0.20173     
     14    0.24730       0.73126E-01    1.0031       0.31010     
     15    0.25660       0.75732E-01    1.0254       0.31850     
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE        METHANE  
      1    0.27083E-09   0.12099E-02   0.47135       0.98857E-01   0.10051E-02 
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      2    0.11153E-09   0.10923E-02   0.30962       0.43811E-01   0.31552E-03 
      3    0.15321E-09   0.81936E-03   0.19526       0.26960E-01   0.17565E-03 
      6    0.19989E-09   0.21586E-03   0.87532E-01   0.19527E-01   0.12813E-03 
      7    0.20697E-09   0.13436E-03   0.79774E-01   0.19163E-01   0.12437E-03 
      8    0.13669E-15   0.67663E-04   0.51060E-01   0.78334E-02   0.20868E-04 
     14     0.0000       0.46657E-07   0.24725E-02   0.33743E-04   0.31654E-09 
     15     0.0000       0.80925E-08   0.13264E-02   0.12554E-04   0.46207E-10 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL      THF      
      1    0.16191E-03   0.39342E-04   0.42031E-03   0.34969E-01   0.10075E-08 
      2    0.34600E-03   0.16619E-03   0.11537E-02   0.51808E-01   0.79184E-08 
      3    0.59020E-03   0.51116E-03   0.23777E-02   0.60322E-01   0.46223E-07 
      6    0.16763E-02   0.64489E-02   0.95759E-02   0.47301E-01   0.48080E-05 
      7    0.21224E-02   0.12713E-01   0.13021E-01   0.37052E-01   0.20354E-04 
      8    0.22911E-02   0.13359E-01   0.14765E-01   0.37055E-01   0.20039E-04 
     14    0.34332E-02   0.26166E-01   0.21943E-01   0.79120E-02   0.31929E-04 
     15    0.35978E-02   0.32963E-01   0.21440E-01   0.47821E-02   0.73310E-04 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
      1    0.45778E-06    0.0000       0.39198       0.48869E-08 
      2    0.37921E-05   0.39967E-14   0.59168       0.54318E-07 
      3    0.22831E-04   0.14600E-12   0.71296       0.42292E-06 
      6    0.26846E-02   0.26144E-08   0.82483       0.79365E-04 
      7    0.12118E-01   0.56323E-07   0.82338       0.37962E-03 
      8    0.11906E-01   0.54758E-07   0.86124       0.37624E-03 
     14    0.18298E-01   0.63374E-07   0.91907       0.64219E-03 
     15    0.44179E-01   0.23584E-06   0.89024       0.13844E-02 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2            WATER         PROPANE       ETHANE        METHANE  
      1    0.32582E-02   0.77405E-03   0.54178       0.29286       0.52534E-02 
      2    0.55268E-03   0.11360E-02   0.48330       0.13176       0.17257E-02 
      3    0.53617E-03   0.10399E-02   0.34782       0.84794E-01   0.11281E-02 
      6    0.51061E-03   0.41893E-03   0.17121       0.62885E-01   0.93546E-03 
      7    0.50463E-03   0.30232E-03   0.15789       0.61860E-01   0.92192E-03 
      8    0.26889E-09   0.17456E-03   0.10324       0.24893E-01   0.16158E-03 
     14     0.0000       0.29755E-06   0.50976E-02   0.10483E-03   0.25994E-08 
     15     0.0000       0.56774E-07   0.27732E-02   0.39303E-04   0.38746E-09 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL       METHANOL      THF      
      1    0.40538E-04   0.37046E-05   0.68426E-04   0.12201E-01   0.53514E-10 
      2    0.14132E-03   0.33297E-04   0.36062E-03   0.31107E-01   0.84564E-09 
      3    0.29573E-03   0.13945E-03   0.97510E-03   0.45291E-01   0.66241E-08 
      6    0.10708E-02   0.25823E-02   0.55927E-02   0.49395E-01   0.91692E-06 
      7    0.14230E-02   0.54506E-02   0.81034E-02   0.41865E-01   0.40633E-05 
      8    0.16810E-02   0.66543E-02   0.10502E-01   0.46707E-01   0.45110E-05 
     14    0.31574E-02   0.18872E-01   0.22124E-01   0.14073E-01   0.88763E-05 
     15    0.33900E-02   0.24383E-01   0.22075E-01   0.87332E-02   0.21072E-04 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE        BUTANOL  
      1    0.21991E-07    0.0000       0.14376       0.15221E-09 
      2    0.38386E-06    0.0000       0.34988       0.40838E-08 
      3    0.31717E-05   0.33391E-14   0.51797       0.45405E-07 
      6    0.48437E-03   0.94535E-10   0.70490       0.13016E-04 
      7    0.22688E-02   0.22095E-08   0.71934       0.67073E-04 
      8    0.25264E-02   0.26150E-08   0.80337       0.79016E-04 
     14    0.45735E-02   0.46829E-08   0.93179       0.20123E-03 
     15    0.11508E-01   0.18126E-07   0.92663       0.44747E-03 
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 BLOCK:  R2       MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
 
                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         84.727            125.24     
    2         125.24            143.66     
    3         143.66            153.23     
    6         160.86            163.17     
    7         163.17            167.14     
    8         173.54            178.50     
   14         187.86            190.31     
   15         190.31            190.31     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1  0.21211E+06 0.25544E+06  6602.9     0.17867E+06  45.549      43.883     
    2  0.21998E+06 0.26331E+06  6869.6     0.17712E+06  49.046      46.608     
    3  0.22520E+06 0.26853E+06  7002.4     0.17650E+06  51.019      48.139     
    6  0.23643E+06 0.27976E+06  7378.9     0.17811E+06  53.482      50.092     
    7  0.23736E+06 0.28069E+06  7416.5     0.17829E+06  54.169      50.611     
    8  0.24546E+06 0.19080E+06  7701.1     0.11154E+06  55.178      54.303     
   14  0.26300E+06 0.20834E+06  8369.0     0.11523E+06  57.774      57.596     
   15   54659.     0.20834E+06  1735.0     0.11523E+06  58.465      57.596     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   32.124       1.4297      0.10043      0.96363E-02    7.9674     
    2   32.021       1.4866      0.99376E-01  0.97568E-02    7.6182     
    3   32.160       1.5214      0.10244      0.98188E-02    7.5980     
    6   32.042       1.5707      0.10272      0.98522E-02    7.2159     
    7   32.004       1.5743      0.10218      0.98724E-02    7.0770     
    8   31.873       1.7105      0.10324      0.98952E-02    6.8503     
   14   31.425       1.8080      0.10036      0.98773E-02    6.1400     
   15   31.505       1.8080      0.10066      0.98773E-02    6.1245     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.17518           38560.          0.21363E+06 
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    2   -.34921          0.18001           39081.          0.21595E+06 
    3   -.20221E-01      0.18241           39330.          0.21770E+06 
    6   -.16377          0.18711           40439.          0.22322E+06 
    7   -.13897          0.18755           40554.          0.22371E+06 
    8   -.22668          0.29803           26563.          0.14588E+06 
   14   -.81396E-01      0.30279           28471.          0.15494E+06 
   15   -.15554E-01      0.62851E-01       28432.          0.15494E+06 
 
 
 
 
                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          14 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               B960     
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 FLEXI        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
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            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                   7 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                       11.0215      
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.21593     
    WEIR LENGTH                     FT                        8.00837     
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       10.477        86.217       68.973        8.6217     
          3       10.597        88.197       70.558        8.8197     
          4       10.727        90.370       72.296        9.0370     
          5       10.856        92.556       74.045        9.2556     
          6       10.982        94.727       75.781        9.4727     
          7       11.022        95.406       76.325        9.5406     
          8       9.6649        73.364       58.691        7.3364     
          9       9.8324        75.930       60.744        7.5930     
         10       9.9749        78.147       62.517        7.8147     
         11       10.106        80.207       64.166        8.0207     
         12       10.231        82.213       65.771        8.2213     
         13       10.336        83.906       67.125        8.3906     
         14       10.379        84.600       67.680        8.4600     
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 BLOCK:  R3       MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S209     STAGE  13 
    OUTLETS  - S501     STAGE   1 
               S503     STAGE  15 
               S502     STAGE  10 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            16915.5         16915.5        0.215068E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            434595.         434595.       -0.147400E-08 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.214859E+10   -0.201144E+10   -0.638315E-01 
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        15 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      50 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            1.00000     
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.30000     
    BOTTOMS TO FEED RATIO                                    0.70000     
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                  150.000       
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S501         S503         S502     
    COMPONENT: 
    GLYCEROL    .41935E-32   1.0000       .73866E-08 
    CO2         .99675       .27710E-04   .32270E-02 
    H2          1.0000       .87186E-23   .10385E-06 
    WATER       .18895       .69692       .11413     
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   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S501         S503         S502     
    COMPONENT: 
    PROPANE     .99972       .72978E-08   .28330E-03 
    ETHANE      .99946       .59645E-07   .53805E-03 
    METHANE     .99980       .23483E-08   .20130E-03 
    ACETONE     .99135       .39348E-03   .82558E-02 
    ISOPROP     .99224       .25836E-03   .75015E-02 
    ETHANOL     .98330       .18771E-02   .14820E-01 
    METHANOL    .95669       .13947E-01   .29362E-01 
    THF         .99580       .48276E-04   .41509E-02 
    HEXANE      .99995       .41559E-10   .50771E-04 
    HEXANOL     .99731       .93361E-05   .26814E-02 
    BUTANE      .99984       .13804E-08   .15798E-03 
    BUTANOL     .99413       .10921E-03   .57625E-02 
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       292.455       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       360.299       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR              8,351.02        
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR              8,991.62        
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR              6,423.86        
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR             17,684.0         
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.30000     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       1.96672     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR                   -0.138884+09 
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR                    0.276032+09 
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.10458E-05  STAGE=  1 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.10527E-03  STAGE=  1 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.25071E-05  STAGE=  3 COMP=HEXANE   
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.53570E-05  STAGE=  1 
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE EXCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT.  FOR THE FIRST STAGE, 
            THE REPORTED VAPOR FLOW IS THE VAPOR DISTILLATE FLOW.  FOR THE 
            LAST STAGE, THE REPORTED LIQUID FLOW IS THE LIQUID BOTTOMS FLOW. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   292.46        150.00      -0.11880E+06 -0.12051E+06  -.13888+09 
   2   328.74        152.00      -0.11791E+06 -0.11014E+06             
   9   335.45        152.81      -0.11793E+06 -0.10976E+06             
  10   335.51        152.92      -0.11793E+06 -0.10976E+06             
  11   335.56        153.03      -0.11792E+06 -0.10976E+06             
  12   335.62        153.15      -0.11792E+06 -0.10976E+06             
  13   339.78        153.27      -0.11796E+06 -0.10796E+06             
  14   358.04        153.38      -0.11758E+06 -0.10191E+06             
  15   360.30        153.50      -0.11793E+06 -0.10179E+06   .27603+09 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
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   1  8351.      6424.                                               6423.8621 
   2  8514.     0.1477E+05                                                     
   9  8550.     0.1497E+05                                                     
  10  7050.     0.1497E+05                                 1500.0000           
  11  7051.     0.1497E+05                                                     
  12  7145.     0.1497E+05             760.3333                                
  13 0.2618E+05 0.1431E+05  .16155+05                                          
  14 0.2668E+05 0.1719E+05                                                     
  15  8992.     0.1768E+05                                 8991.6151           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.1823E+06 0.2423E+06                                           .24231+06 
   2 0.1608E+06 0.4246E+06                                                     
   9 0.1588E+06 0.4011E+06                                                     
  10 0.1309E+06 0.4011E+06                                 .27856+05           
  11 0.1309E+06 0.4011E+06                                                     
  12 0.1327E+06 0.4011E+06            .35807+05                                
  13 0.4878E+06 0.3671E+06  .39879+06                                          
  14 0.4850E+06 0.3234E+06                                                     
  15 0.1644E+06 0.3205E+06                                 .16443+06           
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      CO2           H2            WATER         PROPANE  
      1     0.0000       0.16106E-01   0.46435E-12   0.86821       0.40624E-04 
      2     0.0000       0.47462E-02   0.24139E-12   0.96361       0.74952E-05 
      9    0.66976E-12   0.42035E-02   0.24786E-12   0.97734       0.65417E-05 
     10    0.15366E-09   0.42064E-02   0.24817E-12   0.97733       0.65461E-05 
     11    0.35225E-07   0.42094E-02   0.24847E-12   0.97732       0.65505E-05 
     12    0.66596E-05   0.42126E-02   0.24879E-12   0.97731       0.65556E-05 
     13    0.11960E-02   0.31203E-02    0.0000       0.97708       0.20981E-05 
     14    0.11825E-02   0.13826E-03    0.0000       0.99471       0.76945E-08 
     15    0.34703E-02   0.60257E-05    0.0000       0.99560       0.28131E-10 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     ETHANE        METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL  
      1    0.54750E-04   0.67258E-06   0.40526E-03   0.19244E-01   0.33827E-01 
      2    0.12755E-04   0.14991E-06   0.93048E-04   0.35233E-02   0.85188E-02 
      9    0.11469E-04   0.13357E-06   0.65313E-04   0.22258E-02   0.49782E-02 
     10    0.11477E-04   0.13362E-06   0.65330E-04   0.22262E-02   0.49789E-02 
     11    0.11486E-04   0.13368E-06   0.65348E-04   0.22266E-02   0.49796E-02 
     12    0.11495E-04   0.13374E-06   0.65370E-04   0.22272E-02   0.49806E-02 
     13    0.39463E-05   0.43069E-07   0.65420E-04   0.22431E-02   0.50034E-02 
     14    0.28994E-07   0.10673E-09   0.59732E-05   0.17357E-03   0.75124E-03 
     15    0.21225E-09   0.26005E-12   0.51943E-06   0.12791E-04   0.10520E-03 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHANOL      THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE   
      1    0.48016E-01   0.42825E-03   0.45206E-04   0.57009E-02   0.59960E-04 
      2    0.17738E-01   0.65967E-04   0.39853E-05   0.50755E-03   0.93959E-05 
      9    0.10109E-01   0.45732E-04   0.31516E-05   0.30227E-03   0.80167E-05 
     10    0.10110E-01   0.45745E-04   0.31532E-05   0.30230E-03   0.80220E-05 
     11    0.10112E-01   0.45757E-04   0.31548E-05   0.30232E-03   0.80274E-05 
     12    0.10114E-01   0.45776E-04   0.31569E-05   0.30239E-03   0.80339E-05 
     13    0.10216E-01   0.46219E-04   0.14094E-05   0.30429E-03   0.30066E-05 
     14    0.29858E-02   0.20513E-05   0.78076E-09   0.74356E-05   0.59345E-08 
     15    0.80114E-03   0.88752E-07   0.43057E-12   0.17558E-06   0.11693E-10 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     BUTANOL  
      1    0.78651E-02 
      2    0.11592E-02 
      9    0.70593E-03 
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     10    0.70603E-03 
     11    0.70614E-03 
     12    0.70633E-03 
     13    0.71201E-03 
     14    0.40738E-04 
     15    0.22321E-05 
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                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      CO2           H2            WATER         PROPANE  
      1     0.0000       0.30338       0.55798E-06   0.37783       0.53939E-02 
      2     0.0000       0.14101       0.24260E-06   0.65500       0.23682E-02 
      9    0.16655E-14   0.13255       0.23938E-06   0.72014       0.23178E-02 
     10    0.38243E-12   0.13255       0.23937E-06   0.72015       0.23177E-02 
     11    0.87740E-10   0.13255       0.23937E-06   0.72015       0.23177E-02 
     12    0.16601E-07   0.13255       0.23937E-06   0.72015       0.23177E-02 
     13    0.33255E-05   0.97737E-01   0.91768E-12   0.75908       0.73670E-03 
     14    0.61464E-05   0.47496E-02    0.0000       0.96739       0.31957E-05 
     15    0.19253E-04   0.20550E-03    0.0000       0.99426       0.11593E-07 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     ETHANE        METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL  
      1    0.49782E-02   0.15497E-03   0.18318E-02   0.68759E-01   0.77139E-01 
      2    0.21954E-02   0.67758E-04   0.10255E-02   0.40772E-01   0.52659E-01 
      9    0.21422E-02   0.66559E-04   0.82314E-03   0.30769E-01   0.35935E-01 
     10    0.21422E-02   0.66558E-04   0.82313E-03   0.30768E-01   0.35935E-01 
     11    0.21422E-02   0.66557E-04   0.82313E-03   0.30768E-01   0.35935E-01 
     12    0.21422E-02   0.66556E-04   0.82313E-03   0.30768E-01   0.35935E-01 
     13    0.72890E-03   0.21828E-04   0.84623E-03   0.32016E-01   0.37471E-01 
     14    0.60108E-05   0.65600E-07   0.99372E-04   0.34099E-02   0.75659E-02 
     15    0.43628E-07   0.16086E-09   0.87462E-05   0.25532E-03   0.10797E-02 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHANOL      THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE   
      1    0.76921E-01   0.25625E-02   0.14501E-01   0.26254E-01   0.11855E-01 
      2    0.60584E-01   0.13562E-02   0.63304E-02   0.14637E-01   0.51883E-02 
      9    0.38771E-01   0.11254E-02   0.62229E-02   0.11436E-01   0.50905E-02 
     10    0.38771E-01   0.11254E-02   0.62228E-02   0.11435E-01   0.50904E-02 
     11    0.38772E-01   0.11254E-02   0.62227E-02   0.11435E-01   0.50903E-02 
     12    0.38772E-01   0.11254E-02   0.62227E-02   0.11435E-01   0.50903E-02 
     13    0.40477E-01   0.11580E-02   0.27827E-02   0.11920E-01   0.18883E-02 
     14    0.15141E-01   0.70353E-04   0.21468E-05   0.46339E-03   0.45795E-05 
     15    0.40967E-02   0.30492E-05   0.11775E-08   0.11127E-04   0.89461E-08 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     BUTANOL  
      1    0.28441E-01 
      2    0.16811E-01 
      9    0.12605E-01 
     10    0.12604E-01 
     11    0.12604E-01 
     12    0.12604E-01 
     13    0.13132E-01 
     14    0.10833E-02 
     15    0.60317E-04 
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                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      CO2           H2            WATER         PROPANE  
      1    0.33295E-03    18.840       0.12017E+07   0.43517        132.82     
      2    0.18447E-02    29.709       0.10049E+07   0.67973        315.95     
      9    0.24868E-02    31.534       0.96579E+06   0.73684        354.31     
     10    0.24888E-02    31.512       0.96457E+06   0.73685        354.07     
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     11    0.24909E-02    31.490       0.96337E+06   0.73686        353.82     
     12    0.24928E-02    31.466       0.96213E+06   0.73687        353.54     
     13    0.27806E-02    31.323       0.92351E+06   0.77689        351.13     
     14    0.51978E-02    34.351       0.82001E+06   0.97254        415.32     
     15    0.55481E-02    34.104       0.80110E+06   0.99865        412.10     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     ETHANE        METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL  
      1     90.945        230.44        4.5209        3.5739        2.2808     
      2     172.11        451.99        11.021        11.572        6.1816     
      9     186.79        498.32        12.603        13.824        7.2186     
     10     186.65        498.10        12.600        13.821        7.2176     
     11     186.51        497.89        12.596        13.819        7.2165     
     12     186.36        497.66        12.592        13.815        7.2151     
     13     184.70        506.81        12.935        14.273        7.4890     
     14     207.31        614.64        16.636        19.646        10.071     
     15     205.55        618.60        16.838        19.961        10.263     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     METHANOL      THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE   
      1     1.6022        5.9853        320.93        4.6071        197.78     
      2     3.4155        20.559        1588.5        28.840        552.18     
      9     3.8354        24.609        1974.6        37.832        634.99     
     10     3.8349        24.602        1973.5        37.829        634.56     
     11     3.8343        24.595        1972.5        37.825        634.12     
     12     3.8335        24.585        1971.1        37.816        633.61     
     13     3.9621        25.054        1974.3        39.172        628.05     
     14     5.0711        34.297        2749.6        62.321        771.67     
     15     5.1136        34.356        2734.8        63.371        765.05     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     BUTANOL  
      1     3.6172     
      2     14.503     
      9     17.855     
     10     17.852     
     11     17.850     
     12     17.845     
     13     18.443     
     14     26.592     
     15     27.022     
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      CO2           H2            WATER         PROPANE  
      1     0.0000       0.32464E-01   0.42873E-13   0.71636       0.82045E-04 
      2     0.0000       0.11057E-01   0.25760E-13   0.91896       0.17496E-04 
      9    0.33214E-11   0.99616E-02   0.26906E-13   0.94811       0.15533E-04 
     10    0.76201E-09   0.99685E-02   0.26939E-13   0.94809       0.15544E-04 
     11    0.17468E-06   0.99754E-02   0.26972E-13   0.94808       0.15554E-04 
     12    0.33024E-04   0.99827E-02   0.27005E-13   0.94803       0.15566E-04 
     13    0.59108E-02   0.73696E-02    0.0000       0.94464       0.49650E-05 
     14    0.59902E-02   0.33471E-03    0.0000       0.98570       0.18663E-07 
     15    0.17476E-01   0.14501E-04    0.0000       0.98079       0.67831E-10 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     ETHANE        METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL  
      1    0.75402E-04   0.49419E-06   0.10780E-02   0.52966E-01   0.71375E-01 
      2    0.20303E-04   0.12731E-06   0.28608E-03   0.11208E-01   0.20775E-01 
      9    0.18570E-04   0.11539E-06   0.20427E-03   0.72028E-02   0.12350E-01 
     10    0.18584E-04   0.11543E-06   0.20432E-03   0.72040E-02   0.12351E-01 
     11    0.18597E-04   0.11548E-06   0.20437E-03   0.72053E-02   0.12353E-01 
     12    0.18612E-04   0.11553E-06   0.20444E-03   0.72070E-02   0.12355E-01 
     13    0.63682E-05   0.37079E-07   0.20391E-03   0.72343E-02   0.12370E-01 
     14    0.47955E-07   0.94182E-10   0.19083E-04   0.57376E-03   0.19037E-02 
     15    0.34899E-09   0.22813E-12   0.16497E-05   0.42033E-04   0.26503E-03 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHANOL      THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE   
      1    0.70466E-01   0.14143E-02   0.17843E-03   0.26679E-01   0.15962E-03 
      2    0.30087E-01   0.25180E-03   0.18181E-04   0.27452E-02   0.28910E-04 
      9    0.17442E-01   0.17757E-03   0.14625E-04   0.16631E-02   0.25091E-04 
     10    0.17444E-01   0.17762E-03   0.14632E-04   0.16632E-02   0.25108E-04 
     11    0.17447E-01   0.17767E-03   0.14639E-04   0.16634E-02   0.25124E-04 
     12    0.17450E-01   0.17773E-03   0.14649E-04   0.16637E-02   0.25144E-04 
     13    0.17567E-01   0.17885E-03   0.65182E-05   0.16685E-02   0.93782E-05 
     14    0.52625E-02   0.81360E-05   0.37010E-08   0.41790E-04   0.18973E-07 
     15    0.14037E-02   0.34995E-06   0.20290E-11   0.98104E-06   0.37165E-10 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     BUTANOL  
      1    0.26701E-01 
      2    0.45483E-02 
      9    0.28176E-02 
     10    0.28180E-02 
     11    0.28184E-02 
     12    0.28191E-02 
     13    0.28322E-02 
     14    0.16610E-03 
     15    0.90473E-05 
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                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     GLYCEROL      CO2           H2            WATER         PROPANE  
      1     0.0000       0.35397       0.29821E-07   0.18045       0.63059E-02 
      2     0.0000       0.21592       0.17016E-07   0.41057       0.36334E-02 
      9    0.57265E-14   0.21779       0.18015E-07   0.48435       0.38157E-02 
     10    0.13149E-11   0.21779       0.18015E-07   0.48435       0.38157E-02 
     11    0.30167E-09   0.21779       0.18015E-07   0.48435       0.38156E-02 
     12    0.57077E-07   0.21779       0.18015E-07   0.48435       0.38156E-02 
     13    0.11939E-04   0.16768       0.72116E-13   0.53309       0.12664E-02 
     14    0.30084E-04   0.11109E-01    0.0000       0.92626       0.74895E-05 
     15    0.97826E-04   0.49898E-03    0.0000       0.98822       0.28203E-07 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     ETHANE        METHANE       ACETONE       ISOPROP       ETHANOL  
      1    0.39686E-02   0.65911E-04   0.28206E-02   0.10955       0.94215E-01 
      2    0.22969E-02   0.37822E-04   0.20723E-02   0.85253E-01   0.84408E-01 
      9    0.24049E-02   0.39864E-04   0.17848E-02   0.69032E-01   0.61806E-01 
     10    0.24049E-02   0.39864E-04   0.17848E-02   0.69032E-01   0.61806E-01 
     11    0.24048E-02   0.39863E-04   0.17848E-02   0.69031E-01   0.61806E-01 
     12    0.24048E-02   0.39863E-04   0.17848E-02   0.69031E-01   0.61806E-01 
     13    0.85442E-03   0.13651E-04   0.19160E-02   0.75005E-01   0.67294E-01 
     14    0.96061E-05   0.55933E-07   0.30675E-03   0.10891E-01   0.18525E-01 
     15    0.72378E-07   0.14238E-09   0.28026E-04   0.84653E-03   0.27443E-02 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHANOL      THF           HEXANE        HEXANOL       BUTANE   
      1    0.65343E-01   0.48986E-02   0.33131E-01   0.71117E-01   0.18268E-01 
      2    0.67543E-01   0.34025E-02   0.18981E-01   0.52036E-01   0.10492E-01 
      9    0.46380E-01   0.30297E-02   0.20021E-01   0.43622E-01   0.11046E-01 
     10    0.46380E-01   0.30296E-02   0.20021E-01   0.43622E-01   0.11046E-01 
     11    0.46381E-01   0.30296E-02   0.20020E-01   0.43621E-01   0.11046E-01 
     12    0.46381E-01   0.30296E-02   0.20020E-01   0.43621E-01   0.11046E-01 
     13    0.50560E-01   0.32550E-02   0.93482E-02   0.47477E-01   0.42785E-02 
     14    0.25785E-01   0.26962E-03   0.98325E-05   0.25164E-02   0.14147E-04 
     15    0.72421E-02   0.12130E-04   0.55986E-08   0.62725E-04   0.28688E-07 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     BUTANOL  
      1    0.55890E-01 
      2    0.43357E-01 
      9    0.34880E-01 
     10    0.34880E-01 
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     11    0.34880E-01 
     12    0.34879E-01 
     13    0.37944E-01 
     14    0.42677E-02 
     15    0.24666E-03 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         292.46            328.74     
    2         328.74            334.35     
    9         335.45            335.51     
   10         335.51            335.56     
   11         335.56            335.62     
   12         335.62            327.10     
   13         339.78            358.04     
   14         358.04            360.30     
   15         360.30            360.30     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1  0.18234E+06 0.42464E+06  3647.8     0.77894E+06  21.834      28.741     
    2  0.16084E+06 0.40315E+06  3122.4     0.79487E+06  18.891      26.988     
    9  0.15878E+06 0.40109E+06  3068.1     0.79387E+06  18.571      26.786     
   10  0.15879E+06 0.40109E+06  3068.3     0.79332E+06  18.571      26.785     
   11  0.13093E+06 0.40110E+06  2530.2     0.79276E+06  18.571      26.785     
   12  0.13270E+06 0.40286E+06  2564.5     0.78792E+06  18.572      26.734     
   13  0.48782E+06 0.32339E+06  9445.5     0.93806E+06  18.634      18.815     
   14  0.48496E+06 0.32053E+06  9415.1     0.96793E+06  18.180      18.125     
   15  0.16443E+06 0.32053E+06  3180.5     0.96793E+06  18.287      18.125     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   49.986      0.54515      0.17592      0.16314E-01    44.107     
    2   51.512      0.50719      0.15954      0.16528E-01    43.852     
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    9   51.753      0.50523      0.15631      0.16566E-01    43.590     
   10   51.751      0.50559      0.15627      0.16567E-01    43.583     
   11   51.748      0.50595      0.15624      0.16569E-01    43.577     
   12   51.746      0.51130      0.15621      0.16385E-01    43.570     
   13   51.646      0.34474      0.15514      0.15882E-01    43.140     
   14   51.509      0.33115      0.14811      0.15853E-01    41.654     
   15   51.700      0.33115      0.14806      0.15853E-01    41.511     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.44842E-01       81794.          0.57513E+06 
    2   -.25507          0.39588E-01       79263.          0.56608E+06 
    9   -.66096E-02      0.39115E-01       78824.          0.56428E+06 
   10   -.66059E-02      0.39130E-01       78799.          0.56409E+06 
   11   -.66025E-02      0.32278E-01       78774.          0.56389E+06 
   12   -.66689E-02      0.32743E-01       78711.          0.56340E+06 
   13   -8.8026          0.12324           76898.          0.55078E+06 
   14   -1.4869          0.12131           77860.          0.55700E+06 
   15   -.14252          0.41057E-01       77715.          0.55700E+06 
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          14 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               B960     
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 FLEXI        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  14 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                       15.8216      
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.13303     
    WEIR LENGTH                     FT                       11.4961      
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       11.215        98.776       79.021        9.8776     
          3       11.168        97.950       78.360        9.7950     
          4       11.160        97.816       78.253        9.7816     
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          5       11.157        97.773       78.218        9.7773     
          6       11.156        97.745       78.196        9.7745     
          7       11.154        97.720       78.176        9.7720     
          8       11.153        97.695       78.156        9.7695     
          9       11.152        97.671       78.137        9.7671     
         10       11.150        97.644       78.116        9.7644     
         11       10.805        91.696       73.357        9.1696     
         12       10.823        91.997       73.598        9.1997     
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         13       15.779        195.53       156.43        19.553     
         14       15.822        196.60       157.28        19.660     
 
 BLOCK:  S1       MODEL: FSPLIT           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S113     
   OUTLET STREAMS:        S113B1      S113A1   
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            39496.8         39496.8         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )           0.116004E+07    0.116004E+07   -0.200709E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.371242E+10   -0.371242E+10     0.00000     
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
  FRACTION OF FLOW                 STRM=S113B1   FRAC=         0.47000     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
  STREAM= S113B1         SPLIT=          0.47000     KEY=  0    STREAM-ORDER=   1 
          S113A1                         0.53000           0                    2 
 
 BLOCK:  S2       MODEL: FSPLIT           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S503A    
   OUTLET STREAMS:        S503B       S503C    
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   UNIFAC    UNIFAC / REDLICH-KWONG                       
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
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    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            8991.62         8991.62         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            164433.         164433.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.108976E+10   -0.108976E+10   -0.218781E-15 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
  FRACTION OF FLOW                 STRM=S503B    FRAC=         0.30123     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
  STREAM= S503B          SPLIT=          0.30123     KEY=  0    STREAM-ORDER=   1 
          S503C                          0.69877           0                    2 
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